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These materials represent six years of development by the
CC–STADUS/CC–SUSTAIN Project.  They are based on the
twelve–day training that the National Science Foundation
funded project has provided for teachers each summer.
They allow an experienced modeler to conduct a similar
program without the need to develop their own materials.
That is the intent behind the development of these materials.
In the five summers we have conducted the summer
institute, materials have been developed, critiqued, and
polished repeatedly.  The project was intended to achieve
two goals:  1.)Training a significant number of teachers to
develop and use models in their classrooms;  2.)Develop
materials that would allow others to replicate the training.


These materials can be used exactly as they stand.  All
handouts used by our participants are included, as well as
copies of all models that participants build while
participating in the training.  All of these models are in
both version 3.05 and version 5.0 of STELLA, allowing
groups with older versions of STELLA to use them.  (If the
models are present on a disk or CD with STELLA 5.0 on it,
they will be listed in the open window as STELLA 5.0 even
if they are version 3.05 models.  The names of the models
tell you the version in which they were created.) A
“teacher’s guide” discussing how to use the materials
accompanies each part of the program.  All printed
materials are prepared in Word 5.1a, allowing those with
older software to read them.  Newer versions of Word will
open them without difficulty.  However, our intent has
never been to produce a rigid document.  These materials
are our current “best” version of training materials.  They
are provided so that no one needs to begin from ground zero
as we did six years ago.  Feel free to add or subtract from the
program.


It is important to repeat that these materials are not designed
for someone to “self–teach” themselves modeling with
STELLA.  The course presented here is designed to be taught
by one or more experienced modelers.  Without a minimum
of two years of experience in using and teaching with
STELLA models, it would be virtually impossible to use
these materials to train others.


We would like to dedicate these materials to Professor Jay
Forrester.  His role as the “father” of system
dynamics/thinking is well known.  That, however, is not the
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reason these materials are dedicated to him.  From our
earliest work with systems, Professor Forrester has
encouraged us to follow our original vision: that K-12
teachers and students could learn to build dynamic models
and could use those models in their classroom.  He has
provided advice and moral support throughout the process.
Without him, we would surely have given up.


Preparation of these materials has been a process that has
taken more than twice as long as anticipated.  None of this
would have been possible without the financial support
provided by Jim and Faith Waters.  Their commitment  to
the vision of this project resulted in additional funds being
provided which have allowed the project directors to teach
half-time, providing them the time to devote to project
activities such as the development of these materials.


George Richardson has also been a key to the continued
success of the project.  His support, encouragement, and
advice (particularly technical advice) has helped keep our
mistakes from being too numerous and too damaging.  He
keeps us open to taking risks by being gently honest in
evaluating our work.


As already noted, these materials are the culmination of six
years of work on the project.  Rather than the work of any
one individual, these materials have been developed by the
more than 20 individuals who have served as core
team/instructors the last five years.  Less than 1/3 of the
materials presented here were part of the first institute.  The
core team has revised and developed materials each year.
Thus, any single activity may have had more than a dozen
individuals involved in its development.


Where a few individuals have been the primary developers
of materials, that is acknowledged in the footer.  If not
specified, the materials’ “parentage” is too involved to be
clearly identified.  In any case, the following staff and core
team members have been involved in the development of
these materials:
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The “teacher’s guide” materials were put in written form by
the editor, but are actually the result of hours of discussion
among the instructors, with substantial input from
participants.


The first CC–STADUS Training Institute was based on the
experiences of the Principal Investigators and their
assumptions about how models would be used and how
modeling could be taught.  The three weeks were basically
divided into a week of training in basic systems concepts
and the use of STELLA, a week in which business, research,
government, and higher education uses of modeling were
explored, and a week in which participants built a cross-
curricular model.  The current evolutionary stage of the
institute, presented in these materials, retains this rough
division, although each part has been reduced from a full
week to 4 days.  However, the details have changed so
dramatically that it sometimes seems that the first year
materials and these materials can scarcely be part of the
same project.


This overview focuses on the CC–STADUS training done in
Portland.  Where significant changes are recommended for
other sites, those will be noted.  The schedule included in
this overview, however, is the recommended schedule for
use at other sites.


To understand the changes made in the training as it
evolved, it may be useful to examine some assumptions that
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were basic to the project, and how reality has impacted those
assumptions to mandate change.  Central to the project was
the assumption that  for teachers to use models in the
classroom it was essential that they work with and be taught
by practitioners.  As a result, all project instructors have
been active teachers, using the same types of materials in
their own classrooms that they teach others to develop.  This
has proven to be a valid assumption.  Participants’ questions
have been easily dealt with by the instructors since they
have had many of the same difficulties participants
experience.  These difficulties include problems encountered
when using STELLA models in the classroom.  Our
instructors discuss their experiences and use them to deal
with participant anxieties.  It is strongly recommended that
any training based on these materials also use active
classroom teachers as instructors.


Further, it was assumed that teachers learn new skills (e.g.,
computer modeling) most easily if it is presented in the
context of their own subject area.  Consistent with this,
participants are instructed in the basic construction of
STELLA models in three groups: Mathematics, Science, and
Social Sciences/Humanities. Teachers are divided into these
broad concept areas to allow them to work within the
comfort of well understood problems in their own
disciplines.


When using these materials, it would be desirable to follow
this same pattern.  However, the size of the training and the
number of instructors may make that impossible.  The
CC–STADUS training is large enough to make separating
the groups possible.  Smaller training sessions (15 or less)
should probably simply use the same materials (we
recommend the Social Science/Humanities) with all
participants.


One thing that has differentiated the
CC–STADUS/CC–SUSTAIN training from other training
has been its length.  The 12–day length was consistent with
another very basic assumption:  Teachers require time,
practice, and experience with STELLA models in order to
become facile enough with them to use them in class and to
build their own models.  Participants develop a rudimentary
skill with modeling in the first four days of the training.
Experience in doing one–week training, in which the
Gallaher materials are added to the basic content area
training has confirmed our initial assumption.  While
teachers may feel they know how to build STELLA models
(they “know” STELLA) after a week, they have little success


Why is the training so
long (12 days)?
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is building their own models.  Few teachers have been able
to move forward on their own at that point.  The additional
days of training are absolutely essential to developing a level
of comfort and expertise that will allow teachers to build
their own models and expand their own mastery of systems.
Even those who have had a full twelve days of training still
often require substantial assistance and support.  The
additional practice and cooperative model building
provided by the final eight days of the training are essential
to developing successful model builders and users.


The approach and assumptions proved successful, but also
produced some early false starts.  Initially, only two of the
Principal Investigators had more than a year of experience
with STELLA or any experience in teaching STELLA to
others.  Initial planning for the institute gave all instructors
an opportunity to participate in designing the instructional
materials.  The focus on content groups, however, caused the
learning experiences to be very different from one group to
the other.  Instruction focused on building models for use in
the curricular areas.  As a result, there were few common
experiences.  Each group used very different models and
covered different model structures.  The debriefing after the
institute, in which both old and new core team members
participated, resulted in strong recommendations that all
groups cover the same modeling structures.  The intent was
to provide all participants with experience building a few
basic types of models, to give them a basic “tool kit” to begin
working with.  Linear growth and decay, exponential
growth and decay, quadratic growth, and S–shaped growth
were identified as a reasonable set of structures to be learned
in the limited time available.  It was generally agreed that
the structures were more important than examples of
models used in courses.  In subsequent years these
structures have remained the same.  However, our
understanding of why focusing on these structures is
important has changed.


Through the work of Peter Senge, Systems Thinking has
gained a great deal of popular exposure.  He and others have
proposed the idea of system archetypes as a means of
understanding system behaviors.  Thus, many look for
patterns when looking at systems, such as the “success to the
successful” archetype.  High Performance Systems, in their
workshops, deal with structural model archetypes, like the
co-flow.  In looking at where and how models are used in
K–12 classrooms, it is clear that patterns of growth and
decay may be the most useful way of identifying systems
used in the classroom.  The decision to teach all participants


Design of the
Materials
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how to build and recognize the growth patterns chosen was
based on an attempt insure that all participants had common
experiences and skills.  Fortuitously, the patterns allow
teachers to build almost all the models they are likely to use.
The patterns chosen for basic instruction fit 90% or more of
all classroom modeling situations.  Emphasizing those few
patterns to the exclusion of others has ensured that
participants develop confidence with the patterns that will
allow them to use models in the classroom.  The importance
of this emphasis has become more obvious each year.  The
greater the experience with these patterns, the greater the
comfort level.  The greater the comfort level, the more
teachers use the models, and the more likely they will be to
build new models.  Further, the high comfort level
developed through the repetitive use of the basic patterns
has allowed a higher percentage of teachers to move on to
other patterns (primarily oscillatory) when appropriate.
Their confidence allows them to build onto what they
already do well.


It has become increasingly evident that comfort and
confidence in modeling skills are among the most critical
factors in successfully using systems models in the
classroom.  This was revealed through tracking of institute
participants and looking at the types of assistance they
requested.  Even though most teachers indicated they felt
they had learned the mechanics of modeling, many still had
difficulty identifying simple topics to model or actually
building the models.  They frequently tried to build
relatively complicated models while making very basic
mistakes.  A significant number of the participants in the
first two years reported difficulty in building models during
the regular school year.  More recent participants have
reported less difficulty. This may be attributed to two
factors.  The first is the increased emphasis on learning a few
structures well.  The second is a general increase in
“computer literacy” among participants.  This has resulted
in a steeper learning curve for STELLA.  Participants have
less difficulty with the mechanics of using a computer, so
they are more easily able to focus on the modeling.


The increase in basic computer skills has, in turn, made it
possible for participants to cover more material during the
portion of the training devoted to learning basic modeling.
However, no additional structures have been added.  Rather,
more exercises with the basic structures have been included,
with many more optional activities for those moving fastest.
Using a sequential approach, beginning with simple models
illustrating the structures and advancing through more
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involved models, participants build two to three times as
many models as they did the first two years.  They are
actually building models without specific directions more
quickly and for a greater percentage of the training.


This sequential approach carries over to their own model
building, as well as their teaching.  Increasingly, teachers
who develop new models for their classroom develop a
succession of increasingly complex and accurate models.
Often such models are being developed through interaction
with students in class or group discussions.


Day 1
8:00 – 9:30 Registration, introductions,


housekeeping, general orientation,
presentation of final schedule for
workshop.


9:30 – 9:45 Break
9:45 – 10:15 Introduction to systems
10:15 – 12:00 FishBanks Simulation Introduction


and Activity
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 2:30 FishBanks Simulation Activity
2:30 – 2:45 Break
2:45 – 3:45 FishBanks Simulation Debriefing
3:45 – 4:00 Daily wrap–up


Day 2
8:00 – 10:30 Introduction to STELLA II software


Linear and Exponential financial
accounts


10:30 – 10:45 Break
10:45 – 12:00 Population Tutorial
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 2:30 Instruction and activities in the Core


Area groups (Math, Science, Social
Sciences)


2:30 – 2:45 Break
2:45 – 3:45 Core Area Activities
3:45 – 4:00 Daily wrap–up


Day 3
8:00 – 10:00 Core Area Activities
10:00 – 10:15 Break
10:15 – 12:00 Core Area Activities
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 2:30 Core Area Activities
2:30 – 2:45 Break


The first four days —
an introduction to


Systems and STELLA
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2:45 – 3:45 Core Area Activities
3:45 – 4:00 Daily wrap–up


Day 4


8:00 – 10:00 Core Area Activities
10:00 – 10:15 Break
10:15 – 12:00 Core Area Activities
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 1:45 Developing group modeling ideas
1:45 – 2:00 Break
2:00 – 2:45 Development of FishBanks STELLA


model from MIT
2:45 – 3:45 Activities using FishBanks STELLA


model from MIT
3:45 – 4:00 Daily wrap–up


The initial four days of training begin with organizational
and administrative tasks.  Each training site will have its
own special needs.  In Portland, distribution of software and
registration for college credit is taken care of at this time.  (If
a local institution is not available to provide credit, contact
the CC–STADUS/CC–SUSTAIN project directors for
information about arranging credit through the Mathematics
Learning Center and Portland State University.)


Participant work begins with  one of the traditional opening
activities in systems institutes:  The FishBanks simulation.
While some of the participants have a broad background in
systems concepts, some are relative novices.  The FishBanks
simulation provides a common starting point for all
participants.  In Portland, the group (35–40 teachers), is
divided in half, each half working with one of the project
directors.  Each half forms six teams/companies and plays
the simulation.  Breaking the group up insures that
“companies” consist of 3–4 teachers, allowing maximum
involvement for each.  At other sites, the number of
participants will dictate the size of teams and the number of
games run.  For smooth running of the game and maximum
opportunity for individual involvement, five or six
teams/companies is preferred.


Instruction about the simulation is kept to a minimum, with
the purpose of the game, “maximizing wealth” being
presented along with copies of the basic handouts provided
by the publisher.  This, predictably, produces  a rapid
economic and ecological disaster.  Some groups do recognize
the impending disaster and try to prevent it, but they are
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almost never successful.  This produces extensive
discussions, especially as the outcome becomes more
evident.  Participants focus on the simulation, dissecting it in
great detail.  That sets the stage for the debriefing.


The debriefing begins by focusing on what happened to the
fish in the simulation.  It quickly moves to what is actually
going on in the simulation – what factors are included, what
are excluded, and why.  This tends to lead to a general
discussion of what can be included in simulations and what
topics can be modeled.  The participants look back at the
FishBanks simulation and begin to discuss how they would
change the simulation.  The debriefing closes by looking at
how to start a simulation – how to identify a few key factors
that form the core of a model.


Day two begins with a short introduction to STELLA.  The
four basic building blocks (stocks, flows, converters, and
connectors) are defined.  After using a variety of different
analogies, ranging from bathtubs and faucets through home
heating systems and flush toilets, the core team finally
evolved one that cut across all disciplinary lines.  Stocks are
like nouns.  Nouns act through verbs, or are acted on by
verbs.  Similarly, flows act on stocks.  Adverbs modify verbs,
converters modify or control flows.  Finally, connectors
function as conjunctions.  This introduction to the
“grammar” of STELLA is followed by a directed
introductory activity.  This is designed to familiarize the
participants with the basic building blocks.  They build a
linear growth “bank account” and one that exhibits
exponential growth (compounded interest).  Each
participant builds these models at the same time, directed by
the instructors.  The next step is a more complex, but still
“directed” activity, the tutorial on population.  This tutorial
“walks” participants through building a few basic
population models without really giving much background
– a “follow the numbers” modeling experience.


Next, the actual work in discipline groups begins. In the
CC–STADUS training, each discipline group works in an
separate room.  Using materials that are generic for the
content group, participants begin learning how to build the
basic structures.  All groups begin with linear growth and
decay.  In the Social Studies group, for example, the first
work involves building a model of how papers build up on a
teacher’s desk.  It is a simple one stock, one inflow model.
The model is then extended with some additional,
open–ended problems: breaking the paper load into
different classes, with different numbers of students and
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different rates of paper production.  The Science group
begins with a simple model of motion with a constant speed
(flow) and a changing distance (stock).  Again, the model is
extended without changing the structure.


Groups continue, working through exponential growth and
decay, quadratic growth, and S-shaped growth.  Each year,
more extensions of the basic model structures have been
added.  This has been made possible by the greater speed
with which participants have mastered the basic models.
These extensions have also allowed some additional material
to be introduced.


In the first year of the grant, only graphical inputs were
taught.  Little work with logical functions was done.  The
materials now used introduce If-Then statements, Pulse,
Step, and other operators through the model extensions.  In
most cases, these operators and functions are not explicitly
described in the handouts used for the training.  Instead,
they are developed one–on–one, a process made possible by
the large staff used for instruction.  Each
CC–STADUS/CC–SUSTAIN summer institute is staffed by
the two directors, six core team members, and one or two
student assistants.  This means that there are 9–10 instructors
for 35–40 participants.  Two are working full–time with each
group.  The rest float from group to group, assisting where
needed.  While other sites may not have the luxury of such a
large staff, expansion much beyond a participant:staff ratio
of 6:1 will virtually insure that some participants will leave
the training with both poor preparation and significant lack
of confidence.


The science materials provide a good example of how the
functions can be added in.  When the Science group is doing
the quadratic structure, participants will build a model of an
object thrown vertically.  After they build the basic model, it
is pointed out that if the model is run long enough, it will
describe an object burrowing into the ground and
continuing to accelerate, an obvious impossibility.  When
one of the instructors points that out, the participant usually
asks something along the lines of “Well, can I tell the model
to stop accelerating and moving when it hits the ground?”
The response is usually another question: “What would
need to change, and when?”  This results in a discussion
about how to use If–Then statements.  Similarly, in the Social
Studies group, participants build models of stock prices
when learning about S–shaped growth.  One of the
extensions involves modeling rapid changes brought about
by panic selling.  This is done through a pulse.  Again, this is
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usually done one–on–one.  The instructor works with the
individual participant until they can use the operator.  That
participant almost immediately begins working with the
adjacent participants.  Students become instructors.  This
pattern spreads the information through the group.  The
mutual support and instruction reinforce understanding.


If participants complete all the basic modeling activities and
extensions, they are generally given models to build that
begin to combine structures to build more realistic models.
The Science group, for example, begins to work on “That
Dam Model”, a succession of 5 models describing the
behavior of a real dam.  The simplest model begins with a
reservoir and the pattern of water inflow.  In this first model
the goal is to keep the dam from overflowing (keep the
reservoir from overfilling).  Successive models deal with
more problems:  adding turbines to produce a constant level
of power, maintaining a minimum water level, variable
power demand, and finally, providing seasonal spills for
salmon.  These types of models anticipate both the next four
days of training and future work in their own classes.


After participants have completed work in their discipline
groups, they return to the FishBanks Simulation.  Now they
discuss how to build a fishing model.  The discussion
focuses on identifying the core pieces of the model, the most
essential pieces, and the types of growth they should exhibit.
In many cases, they never actually build the model.
However, the discussion provides an example for their own
work with models and establishes a pattern for analyzing a
problem and developing  one or more models to describe it.
Finally, participants close the first four days of the training
by actually running he FishBanks tutorial developed at MIT.
This provides an experience of how a model can be used to
help learn about complex systems.


Day 5 Research Pharmacology –  Materials
developed by Dr. Ed Gallaher,
OHSU/VA Hospital


8:00 – 9:30 Simple Inputs
9:30 – 9:45 Break
9:45 – 10:45 Exponential Output
10:45 – 11:00 Break
11:00 – 12:00 Combined Input and Output
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 2:15 Pharmacokinetics
2:15 – 2:30 Break
2:30 – 3:45 Oral Pharmacokinetic Model
3:45 – 4:00 Daily wrap–up


Learning about
Research and Higher


Education Uses of
STELLA
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Day 6 Trinity College System Dynamics
Group Materials (Note: these times
are approximate.  Appropriate times
for breaks are determined by the
completion of the various materials.)


8:00 – 10:00 Trinity materials
10:00 – 10:15 Break
10:15 – 12:00 Trinity Materials
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00–3:45 Trinity Materials
3:45 – 4:00 Daily wrap–up


Day 7 Trinity College System Dynamics
Group Materials (If the work of the
previous day is not finished, it will
be done here, otherwise the
suggested schedule will be
followed.)


8:00 – 10:00 Presentation of group model ideas
10:00 – 10:15 Break
10:15 – 12:00 Discussion of group model ideas,


followed by group formation
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 2:00 Sort reports on group ideas
2:00 – 3:45 Group discussions
3:45 – 4:00 Daily wrap–up


Day 8
8:00 – 9:15 Dynamic Systems and the


mathematics behind STELLA:
looking at DT


9:15 – 9:30 Break
9:30 – 10:45 Euler and Runge–Kutta Methods –


What is really happening in
computations


10:45 – 11:00 Break
11:00 – 12:00 Further mathematical considerations


in Stella modeling
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 1:45 “Lord of the Flies” - modeling in


English classes
1:45 –2:00 Break
2:00 – 3:45 Begin working on Group Model


Project
3:45 – 4:00 Daily wrap–up


The first four days provide basic instruction in building
STELLA models.  However, those models are simple, and
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unless the participants have had an opportunity to do all the
advanced/extended models, they have not had a chance to
work with models that combine structures.  The next four
days give them that opportunity as they begin to see how
models can be used in research and higher education.


The first day of this section is devoted to models developed
by Dr. Ed Gallaher, a research pharmacologist at Oregon
Health Sciences University.  He has used STELLA for more
than eight years, and has done work with secondary
students for six.  The models he has developed for the
training are simplifications of models he uses in his own
work in pharmacokinetics.  They focus on drug assimilation,
drug elimination, and drug effect within the body.  These
models are included in the training materials.


The model participants begin with has a linear input and
exponential output, often referred to as the rain–barrel
model.  It describes the actual water level of a rain barrel as
it fills with water and is drained by a single hole in or near
the bottom.  The variations of the models that they work
through include different types of inputs, including steady
input, initial high input followed by steady small input, and
pulse inputs.  These variations are presented because the
“rain barrel” behaviors are excellent approximations of the
way the human body interacts with drugs.


These basic models are followed by exploration of actual
drug interactions.  First, participants look at the behavior of
intravenous drugs, low level continuous inputs into the
system.  Next, in “Take Two Aspirin . . .” they look at
discrete doses, like taking two aspirin or some other drug
administered orally.  This model adds some additional
complexity.  It is a two compartment (stock) model.  The two
connected stocks represent the amount of the drug in the
stomach and the body (effectively, the bloodstream).
Further exploration follows, with different patterns and
strengths of doses, as well as IV inputs.  Exploration of the
problems encountered in maintaining the drug level
between the therapeutic and toxic levels closes the day.


In Portland, the next two days are devoted to work with Dr.
John Heinbokel and Dr. Jeff Potash of Trinity College in
Burlington, Vermont.  They have developed and taught an
interdisciplinary course entitled “Plagues and People”, first
taught at the college level, but since used at the secondary
level.  This course looks at how a biological phenomenon,
disease and epidemic, affect history.  Their presentations to
the participants give them an opportunity to explore some of
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the models developed for the course.  This provides four
important experiences.  The most obvious is the chance to
work with true cross–curricular models and to experience
how courses can be taught with such materials.  The second
key experience is simply the opportunity to work with
models, to gain experience in manipulating and
understanding fairly complex models.  Third, all the models
are basically exponential growth/decay models.  The
sequence of increasing complexity displayed in their models
is exemplary practice in secondary model usage.  Finally, Dr.
Heinbokel and Dr. Potash have described modeling as a tool
to encourage interesting and enlightening “conversations”.
They, and we, believe that these “conversations” may be the
key to systems and modeling work in schools.  They can
truly open up problems and ideas for students.  The
“Plagues and People” materials are masterful examples of
how to stimulate these conversations.  The materials
included in the training materials include some of the
materials used in the Portland training as well as some
adaptations of their work that can be used without the level
of expertise Jeff and John have.  They lead to excellent
conversations that are only limited by the time instructors
and participants are willing to commit.


The last half day, Jeff and John discuss model ideas and
assist participants in finalizing cross-curricular models.  In
training environments other than Portland, this task will fall
to the local instructors.  This is where the experience of the
instructors and modelers becomes a key factor.  The more
experience they have in developing and using models, the
more suited for this task.  They can begin by presenting a
few general ideas,  “do’s and don’ts” based on their own
experience.  Then they move on to specific ideas being
explored by participants, suggesting ways to limit the scope
of the model, concepts to focus on.


The final day of the middle block is something of a
“catch–all” day.  It is used to deal with several important
needs.  The morning is devoted to the mathematics behind
STELLA.  Most participants have limited mathematical
experience.  To attempt a rigorous treatment of what
STELLA does and how it does it would be impractical.
Instead, these presentations focus on how to choose the
correct integration method and how to choose a reasonable
DT.  Participants are taught simple, easily learned criteria for
each.  As an extension of these ideas, some common
problems are discussed as well.  The focus is on problems
based in the mathematics, problems specific to STELLA
(such as choice of uni–flows and bi–flows, non-negative
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stocks), and general problems commonly experienced in
building models.  These topics proved troublesome in the
early years, since instruction addressed them in passing,
rather than directly.  It is vital that teachers understand these
ideas well enough to prevent easily avoided modeling
errors.  Therefore they have become the final formal part of
the instruction.  At this point, participants know enough for
them to profit from the information.  Earlier introduction
would only serve to add confusion.


The afternoon of the last day of the middle block also serves
as a transition day, a day when the participants begin
working on their models.  At this point, demonstration
teaching and questions of pedagogy also begin to be
addressed. In their final form, the institute materials have
shifted emphasis toward increased discussion of classroom
use of systems concepts and appropriate methodologies for
facilitating their inclusion into the secondary classroom.
This reflects the second most common need identified by
past participants:  how to actually use models in the
classroom.  Some of this work is done during the first four
days of training.  However most is done after teachers have
developed basic proficiency in modeling. These topics
continue to be interspersed with other activities the
remainder of the workshop.


The first “sample teaching” involves the most unusual
model developed in the first two years of the project.  Tim
Joy, a member of the core team and one of two participants
selected to take over as Co–Director of the project,
developed the “Savage Instincts” model.  This literature
model uses a simple model to motivate a discussion in
literature classes.  Students track the changes in civility of a
character from the William Golding novel Lord of the Flies.
The time scale of the model is in chapters.  As the model
runs, messages or prompts come up periodically.  These
messages refer to events in the book.  Students adjust a
slider that controls a flow from a stock labeled “Civility” to a
stock labeled “savagery”.  Students document their reasons
for the shift, citing the novel.  When they have finished their
model run, they print a graph of the change in civility.
These graphs are displayed in class.  They become the focal
point of the discussion of the book.  Students with different
shaped graphs for the same character discuss their reasons
for the difference.  This results in an unusually spirited
discussion.


These ideas are presented, along with a sample run of the
model.  Next, participants are advised how to lead the
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discussion, as well as how to adapt the model for other
books.


The remainder of the last day is the first opportunity for
teachers to work in their groups on the cross-curricular
models.  This short period is usually used to define
individual tasks, including identifying what literature
research will be needed.


Day 9
8:00 – 9:00 Teaching strategies modeled
9:00 – 12:00 Group Work
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 4:00 Group Work


Day 10
8:00 – 9:00 Finding modeling ideas
9:00 – 12:00 Group Work
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 4:00 Group Work


Day 11
8:00 – 9:30 Use of models in classes
9:30 – 12:00 Group Work
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 4:00 Group Work


Day 12
8:00 – 12:00 Group Work
12:00 – 1:00 Lunch
1:00 – 2:00 Final evaluation
2:00 – 4:00 Group Work


 The final block of four days begins with more
demonstration teaching.  It is important that participants see
several different approaches, since the teachers will be
working in a variety of different environments.  Participants,
through their own training, have had ample opportunity to
experience individual work building models on computers.
That is one option some will be able to use with their classes.
More often, they will either have their classes use pre–built
models individually or in small groups, or they will use a
presentation device (projector, overhead panel, etc.) to
develop or use a model in a whole class/large group
discussion.  Both approaches are demonstrated and their
advantages and pitfalls are discussed.  This has allowed
teachers to more easily adapt systems concepts for their own
classroom use.  The first activity the morning of the first day
focuses on these topics.


Building
Cross–Curricular


Models
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The “Bathtub” model is used to illustrate how whole group
presentations can be done.  This model of a filling and
draining bathtub is designed to allow students to explore the
mathematical concept “slope” without ever being given a
definition of the concept.  They develop an operational
definition by doing repeated runs and answering a series of
questions.  The participants become the class, as one of the
instructors leads them through the model.  Questioning
strategies are explained as the “class” deals with them.  After
the model is run and the discussion completed, use of the
model by individual students is then discussed.


After the demonstration teaching, participants move on to
the day’s main activity.  The bulk of the final four days of the
institute is devoted to cross-curricular group work on
projects.  These projects include both models and supporting
curriculum materials.  Since the models are intended for
general use, two important considerations, simplicity and
documentation, are emphasized.  Novice modelers, as well
as experienced modelers, can be easily seduced by the power
of models.  They often attempted to do highly detailed
models.  While these are appropriate for research or for
business, where the model should exhaustively describe the
subject, in education broader, more general models are more
appropriate, lending themselves to broad use in the
curriculum. As participants begin focusing on their
cross–curricular models, instructors should circulate,
making certain that the topics are appropriate and can be
developed into a simple model or, preferably, a succession of
models of increasing complexity.  The process of narrowing
the problem can be time consuming, but is vital to the
success of the group.


The next step is actually building the basic model.  As the
group looks for the necessary supporting data, the task often
changes.  Even the best idea may prove to be impossible to
model if no data is available.  This has proven to be a
particular problem in developing models based around
chemistry.  Often, groups are forced to develop models that
rely on data that is generated to illustrate assumed
behaviors, not based on actual data.  These models are still
useful, since they may still illustrate phenomenon
reasonably.


Participants are  urged to fully document models, both
within the model and in their support materials.  Experience
with some of the models previously released showed that it
was not always evident why values were chosen, or why the
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model was built with the structure chosen.  Even relatively
simple models had “holes” that could not be easily filled.
Participants are reminded that documentation “put off until
later” is more often not done.  They are told to use the
STELLA “document” feature to explain each piece of the
model as it is built.  As they began to write the curriculum
and instructions for use that accompany the model, they are
encouraged to amplify their documentation, so that there are
no ambiguities.
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This list is provided to allow you to keep track of models as
you prepare for the workshop.  While all possible versions of
the models are not provided, all basic and many modified
versions are included.  All of the models are on the training
CD.


Day 2 AM
Models for “Building 1st Model”


Model 1
Model 2
Model 3


Population Tutorial Models
Population Part 1 model 1
Population Part 2 model 1
Population Part 2 model 2
Population Part 3 model 1


Day 2 PM — Day 4 AM
    MATHEMATICS MODELS


Math Activity #1 Models
Mathematics 1.0
Mathematics 1.1
Mathematics 1.2


Math Activity #2 Models
Mathematics 2.1
Mathematics 2.1a
Mathematics 2.2
Mathematics 2.3


Math Activity #3 Models
Mathematics 3.1
Mathematics 3.2
Mathematics 3.3
Mathematics 3.4
Mathematics 3.4a
Mathematics 3.5
Mathematics 3.6


Math Activity #4 Models
Mathematics 4.1b
Mathematics 4.1d
Mathematics 4.1e1
Mathematics 4.1e2
Mathematics 4.2
Mathematics 4.2a


APPENDIX – COMPLETE LISTING OF MODELS USED
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Math Activity #5 Models
Mathematics 5.1
Mathematics 5.2
Mathematics 5.3
Mathematics 5.4a
Mathematics 5.4b
Mathematics 5.5
Mathematics 5.6
Mathematics 5.7
Mathematics 5.7c
Mathematics 5.7d


Mathematics Activity #6 Models
Mathematics 6.0
Mathematics 6.1
Mathematics 6.2


Quadratic Model


   SCIENCE MODELS
Science Model 1.0
Science Model 2.0
Science Model 3.0
Science Model 4.0
Science Model 4.4
Science Model 5.0
Science Model 5.1
Science Model 6.0
Science Model 6.1
Science Model 7.0
Science Model 8.0
Science Model 9.0
Science Model 10.0
Science Model 11.0
Science Model 12.0
Science Model 13.0


   SOCIAL SCIENCE MODELS
Social Science Activity 1 Models


Social Studies 1.0
Social Studies 1.1
Social Studies 1.2
Social Studies 1.3
Social Studies 1.4


Social Studies Activity 2 Models
Social Studies 2.0
Social Studies 2.1
Social Studies 2.2
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Social Studies 2.3
Social Studies Activity 3 Models


Social Studies 3.0
Social Studies 3.1
Social Studies 3.2
Social Studies 3.3
Social Studies 3.4
Social Studies 3.5


Social Studies Activity 4 Model
Social Studies 4.0
Social Studies 4.1
Social Studies 4.2


Social Studies Activity 5 Model
Social Studies 5.0
Social Studies 5.1
Social Studies 5.2
Social Studies 5.3
Social Studies 5.4
Social Studies 5.5


Day 4 – PM
FishBanks Policy Models


FishBanks Basic Model
FishBanks Model 2
FishBanks Model 3
FishBanks Model 4
FishBanks Model 5
FishBanks Model 6


Day 5
Gallaher Models – Problem Set 1


Gallaher 1.0
Gallaher 1.1
Gallaher 1.2
Gallaher 1.3
Gallaher 1.4
Gallaher 1.5
Gallaher 1.6
Gallaher 1.7
Gallaher 1.8
Gallaher 1.9


Gallaher Models – Problem Set 2
Gallaher 2.0
Gallaher 2.1
Gallaher 2.2
Gallaher 2.3
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Gallaher 2.4
Gallaher Models – Problem Set 3


Gallaher 3.0
Gallaher 3.1
Gallaher 3.2
Gallaher 3.3
Gallaher 3.4
Gallaher 3.5
Gallaher 3.6
Gallaher 3.7
Gallaher 3.8
Gallaher 3.9


Gallaher Models – Problem Set 4
Gallaher 4.0
Gallaher 4.1
Gallaher 4.2
Gallaher 4.3
Gallaher 4.4
Gallaher 4.5


Gallaher Models – Problem Set 5
Gallaher 5.0
Gallaher 5.1
Gallaher 5.2
Gallaher 5.3
Gallaher 5.4


Days 6 – 7
3 Scenarios Solutions


Scenario 1 as is
Scenario 1 Done
Scenario 2 as is
Scenario 2 Done
Scenario 3 25% Death Reduction
Scenario 3 Done


Carrying Capacity Solutions
CC SOLUTION 1
CC SOLUTION 2
CC SOLUTION 3
CC SOLUTION 4
CC SOLUTION 5


Disease Model 3
JHJP#1
JHJP#2
JHJP#3
JHJP#4
JHJP#5
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Day 8
DT Models


Linear Model for DT
Bank Interest Compounded Annual
Bank Interest Compounded Month
Bank Interest Compounded Week
Bank Interest Compounded Daily
Gasoline Supply


Integration Method Models
Linear Model Euler
Linear Model Runge–Kutta 4
Accelerated Motion Euler
Accelerated Motion Runge–Kutta 4
Oscillation Euler
Oscillation Runge–Kutta 4


Savage Instincts 3.3 pix
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Technical Manual


1. Pulse (volume, first pulse, interval)
(how much), (first time), (interval between pulses)


This gives a "shot" of size (volume) which is first fired off at (first pulse) and has
repeat firing at the specified intervals.


2. Step (height, time)
(how much) (start time)


It gives a permanent increase ( or decrease) of size (height) beginning at (start
time).


3. If <expression1> then <expression2> else <expression3>
Executes <expression2> when <expression1> is true
Executes <expression3> when <expression1> is false


4. DT = Time between calculations


5. Time = Current time running during the simulation


6. Reservoir  (accumulates stuff over time)


7. Conveyor (used to cause a time delay between stuff entering and leaving the stock.
You specify delay time.)


    Built–in Functions    


     Mathematical   


ABS (<expression>) – It returns the absolute value of expression.


DERIVN (<input, order>) – It calculates the nth–order time derivative of input.


EXP (<expression>) – It gives a raised to the power of expression.


INT (<expression>) – It gives the largest integer less than or equal to expression.


LOG 10 (<expression>) – It gives the base 10 logarithm of expression.


LOGN (<expression>) – It calculates the natural logarithm of expression.


MAX (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It gives the maximum value among the
expressions contained within parentheses.


MEAN (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It returns the arithmetic mean of the
expressions contained within parentheses.
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MIN (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It gives the minimum value among the
expressions contained within the parentheses.


MOD (<expression>,<modulus>) – It computes the remainder (modulo) when
expression is divided by the modulus.


PCT (<fraction>) – It gives the value of fraction, expressed as a percentage.


PI – It gives the number 3.14159..., an approximation of the constant π.


ROUND (<expression>) – It rounds expression to its nearest integer value.


SQRT (<expression>) – It gives the square root of expression.


SUM (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It returns the arithmetic summation of the
expressions contained within parentheses.


    Logical   


AND – <expression> returns value of true (1) only if both expressions are true.


NOT – <expression> returns false if expression is true, or true if expression is false.


OR – <expression> returns a value of false (0) only if both expressions are false.


If <expression1> then <expression2> else <expression3>
Executes <expression2> when <expression1> is true.
Executes <expression3> when <expression1> is false.


    Trigonometric   


ARCTAN (<expression>) – It gives the arctangent of expression.


COS (<radians>) – It gives the cosine of an angle, where radians is an angle
measurement in radians.


COSWAVE (<amplitude>,<period>)  – IT returns a time–dependent cosine wave, with
the specified amplitude and period.


SIN (<radians>) – It gives the sine of an angle, where radians is an angle measurement
in radians.


SINWAVE (<amplitude>,<period>) – It returns a time–dependent sine wave, with the
specified amplitude and period.


TAN (<radians>) – It gives the tangent of an angle, where radians is an angle
measurement in radians.
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     Discrete   


DELAY (<input>,<delay duration>[,<initial>] – It returns a delayed value of input,
using lag time of (delay duration) and an optional initial value.


OSTATE (<oven>) – It returns the status of an Oven, where Oven is a discrete “Oven”
stock.


QELEM (<queue>,<elements>) – It returns the value contained in the specified element
of the specified queue discrete stock.


QLEN (<queue>) – It returns the total number of elements contained in the specified
queue discrete stock.


    Special   


DT– DT is the time increment for calculations in a STELLA II model.


FORCST (<input>, <time>, <horizon>, <initial>) – It performs simple trend
extrapolation.


INIT(<expression>) – It takes the initial value of express, where the initial value is
calculated at the outset of a simulation.


SMTH1 (<input>, <averaging time>[, <initial>]) – It calculates a first–order
exponential smooth of input, using an exponential averaging time of averaging
time, and an optional initial value initial for the smooth.


SMTH3(<input>, <averaging time>[, <initial>]) – It performs a third–order
exponential smooth of input, using an exponential averaging time f averaging
time, and an optional initial value initial for the smooth.


SMTHN (<inputs>, <averaging time>, <n>[, <initial>]) – It performs an nth–order
exponential smooth of input, using an exponential averaging time of averaging
time, an order number of order, and an optional initial value initial for the
smooth.


SOUND (<expression>) – Causes the computer to play the system “beep” sound, when
expression is >0.


STARTTIME – It returns the value that you have specified for simulation start time in
your model.


STOPTIME – It returns the value that you have specified for simulation stop time in
your model.


SWITCH(<Input>, <Input>) – It is equivalent to the following logical Input1 > Input2
then 1 else 0.


TIME – It is the current time within a STELLA II simulation.
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TREND(<input>, <averaging time>[, <initial>]) – It calculates the trend in input,
based upon the value of input, the first order exponential average of input, and
the exponential averaging time averaging time.


    Statistical   


EXPRND (<lambda>[, <seed>]) – It generates a series of exponentially distributed
random numbers with a mean of lambda.


NORMAL (<mu>, <sigma>[, <seed>]) – It generates a series of normally distributed
random numbers with a mean of mu and a standard deviation of sigma.


POISSON (<mu>[, <seed>])  – It generates a series of random numbers that conform to
a Poisson distribution.


RANDOM (<min>, <max>[, <seed>]) – It generates a series of uniformly distributed
random numbers between min and max.


    Financial   


FV  (<rate>, <nper>, <pmt>, <pv>) – Future values are standard financial parameters in
cash flow problems involving constant payments.


NPV  (<input>, <rate>, [, <initial>]) – Calculate the net present value of a stream of
input, using a discount rate of rate.


PMT (<rate>, <nper>, <pv>, <fv>) – Periodic payment are standard financial
parameters in cash flow problems involving constant payments.


PV (<rate>, <nper>, <pmt>, <fv>) – Present value are standard financial parameters in
cash flow problems involving constant payments.


    Test Input   


PULSE (<VOLUME>,<FIRST PULSE>,<INTERVAL>) – IT generates a pulse of a
specified size, set to fire initially at a specified time.


RAMP (<slope>,<time>) – It generates a linearly increasing or decreasing input over
time with a specific time.


STEP (<height>,<time>) – It generates a one–time step change of specified height,
which occurs at a specified time.
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A SUMMARY SHEET OF STELLA II COMMANDS (Version 3.05)
revised by Diana M. Fisher, Joshua Behnke, and Ron Zaraza


     a.     The Icons.


I. Navigation arrow: Moves user from Model construction layer to high
level Mapping layer (Authoring level).  Also moves down to the
Equation level.


 II. Map/ Model Toggle: Moves you between mapping & modeling mode.
Mapping lets one setup the diagram without worrying about the exact
math definitions for each component.


III. Stock: Single click on the flow icon.  Release the button.  Move out onto
the screen and single click to place the icon on the screen.  Type in a
name (or you can do this later).


IV. Flow: Single click on the flow icon.  Release the button.  Move out onto
the screen.  For an inflow, start away from the stock and drag toward
the stock until it turns gray, then release; for an outflow, start inside
the stock, drag away, and release.  Type in a name.


V. Converter: These circles are used to include factors that affect the rates.
Single click on the converter icon.  Release the button.  Move out onto
the screen and single click to place the icon on the screen.


VI. Connectors:  The arrows are used to connect converters to flows or to
each other, and to make feedback loops from the stock.  Single click on
the converter icon.  Move out onto the screen.  Place the icon where
you want the information to come from, click and HOLD the mouse
button down, drag to the end point (where you want the information
to go), release.


VII. Hand: This icon comes up after each icon placement.  If you have
selected an icon but now do not want to use it, you can go back and
select hand.  You need hand if you are going to move an icon already
on the screen, name or rename one, or open one up to define it.


VIII. Paintbrush:  Used to color various objects.  (Note:  The paintbrush is
disabled on black and white monitors., Plus, SE, Classic).
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IX. Dynamite:  A violent eraser.  Single click to select.  Move out onto the
screen.  Place the fuse inside the model piece you want to remove and
click. (This is necessary because STELLA II does not support the
normal select–delete  process on the Mac.)


X. Ghost:  For complex models, the ghost icon gives you a way to connect
parts of the model without creating a screen that looks like tangled
spaghetti.  The ghost allows you to replicate an icon in a new space on
the screen.  It is often used to show, in greater detail, the inputs that
affect a flow or converter icon without cluttering up the general
diagram.


XI. Text Block:  Places a box on screen where notes may be entered.


XII. Numeric Display:  Displays the numeric value of a variable.  These can
be useful, but they are not re-sizable so if the number of digits exceeds
the size of the display digits at the right end are lost.


XIII. Sector Frame: A device for (1) Grouping "chunks" of your model (2)
Holding Pictures (3) Playing Quick Time  movies.


XIV. Space Compression Object:  Used to compress complex models into a
single piece. This helps to reduce the complexity of the diagram.


     b.      Naming    
You can name or rename an icon whenever it is highlighted. Single
click on an icon to highlight it. Now whatever you type will replace the
present name. Names may be up to 64 characters long. You may use
letters, numerals, underline, or space. Two icons can never have the
same name, nor can the name be the same as a function STELLA II
already knows, such as TIME, SIN, or AND. When a name is not
acceptable, STELLA II quietly just keeps its old name.


     c,     Running with the graph pad showing


To set up the Graph:


I. Click on the graph icon in the toolbar. Release the button. Place the
icon in the window by clicking once. When the graph opens double
click on it.
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II. Select the variables you want to graph (Hold down shift to select
multiple variables.) Click > > when all variables are selected. Choose
type of graph (i.e.. Time Series or scatter). Click on OK. Beware: graphs
of multiple variables with multiple vertical scales can be very
confusing to interpret.


III. To set the vertical scale click on one of the variables located in the
"Selected" box. Then click on the double headed arrow to the right of
the variable. You may now type in the min and max values. After
typing them in click on SET. Do this for all selected variables. If you
wish to have STELLA II Autoscale don't type in any scale values.
When your finished setting up the graph click on OK.


IV. Use Time Specs... from the Run menu to change the time scale on the
horizontal axis; the default value in STELLA II is 12. STELLA II allows
the data to be formatted to years, days, months, etc.


To produce the graph, choose Run from the Run menu. You can also
Stop from within the Run menu. If the graph is going too slowly, you
can change the dt interval from the default value of 0.25 to 1, but
beware, larger dt's will produce rougher graphs and in some situations
incorrect graphs.


If you change your model in any way and then go back to the graph
page, the graph of the old version of the model will still be showing.
You need to Run the model again to see the results of your
modifications.


     d.     Running with the table showing


The graph shows behavior patterns, and you can read off approximate
values. The Table gives you a way of getting specific values. If you set
up a table display, you can include both Table and Graph on the same
screen, or you can run the model looking at one of these, then change
the window and see the complete run on the other.


To set up the Table:


I. Click once on the table icon in the toolbar. Release the button. Place the
icon in the window by clicking once. When the table opens double
click on it.


II. Choose the variables you want to include in the table from the list of
variables. Click >> when all variables are selected.
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III. Choose the table type and orientation. Click on OK. Select run from the
run menu to see the results.


     e.      Defining     (in Modeling Mode)


A question mark inside an icon indicates that it needs to be defined. To
do this you need to double click on the icon to open it up. For a stock,
you need to enter an initial value. For a flow or a converter, you need
to enter a statement. In both cases these come after the equals sign; in
both cases if you include units, they must be enclosed in curly
brackets. For flows and converters any required inputs must be
included in the statement.


Required inputs occur when there are any connector arrows that come
to the icon.


"Become Graph" is an alternative way of defining a converter. It is
especially useful when you have actual data points or a qualitative
sense of how a rate or input factor might change, but not an equation
to describe that change. Note that "Become Graph" does not give you a
way to draw the graph for the stock; this is only produced by running
the model. Using "Become Graph" involves several steps:


I. The input axis, or horizontal x-axis, needs to be defined. This
requires having an Input Link going to the icon being defined. If
there is more than one input to your icon, STELLA II asks you
which one you want to use for input.  The statement you enter into
the converter should be the input you want to define the x–axis.   If
you want to define the icon as a function of time, you can simply
enter TIME for your statement.  Do not hit OK!  Hit Make Graph!


II. Setting the scale for the x and y axes of the graph: Place the cursor
in one of the boxes. Click. Now the TAB key will successively
highlight the boxes, and you can type in new values wherever
needed.


III. Making the graph: There are two ways you can do this. Use the
mouse or enter output values into the table. With the mouse you
can drag across the grid and/or step across to each vertical line and
click.
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A standard part of the CC–STADUS training is a daily
debriefing.  Each day is closed with a 15–30 minute block of
time during which participants are given an opportunity to
react to the day.  They ask questions, make comments, and
generally give feedback on what worked and didn't work.
While the overall schedule is pretty much “set in stone”,
these sessions allow some changes to be made in response to
the needs and desires of the participants.


These sessions make it possible to deal with problems before
they become major crises.  They provide a vehicle for
participants to gain some ownership of the training through
their comments.  It also provides an opportunity for some
informal responses from the staff of the project.


This is absolutely essential to the success of the training.  The
temptation is always there to eliminate it, particularly when
things are going smoothly.  Under no circumstances do that!


Debriefing
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The decision to use the FishBanks Simulation as the first
activity in the Twelve–Day training was made very
deliberately.  The first experience participants have must be
engaging, yet also emphasize the power of a systems
approach to problem solving.  Further, it must also be a
simulation, since the participants will be trained to build and
use models as simulations.  STELLA models would not be
appropriate, since the participants will have little or no
exposure to models, so running models themselves would
be difficult.


FishBanks provides a simulation that a large group can play
together.  Subgroups, or “companies” compete against each
other, developing their own strategies.  The game is actually
run by a single individual, using inputs from each company,
in the form of decision sheets.  This allows participants to
focus on the problem they are dealing with, not the
mechanics of the game.


The simulation rules are presented and at least the first turn
run before lunch.  This will provide a topic for conversation
among the participants, as well as an opportunity to discuss
strategy.


The FishBanks Game can be obtained from IPSSR, Hood
House, University of New Hampshire, Durham NH 03824.
The simulation has an excellent manual for administration of
the game.  It is recommended that you play the game a few
times to familiarize your self with the actual steps of playing,
allowing you to minimize “dead time” while using the
simulation with a group.  What follow are suggestions for
using the simulation as part of the 12–Day Training.  These
suggestions are based on experience gained by the CC–
STADUS staff through  administering several hundred
simulations.


Experience has shown that the simulation works best with
the maximum number of companies allowed, six.  Similarly,
the group dynamics within an individual company seem
best with three participants per team.  More participants
often results in some becoming less involved and passive.
Fewer limits the discussions about company policy.


FishBanks


Overview


Beginning the
Simulation
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Depending on the size of the group being trained, these two
recommendations may be mutually exclusive.  If the group
is small, do not use fewer than four companies.  Fewer than
four companies tends to produce highly unrealistic
strategies.  For large groups, consider splitting the group
and running two simulations simultaneously.


Begin the simulation by presenting the information about
playing the simulation included in the instruction manuals.
These materials are presented in two forms.  One consists of
full page graphics (depending on the version of the
simulation, around 16 pages) suitable for use as masters for
overhead transparencies.  The other form is 4-5 pages which
present the same information reduced in size and condensed
in detail.  Prepare the transparencies and use them to explain
the simulation to the participants.  Provide them with copies
of the shorter form for reference and notes.


When presenting the information there are a few things that
cause confusion or are so important that they should be
emphasized and re-emphasized.
• The simulation is “won” by accumulating the most


wealth.  Wealth is defined as money plus cash value of
ships.


• The simulation runs only 10 turns (newer versions of
FishBanks can go longer, but new insights after 10 turns
are extremely unlikely – actually, new fish are unlikely
by that point too!).


• The Deep Sea region has a greater carrying capacity (can
support more fish) than  the Coastal region.  This is the
reverse of what occurs in nature, which may confuse
those with backgrounds in biology or environmental
science.


• Hatching of new fish is a function of the number of fish
left in a region.  If the fish are too scarce, the eggs may
not be fertilized, reducing new fish.  If there are too many
fish, food will be scarce and hatchlings may not survive
(in fact, they will be eaten!)


• Ships cannot be sold back to the bank.  They cannot be
scuttled.  Once purchased they remain in the game.  They
may, however, be sold to another company.


• Ships may be kept in port for $50.  They catch no fish.
• Interest is charged if the bank balance drops below zero


at any point in a turn.  Since ship operating costs must be
paid before the fish are caught and sold, a positive
balance may be reduced below zero to pay those costs.
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• Weather does affect catches - it acts as a multiplier ,
usually between .80 and 1.2.  However, participants do
not know the weather.


• The primary determining factor in fish catch is fish
density.  The more fish in an area, the greater the catch.


• All ships are created equal.  The catch per ship in a
region will be the same for all ships.


Once the participants have had the simulation rules
explained, form the companies.   Most commonly,
participants simply form groups themselves.  Provide 15-20
minutes for the companies to discuss their strategy.  Have
each company submit a short plan for the simulation in
which they outline their strategies.  If possible, have them
include the assumptions and reasoning that lead to their
strategy.  These plans will be referred to later.


Once the plans have been made, pass out the decision sheets
and proceed with the first turn of the simulation.


Always auction the maximum number of ships.  This will
encourage large fleets, which makes the “Tragedy of the
Commons” problem the game depicts develop more quickly
and dramatically.


Vary the type of auction to make the simulation more
interesting and the strategy more demanding.  The first
auction should be a simple oral auction for all ships, with the
bids based on the price per ship.  Subsequent auctions can be
any of the following:
• Sealed bid, price per ship, all ships purchased.
• Sealed bid, total price for all ships.
• Sealed bid, price per ship, any number of ships up to the


total lot purchased.
• Count–down auction (the auctioneer starts with a dollar


figure, then counts down by $100, $50, or $25, until a
participant indicates they will pay the price.)  The auction
may be per ship or the total cost.


As the simulation proceeds participants may no longer be
interested in purchasing ships.  This often happens about the
sixth or seventh turn.  At that point, discontinue all further
auctions.


If the simulation proceeds as normal, the size of fleets will
increase rapidly and the fish will begin to be depleted.  The


Auctions


“Mid–Course
Correction”
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game operator reports will indicate the state of the fish
populations.  When an operator report indicates that one or
more of the regions (Coastal or Deep Sea) has had the fish
population reduced to 40% or less of the starting value,
pause the game.  Ask each “company” to discuss what they
think has happened in the game to this point, what the states
of the fisheries are, and any changes in strategy they may
want to make.  Once again, have them write down their
assumptions and plans.


If the group is very animated, they may want a whole group
discussion at this point, especially if the fish reduction has
been sudden and dramatic.  When this occurs, the group
often attempts to rectify the situation.  Unfortunately (for
them and the fish) it is usually too late.  This discussion,
however, often accomplishes much of what is done during
the debriefing.  As game administrator, make certain that
you give them no information.  Do not respond to questions
about weather, number of fish left, or any other details,
Keep in mind that you are attempting to simulate a real
problem in which such information may be inferred from
results, but will generally not be directly available.


FishBanks games vary widely.  However, probably two–
thirds of all games follow a fairly standard progression.  In
the first few turns, fishing fleets are built up rapidly.  Some
companies accomplish this through auctions.  However,
most do so through ship purchases.  Companies attempt to
get as large a fleet as they can without going into excessive
debt.  In most games, one or more companies will acquire a
fleet of 16 ships or more.  A few companies will decide on a
policy of moderation.  These companies will keep their fleets
relatively small (6-8) ships.  Their goal is to maintain a
steady income, rather than to get a huge income from a large
fleet.  Often, these companies recognize the potential for
disaster built into the game.  They restrict their growth,
hoping they will survive the collapse of the fisheries.


The presence of small initial fleets, good initial weather, and
ample fish results in excellent catches for the first turn or
two.  The higher yield of the Deep Sea region means many
companies will concentrate their fleets in that area.  This
produces greater pressure on the Deep Sea fishery.  If fleet
growth continues, fish populations can begin to decrease
significantly as soon as the third or fourth turn.  Most
commonly the majority of ships are place in the Deep Sea.


An Average Game
Progression
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As the fleets continue to grow, the primary fishing area
rapidly depletes.  The participants will react to this
depletion.  However, they will usually react after the fact.
They will send their ships to the area after fish populations
are already lowered because the only indicator they have is
their actual catch.  Thus, they may get a high catch one turn,
followed by a much reduced (but still non–zero)  catch the
next turn.  They then conclude that the area is depleted, and
often assume a few turns of “rest” will give the population
time to recover.  Most commonly they are a turn late.  The
last turn they fished drives the population below the quick
recovery level.  If the simulation were allowed to run for 10–
25 more turns it might recover.  However, it is not unusual
to have the number of fish to drop so low that reproduction
may approach zero.


With one fishing area depleted, the other area comes under
more fishing pressure.  This usually wipes out that area even
more quickly.  If, as is usually the case, the first area
depleted is the Deep Sea, the Coastal fishery can quite
literally be totally wiped out the next turn.  About that time,
the participants begin to suspect something is wrong!
Unfortunately, that closely matches what has often
happened with natural resources in the real world.


In the vast majority of simulations, the process of resource
depletion is nearly completed by the end of the seventh or
eighth turn.


Under the normal course of events, the game is allowed to
run the full ten turns.  However, sometimes the participants
become so aggressive in enlarging their fleets and pursuing
the fish that all or nearly all fish are gone well before the
tenth turn (the earliest we’ve seen is the fifth turn!).  In such
an event, it is best to simply end the simulation and skip the
last turns.


Once the simulation is completed, the real learning begins.
Begin the debriefing by asking the group what they think
happened and when they think it happened.  This is often
surprising.  Participants usually know exactly what
happened, but their time scale is shifted.  They are generally
slow by one or two turns, that is, they believe things
happened later than they actually did.  This is the
appropriate time to discuss feedback induced delays.


Completing the
Simulation


Debriefing the
Simulation
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Changes aren’t made until the information which will
necessitate the change is received.  This means that
corrections or changes are reacting to old information.
Emphasize the important role that feedback plays in real
systems, and the importance of feedback and time delays in
models and simulations.


Next, discuss the assumptions and plans the companies
started the game with.  Discuss what basis each team used
for their assumptions.  It will not be uncommon for strategy
to be based on misconceptions about the simulation.  These
misconceptions often occur in spite of explicit explanations
presented in the introduction.  During this discussion be
certain to ask what information they used and what
additional information they would have needed to improve
their strategies.


After discussion is completed, point out that although the
FishBanks simulation is a commercial product, they will be
able to do similar things with the models and curriculum
materials they will develop in the training and afterward.
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Every group presenting a workshop/training in systems
modeling has its own unique initial tasks.  In Portland the
first one to two hours is spent with nuts and bolts activities:
introductions of staff and participants, distribution of
software, registration for credit, arranging pay, and
distribution of the basic schedule.  Once these tasks have
been completed, the workshop starts slowly, to allow
participants to ease into what will ultimately be an intense
learning experience.


Even though the summer institute is in its sixth year in
Portland, participants still bring a wide range of experience
and understanding of systems to it.  In areas where sytem
dynamics has had less exposure, it is clear that some
introduction is necessary.  The introductory ideas presented
here are based on the discussions that are part of the
introduction presented in Portland each year.


The first step in presenting this workshop is a basic
definition of terms. We strongly recommend that the three
masters for transparencies included with the workshop
materials be used to develop the basic concepts of systems
thinking and system dynamics.  The concept “systems” has
begun to appear in curriculum documents around the
country.  Discussion with curriculum specialists from a
number of states make it clear that there is often little
understanding of what “systems” and “systems education”
really are referring to.  The popularity of The Fifth Discipline
in business circles has driven the acceptance of systems
ideas, although the acceptance seems to be more a matter of
trendiness rather than necessarily being directly translated
into understanding.  To make certain that participants
clearly understand what is meant by systems thinking and
system dynamics these transparencies are vital.


Beginning the Workshop


INTRODUCTION:
What is Systems


Thinking and System
Dynamics?
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This first transparency is designed to draw the line between
traditional thinking/problem solving and a systems
approach.  A good example of a traditional approach would
be a “solution” proposed in either a local, state–wide, or
national election campaign.  For example, a popular topic in
recent years, one espoused by both parties, has been tax cuts
and/or spending redistribution as a solution to budget
problems.  The classic example of such a “solution” was the
series of tax cuts and shifts in military spending passed
during the first Reagan administration.  The “solutions”
produced other problems (huge deficit increases) that could
have been predicted by systems thinking.  Many such
examples of simple solutions to complex problems exist.  At
least a couple should be presented at this point.  Be certain to
attempt a political balance in these examples.  The
temptation to color the presentation with personal views can
dilute the message that systems thinking presents a different
way of analyzing problems.


After demonstrating examples of traditional thinking,
contrast the “solutions” with a systems approach,
emphasizing that the systems approach strives to find
interconnectedness.  Stress that systems thinking suggests
that any simple solution is probably ignoring important
aspects of all but the simplest of problems. Two good
examples to discuss have been the focus of long term
social/political debates.  Have a brief (5 minutes or less)
discussion of the other problems created by these two simple
solutions to problems:


• Welfare is a drain on our economy.  Complete abolition of
Welfare is the way to deal with unproductive people,
encouraging them to become contributing members of
society.


• The wealthy gain their wealth through the sweat of the
common people.  The poor workers live in terrible
conditions while the wealthy live in excessive luxury.
Increase income taxes drastically (approaching 100%)
for those earning more than $200,000 a year.


Both these solutions are so obviously wrong that other
implications are obvious.  Emphasize that even in less
drastic situations a systems approach will include examining
unintended consequences and complications.
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At this point it is important to emphasize that a systems
approach does not attempt to start by dealing with a
problem or question in its entirety.  Rather, it starts with a
simple model and gradually adds complexity.  As this
complexity is added, the focus is on interrelationships.


Emphasize the difference from traditional thinking in which
a complex problem may be broken into a few simple parts.
Each part is solved individually, then all parts are presented
as the solution.  How each part of the “solution” effects the
other is not addressed.  An analogy for this approach might
be developing a household budget in which income and
expenses are decided upon without checking to see if the
totals match, if the income can support the expenses. (True,
Congress has been doing this for years.  Just proves that as a
body, Congress     does not use systems thinking!!   )


This second transparency focuses on the distinction between
systems thinking and systems dynamics.  The CC–STADUS
staff focuses on the fact that dynamics models allow an
experimentation with systems that is not possible with
systems thinking.  This is not to denigrate the value of
systems thinking.  Rather, we believe that dynamic
modeling is the final step that brings systems thinking to
completion.  Since systems thinking has had much greater
public exposure than dynamic modeling, it would be
appropriate at this point to mention what seems to be its
greatest limitation.  The systems thinking archetypes
describe system behaviors.  However, predictions of future
behaviors require models.  Depending on the specifics,
systems archetypes can be described by very different model
structures, leading to very different predictions.  While the
systems thinking archetypes provide a useful step in
understanding a system, the are not sufficient, particularly
for systems that are complex or non-intuitive.


System dynamics takes the understanding of a system
provided by systems thinking and attempts to extend it
through a dynamic model.  This model not only allows
prediction, but can validate understanding of the system.  If
the predictions match actual behavior of the system, the
understanding of the system is more probably correct than
could be assumed without the tests that provide validation.


The CC–STADUS training materials focus on system
dynamics rather than systems thinking.  Our experience
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indicates that good modeling leads almost inevitably to the
development of systems thinking skills.  Thus, trained
modelers are equipped with both skills.  The transition from
systems thinking to dynamic modeling does not appear to be
as easy or natural a process.


This last transparency emphasizes the importance of
modeling.  Many interesting problems are so complex that
even when simplified their solutions are non–intuitive.
Analysis of such problems requires the ability to test
solutions.  Dynamic modeling is the only viable
methodology for such work.  For example, the supply and
demand relationship that is commonly taught in secondary
economics classes fits some systems archetypes rather well.
However, the limitations of any real production system
make the problem of describing it more complicated.  Actual
description of  the limitations of the system through a
dynamic model provide the only way to analyze and predict
the behavior of such  real supply–demand system.


The discussion about basic systems may be short or long
depending on the background of the participants.  It can,
however, degenerate into a discussion of specific problems
people are interested in.  This discussions may be stopped
with a reminder that the focus of the training is to equip
participants with tools that will allow them to explore thse
and other problems in detail.  In any event, the initial
anctivities and introduction to systems should not be
allowed to run over about two–and–a–half hours.  The last
hour of the morning session should be reserved for
beginning the FishBanks activity.


Moving On
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Systems Thinking/Dynamics


• In the traditional approach
to dealing with problems,
simple cause and effect
relationships are looked for
and dealt with in isolation.


• In the Systems approach,
problems are not
“dissected”.  Instead, they
are looked at as a whole.
They are considered in
their complete
environment.  Multiple
linkages are explored,
rather than trying to look
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at individual pieces, then
recombining.
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• Systems Thinking focuses on
trying to identify and
understand the structures
and behaviors of a system
through the use of “System
Archetypes”.  Predictions
about behaviors are made
based on the archetype
identified.


• System Dynamics also looks
at the system and
characteristic structures.  It,
however, requires the
building of models to explore
the system being studied.  It
allows experimentation to
confirm the validity of the
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system thinking/modeling.
This helps validate answers
arrived at by the systems
approach.


The reason that the systems
approach is attractive is that
systems are inherently
non-intuitive, or even
counter-intuitive.
Traditional approaches
simply don't work.  Modeling
(system dynamics) is
necessary.  System Thinking
alone is not sufficient, since
some systems can be
described by more than one
archetype.  Only modeling
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can validate descriptions and
solutions.
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The first day of the training introduced participants to the
basic ideas of system dynamics.  This was followed by the
FishBanks simulation, an opportunity to actually work with
a dynamic model of a complex system.  Even though this
model is not STELLA based, it gives the participants some
idea of what dynamic modeling can do as a learning tool.
The morning of the second day of the training begins
familiarization with the STELLA software and basic patterns
of dynamic modeling.


This day begins by familiarizing participants with the four
basic building blocks of STELLA.  This should be done in an
environment in which each participant is working
independently on a computer.  In some situations, this
means that all participants will not be working in the same
room.  Rather, for large groups, they may be working in two
or more rooms.  In such cases make certain that training staff
follow the same approach in presenting the structures and in
leading participants through building the first models.


Have the participants open the STELLA software.  The
program normally opens at the authoring level.  In this
workshop you may chose not to attempt to have the
participants build any structures on the authoring level.  In
any event, all work in this segment will be done on the
mapping level.  Have the participants move to the mapping
level.


The most effective way to introduce the four basic building
blocks of a STELLA model is to begin by building the
simplest type of model, one illustrating linear growth.
However, it is important to build a model of “something”,
that is, a model that illustrates the behavior of a system that
the participants are familiar with.  It is vital that they realize
that models are not intended to simply illustrate
mathematical behaviors, but to illustrate real–world
phenomenon.  Accordingly, it is appropriate to establish a
context for developing the first model.


One context which has proven to be effective when working
with both students and teachers has been financial
modeling.  The first model participants should build is of a
simple savings account.  In this account, no interest is paid.


INTRODUCING THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF STELLA


 Stocks and flows
combine to make a


linear model
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The only inputs are monthly deposits.  Such an account
seems ridiculous in today’s environment, but a look at
history can present the model as a real possibility.
Presentation of this history can connect participants to the
model as a real representation of actual events.


During the Great Depression, the failure of many banks left a
large number of Americans with serious doubts about putting
their savings in what they feared were insecure institutions.
As a result, many people, particularly Eastern European
immigrants, chose to keeps their savings at home.  The closet,
shoe box, mattress, loose board in the attic, and other places
became the “savings account” for many.  Money would be
stored there until enough had been saved for a major purchase.


After relating this background, announce that the
participants will be building a model of such a savings plan.
Participants should select the stock by moving the cursor
and clicking it on the stock in the toolbar.  Have them move
the cursor back into the work area of the STELLA screen.
Point out that the cursor now looks like the stock.  Have the
participants place the stock by moving the cursor to the
center of the work area and clicking the mouse.  When the
stock is placed, have them name it Balance.  At this point,
discuss what a stock is.


One of the most effective ways to explain a stock is to give a
short operational definition, then give examples of stocks.  A
useful definition is: Stocks “hold” things over a period of
time.  What they hold does not appear or disappear
instantly.  They may be added to over time, or reduced
over time.  Good examples of stocks are the water in a
bathtub or toilet tank, the energy stored in a battery, the heat
energy in a car engine, the number of organisms in a
population, or the amount of money in a savings account.
Some like to think of stocks as the nouns of a STELLA
model.  They are the pieces that act or are acted upon by the
rest of the model.


Next, have the participants select the flow tool from the
toolbar.  Again, point out that the cursor has changed to the
shape of the selected tool.  Emphasize that the cursor always
assumes the shape of the selected tool.


The participants should create an inflow into the stock.
Make certain that they start the cursor two or more inches to
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the left of the stock.  Often, novices crowd the model pieces.
Name the flow Deposit Rate.  Now explain what a flow is,
emphasizing that all flows are rates, that is, they cause a
change per unit of time.  One possible definition would be:
Flows change stocks.  They add to a stock or remove items
from a stock.  Flows that add are called “inflows”, those
that remove are called “outflows”.  Example of flows
should be related to the previous examples of stocks.
Inflows into a bathtub would be the  faucets, outflows the
drain.  Inflows to a toilet tank would be the inlet pipe,
outflows the flush valve.  Non-rechargeable batteries have
only an outflow, electrical energy used.  The heat energy of a
car engine is added to by waste heat products of
combustion, while the radiator removes heat.  Populations
are increased by births, decreased by deaths.  Finally,
savings accounts are increased by deposits, reduced by
withdrawals.  Flows can be looked on as verbs.  They carry
out the “actions” of the model, acting on the nouns (stocks.)


The next step will be entering values into the model pieces.
Show participants how to toggle between the mapping level
and the level that allows them to enter values into the
model.  A suggested start for the model is a balance of 0 and
a monthly deposit rate of $200.  Point out that in this model
it will not be necessary to add the dollar symbol.


Setting the Time Specs is the next step.  The model should be
run for 30 years, or 360 months.  Guide the participants
through setting the time units to Months and the From value
to 360.  At this point, the DT should be set to 1.  Keep the
integration method set to Euler.  Some discussion of what
DT is should probably take place at this time.  Emphasize
that STELLA models essentially calculate changes in values
for the model parts.  The DT merely determines the interval
between calculations.


The basic model has been constructed.  Options for display
should be dealt with next.  Make certain that both graphs
and tables are prepared, with Savings Account displayed in
each.  Leave the graphical display floating.  Shape is
important, but as models are worked through, the maximum
values will also become important.  They will be more easily
read off the graph if it is not set to a fixed scale.  To facilitate
using the table, set it to display every 12 DT (every year).
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Once the displays have been prepared, have the graph open
and ask the group to describe what they expect a graph of
the model run to look like.  Emphasize that this step,
predicting before running the model, is an important piece
of developing understanding of the system being studied.
After a discussion, run the model and compare the results
with the predictions. (This is Model1)


The final value of the savings account should be $72,000.  At
this point, it may be desirable to have the participants try
model runs with other deposits rates or runs that go for time
periods longer or shorter than 30 years.  The model results
should be discussed in terms of buying power.  It should
emerge that while $72,000 is a lot of money, with inflation it
wouldn’t be very much.  At some point in this discussion,
the type of growth seen in this model shown be identified as
linear.


The linear savings account model can be used as a starting
point for looking at real savings accounts in more general
use than the depression–era mattress account.  Begin by
asking what interest on a savings account is, and how it is
calculated.  The response should ultimately lead to the idea
that a bank, credit union, or thrift pays a depositor a
percentage of their savings in interest.  This interest is
calculated by multiplying the balance by the interest rate.
The interest is then added to the balance.  The next time the
interest is calculated, the balance will have been increased by
the previous interest payment.


Using that conceptual base, ask if any participants have an
idea how the linear model could be changed to reflect an
interest bearing account.  Even without any prior exposure
to STELLA, the odds are good that someone will suggest
that the inflow  Deposit Rate will have to be modified to
reflect interest.  If no one makes that point, present it and
begin building the exponential model.


Have the participants place a converter below and roughly
between the stock and flow.  Name this converter Interest
Rate.  Discuss what converters do.  A basic definition might
be: Converters hold numbers, carry out arithmetic, algebra,
or logical processes.  They are the “controllers” of the
models.  In a toilet, the toilet tank float that turns the valve
off is a converter.  The thermostat that turns a car engine’s
fan off and on is a converter.  Similarly, a home thermostat


THE LAST TWO
BUILDING BLOCKS


OF STELLA:
converters and


connectors turn a
linear model into an
exponential model.
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controls heating and cooling, acting as a converter.  In a
savings account, a converter could determine the interest
rate, thereby controlling how much interest is paid.
Continuing the grammar metaphor, converters can be
viewed as adverbs.


The last remaining building block of STELLA models is the
connector.  It is probably best to introduce it by establishing
a need for it.  Begin this process by asking the participants
what part of the model they expect to determine the actual
amount of interest paid. Most likely they will identify the
flow Deposit Rate.  Once they have done this, ask them
what information will be necessary for the flow to calculate
the interest.  They will identify the Balance and the Interest
Rate.  At that point, identify the connector as a model part
that carries information from one piece to another.  It is
important to establish that no material (water, energy,
money, etc.) is actually carried by the connector.  It merely
transfers information. The value of one model piece is
transferred to another.


Examples of connectors in the real world are common.  In
our flush toilet system, the metal or plastic rod that connects
the tank float to the water valve is a connector.  The wires
that connect a thermostat to a furnace or air conditioner are
also connectors.  In this model, since the flow will use
information from the Balance and the Interest Rate ,
connectors should lead from those model pieces to the flow
Deposit Rate.


Guide the participants through entering values into the
model.  Assume a simple (if high) interest rate of 6%.
Emphasize that this interest rate is yearly.  Since interest
(and the model values) are being calculated monthly, the
interest rate that should be entered  into the converter
should be .06/12 (.06 is the decimal equivalent of 6%,
dividing by twelve converts the annual interest to monthly).
The flow Deposit Rate, will also need to be modified.  $200
will still be added every month.  However, to allow for
interest, Interest Rate*Balance should be added to the
existing 200.  Emphasize that the required inputs should be
selected from the input box rather than typing them in.
(This is Model2)


Ask the participants to predict what the model output
should look like.  These predictions may vary widely.  Run
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the model, then discuss the results.  The final value should
be $200,903.01!  Discuss the shape of the curve, identifying it
as exponential.


At this point, ask participants what would happen if the
interest rate were doubled.  What would be the final value of
the account?  Many people respond to this questions with
answers that are approximately double the prior model run.
Have them run this model (Model3) and get the new value.
It should be almost $700,000, roughly three–and–a–half
times the initial value.  This is an excellent illustration of
how even a simple problem can yield non–intuitive results.


Participants will now have had their first opportunity to
build STELLA models.  Though closely guided, they should
now be able to use tutorial materials to take the next step.
Take a 15 minute break and move the group on to the
population tutorial.
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© by Diana Fisher


This tutorial will concentrate on a study of population because it is a model whose
elements are relatively easy to understand.  We all know  there are many factors which
affect the growth of a population.  In order to keep this model simple we will limit the
growth to only the two dominant factors - births and deaths.


 Consider deaths first.  To keep the model very simple, let us assume that deaths, by all
causes, constitute a given fraction of the population.  Let's label that fraction the death
fraction.  We will assume that the fraction we will assign will remain constant over the
entire simulation.  This is a major assumption, but not an unreasonable place to start in
the study of our first model.  Assume the Death Fraction is 0.8% of the population at
any given time (0.8% is correct for the death rate for US population according to the
1985 numbers given in the 1988 World Almanac.)


 Consider the births. Again to keep the model very simple, let us assume that births
constitute a given fraction of the population.  Let's label that fraction the Birth Fraction.
We will assume that the fraction we will assign will remain constant over the entire
simulation.  This is also a major assumption, but again, not an unreasonable place to
start in the study of our first model.  Assume the birth fraction is 1.3 %  (There are 13
births per 1000 population each year).


Let's start the population at 100,000 persons to begin our study.  We would like to run
the simulation for 50 years and see what is happening every year.


Part I


Constructing the Population model


1. Open STELLA by double-clicking on the STELLA icon.


2. STELLA has several layers and operating modes. For this tutorial we need to be in
the Modeling mode.  When you open the application you will automatically be in
the Map/Model layer, but you need to be in the Modeling section of this layer.


Click on the earth icon. It should change to an  X2  icon (See the sample window on
the next page, if necessary)


3. You should now have a blank area, a window,  labeled "STELLA®"  Note each of the
icons and the names for each icon.  A sample window is shown on the next page.


A Study of Population Growth
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Zoom Boxes


Map/Model Toggle


Layer Arrows


4. Select the Stock icon (first icon from the left in the toolbar) by clicking on it.      Release   
the click.


5. Slide the arrow onto the window     without    holding down the button.


6. Position the Stock in the center of the screen, about 1 inch below the top border of
the window.  Then click once to deposit it.


7. With the Stock selected, type  Population.  If you make a mistake, backspace to correct
it.  Press Return.


8. Select the Flow icon (located to the right of the Stock icon on the toolbar) by clicking
once on it.  Be sure to release your click after you select the icon.  Move the cursor
onto the screen.   Position it about two inches to the left of Population, on a horizontal
line that slices the Stock in half.


  
9. Click and hold the mouse button.  Then, drag the cursor to the right until it makes


contact with the left wall of the Stock (the Stock should turn blue on contact).
Release the click.


10. While the Flow is selected (dark),  name it Births.  Press Return.
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11. Select the Flow icon again,  Position the Flow cursor   inside    the Population Stock.
Click and hold.  Then, drag the icon out of the Stock (through the right wall)  to a
distance about two inches from the wall.  Release the click.


12. Name the outflow Deaths.  Click anywhere on the blank screen to de–select Deaths.


Determining the Logic


1. Select the converter icon (third icon from the left on the toolbar).  Deposit it about an
inch or so below and about 2 inches left of Population.  Name it:  Birth  Fraction.


2. Select the converter icon again.  Deposit a converter below, and two inches to the
right of Population.    Name it:  Death  Fraction


3. Select the connector icon (It looks like an arrow with a circle at the tail).  Place the
cursor   inside    the converter for Birth Fraction  Click and hold.  Drag the cursor out of
the converter until it makes contact with the circular part of the Births  flow(the latter
will gray).  Release your click.


4. Select the connector icon again.  Place the connector cursor inside the Population
stock.  Click and hold.  Drag the cursor out of the stock and make contact with the
circular part of the Births  flow (the latter will gray).  Release your click.


5. Select the connector icon.  Use it to link Population     to     Deaths.


6 By depressing the "option" key you can recall the previously selected tool.  Do that
to recall the connector icon.  Place the connector cursor shape   inside    the converter
for Death Fraction  Click and hold.  Use it to link Death Fraction  to Deaths.


7. If you haven't done so already select Save from the File menu. Give your model a
name and then click on Save.


8. Use the Hand to double click on the circular part of the Births  flow.  A new window
should appear.  This window will allow you to define how Births are to be calculated
during the simulation.


9. Click once on Population  under  "Required Inputs". Use the calculator to type the "*"
key.  Then click on Birth Fraction.  You should have the equation:


                Births  =  Population *  Birth Fraction.


Question:  What does the equation mean (in your own words)?  Do not just repeat the
equation.  Explain what it means in the population we are studying.  I'll get you started:
The equation means that we can figure out how many children are born each year by
determining...
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What assumption is being made here about the growth of the population over time?  In
other words, is the birth rate changing over time?  Why or why not? (Hint:  Look back
on page 1 for the word "assume.")


       


Click on OK when done.


10. Double click on Deaths.  Define Deaths as the product of Population and Death
Fraction.


Question:  What does the Deaths  equation look like? (Write it below.)


Click OK when done.


Setting Initial values
(You may need to reread page 1 to answer these questions)


1. With the hand icon, double click on Population.


2. Type in the number 1E5 or 100000.  Click on OK when you're finished.


Question:  What does this number represent?


3. With the hand icon, double click on Birth Fraction.  Define it to be 0.013.  Click on OK
when done.


Question:  What does the value "0.013" represent (in your own words)?


4. With the hand, double-click on the Death Fraction.  Define it to be 0.008.  Click on
OK.


Question:  What does the value "0.008" represent (in your own words)?


5. Now would be a good time to Save your model again.
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Setting up the Simulation and Graph
 


1. Choose  Time Specs... from the Run menu.


2. Keep the "From" time as 0.  Hit the Tab key until you highlight the "To" Time box.
Type in 50.00 for the stop time.  Then press tab again and change the DT to 1.00.
Click OK.


Question:  Why are you typing in these numbers?  What do these numbers mean?
(Explain the 0, 50, and the 1)


3. Click on the Graph icon in the toolbar. Place the icon two inches below the death
fraction. Click once to deposit the graph icon and it will automatically open. Once
the graph opens double click on it.


4. Click on Population  in the "Allowable" window.  Then click on the >> button.  Do
the same for Births and Deaths.


5. Click on Population in the "Selected" window. Click on the double arrow to the right
of Population.


6. Lower in the dialog box find the MIN value.  Enter a 0 for the value.  Use the tab key
to move to the MAX box.  Enter 2.5E5.  Then click on the SET button.


7. Repeat steps 5 and 6 using the chart below.
 


Item Name MIN Value MAX Value
Births 0 10000
Deaths 0 10000


8. Click OK.


9. Select Save from the file menu to save all the work you've done so far.


Simulating


1. Using the blank graph pad on the next page,  draw your     prediction     of how your
graph will appear when you run your simulation: (Be sure to identify each graph.)
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1: Population 2:  Births 3:  Deaths


1: 250000.00
2:   10000.00
3:  


1:125000.00
2:     5000.00
3:   


1:             0.00
2:             0.00 
3:           


12.500.00 25.00 37.50 50.00


2. Choose Run from the Run menu.


3. Watch as your simulation draws the graph.


Question:  What does STELLA's graph look like (the shape of the graphs)?  How does
the STELLA graph compare with your predicted graph on Step 1?


Modifying the Model


Part II:


We will make some small alterations to the model you have constructed.


You may wonder how the Birth Fraction  0.013 would be determined for a population.
We will dissect it slightly.  First consider that only the females in the population may
give birth.  So clearly the population must be multiplied by 0.5 to take this information
into account.  Then, not all of the females are at reproducing age.  So of the 50% of the
population who can give birth, say only 52% are at the correct age to, potentially, give
birth.  Next, consider the average number of children each female will produce in her
reproducing life cycle (of say 26 years).  If the average woman produces 1.42 children
over the course of 26 years then each year she produces 1.42/26 or .05 of a child.  This,
of course, seems ridiculous, but think about it this way.  Of 20 women who could
produce a child each year only 1 of them actually gives birth each year.
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Before we consider a new view of the Death Fraction, alter the previous model to
include the new ideas for determining births.


1. Add a new converter one inch below and a half inch to the left of Population.  Label it
Reproducing Females.


2. Remove the connection between Population and Births.  To do this select the
dynamite icon and place the flash of the dynamite inside the circle at the tail of the
connection you want to remove.  Be careful to you place only the flash in the circle
or you may destroy the stock with the connector.


3. Make a new connection from Population to Reproducing Females.


4. Make a new connection from Reproducing Females to Births.


5. Double click on Reproducing Females and make the equation:


Reproducing Females = Population * 0.5 * 0.52


Question:  What does this equation mean?  What assumptions are being made?


Click OK.


6. Click on Birth Fraction once to select it.  Change the name to Births Per Female Per
Year. Double click on Births Per Female Per Year.  Change the value from 0.013 to 0.05
Click OK.


Question:  What does this value mean?  How was it calculated?  What assumptions are
being made?


7. Double click on Births.  Change the equation to:


Births = Reproducing Females * Births Per Female Per Year


Click OK.  Now run the simulation.
Compare the results to the previous graph obtained for Part I.
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Were you surprised?


Hopefully, the change in the calculation of new births made sense.  The change to be
made in the calculation of the death fraction is due to looking at the population model
in a slightly different  perspective.


Previously the death fraction was a value taken from one of numerous statistical
almanacs which record death fractions as number of deaths per thousand per year in a
population.  So the value .8% for a death fraction meant that 8 people out of ever 1000 in
the population die each year.


System scientists view the outflow from a stock  slightly differently.  If a stock
represents a population of people that live, say 80 years (on average) then 1/80 of them
should be removed (by death) every year from the stock.  The 80 represents the "dwell-
time" for the stock, or the length of time one item flowing into the stock should stay in
the stock before it is removed.   We now consider how determining deaths based on
1/LifeSpan changes the population calculations over time.


8. Change the value in the death fraction  to 1/80 to incorporate the system scientist's
perspective.  Rerun the simulation.  Compare the results to the previous run.


Question:  What is different?


Both concepts for creating a death fraction make sense.  Why is there a difference in the
population growth?  This is a rhetorical question.  A death fraction of 1/80 is 0.0125 so it
makes sense that the population would grow more slowly using this value rather than
the 0.008 from the statistical almanac.   It  took considerable discussion to decide which
approach to use for future models.  The apparent solution is that both are valid but in
different situations.  The first death fraction takes into account the distribution of deaths
in a population.  There are more deaths at the infant and senior adult stages than there
are in the middle age years.  The "dwell-time"  view of the system scientist is an average
death rate, assuming the same death rate for all ages.  This simplified view is extremely
useful in determining the affects of certain societal norms on population projections.
The system scientist is always searching for critical points in a system to help explain or
determine potential policy leverage points.  The purpose of the model will always
dictate which data and assumptions are most valid for the problem at hand.


9. For this simple population model, the statistical value gives more accurate
population trend results.  So change the death fraction  back to 0.008.
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Part III:


Finally,  we want to consider a situation where the Births Per Female Per Year  is
not constant during the entire simulation.  With serious economic problems resulting
from explosive births in various countries, it has become the policy of many nations to
try to encourage reduction in births.   


1. Our model will change the Births Per Female Per Year so it is dependent upon the
current Population.   To incorporate this into our model we will  need to connect
Population  to Births Per Female Per Year.


2. Double click on Births Per Female Per Year  Click on Population in the Required Inputs
window.  Then, click once on the "Become Graph" button.


3. Position the cursor inside the minimum box of the horizontal axis for Population.
(The minimum box is the box at the left end of the horizontal axis.) Delete the
current value set in this box.  Set the lower range of Population  to 1.5E5 by typing in
this value.  Press the Tab key (or press return).


4. Type in 2E5 in the box at the right end of the horizontal axis.  Hit the Tab key.


5. Set the maximum Y axis range for Births Per Female Per Year  at 0.09.  Then press the
Tab key.  Set the minimum y axis set at 0.025.


Question:   What does the value "0.09" that you just typed represent (in your own
words) for this model?


6. Position your cursor on the grid inside the two axes.  Click and hold the mouse
button.


7. Then drag your cursor around inside the two axes.  Cross some of the vertical and
horizontal lines.


Question:  What is happening as you move the cross inside the box? (Be sure to look in
the box at the right of your window, as well as at the graph.)


8. Set the number of Data Points to 11.


9. In the box at the right of the window, position your cursor in the top slot within the
Output Column ( across from 150000.00). Click on it.  Next,  type a .090 (for the first
Output value in the graph).   Then hit the Tab or return key.  The cursor will
automatically drop to the second slot in the Output column.  Type in the second
value (.073).  Continue for all of these numbers in the Output Column:
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.090


.073
      .060
      .052
      .045
      .037
      .032
      .030
      .027
      .026
      .025


Click OK.


10. Draw the diagram of your model using the sample screen below:


11.  Double Click on the "Graph 1" icon.  Double click on the graph to define it.  Then,
manually change the range values for the Population, Births, and Deaths to the values
shown on the next page. Be sure to click on "Set" after you have scaled each variable.
Click on OK when you are done.


MIN MAX
Population 100000 200000


births 0 6500
deaths 0 6500
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12. Select Save from the file menu to save all the work you've done so far.


13. Change the Simulation time to 200 years instead of 50 years by changing the "To"
value in the Run/Time Specs... dialog box.   Choose Run from the Run menu.


14. Draw the graph generated using the sample Graph Pad below.     Identify each graph    .)


1: Population 2:  Births 3:  Deaths


1: 200000.00
2:      6500.00
3:     


1:150000.00
2:     3250.00
3:    


1:   100000.00
2:               0.00 
3:           


12.500.00 25.00 37.50 50.00200.000.00 150.0050.00 100.00


15. Close the graph when finished.


Creating a Table for Numerical Output


1. Click once on the table icon in the toolbar. Deposit the table icon to the right of the
"Graph 1" icon by clicking once. Once the table opens double click on it.


2.     Enter    these fields into your table:   Population,  Births, Deaths.


3. Click on OK when you're finished.


4. Choose Run from the Run menu.
  (Note:  You may re–size the width of each column in the table by pointing to the line


separating two columns of numbers.  Click and drag the line to the left.  Release
your click.)


5. Save your work to your disk.  (NOTE:  All diagrams, graphs, and tables are saved as
part  of your STELLA file.)
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Summary


On a separate sheet of paper, write a short description of what happened when you did
the final simulation.  Use your graphs, tables, and diagrams to help you describe your
system.  Be sure to answer the questions below as part of your complete description.


1. What happened to the population growth over time?  Why did it level off?  What
does this leveling off mean?


Why do the births increase until year 26 and then start to decline? Explain what you
did in the design of the model that caused this to happen.


What does it mean that the births and deaths graphs coincide at years 100 to 200?
 
2. You noticed that the population graph is    above    the births and deaths graph.  Why is


this     not    an important piece of information?
 
3. What are some of the limitations of this model?  (i.e., What are some decisions made


during the design of the model that may not reflect reality?)
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Experience has shown that we often tend to overestimate
participants’ comfort with STELLA and their ability to use it.
This is particularly true the first day that they actually use
the software.  They are usually quite facile at following
directions, but still need more directed practice before
attempting more independent work.  This tutorial builds on
the “STELLA skills” they began to develop with the bank
account models.  It also gives them their first look at one of
the most important models used in education, the
population model, an example of exponential growth.


Part I of the tutorial leads participants through the building
of what is generally regarded as the standard population
model.  The only difficulty they may encounter is with the
mechanics of using the STELLA building blocks.


• When placing any model piece that is to be given a
name, many people move the cursor  out of the model
piece and click, then click on the name.  It can save
time to remind them that any time a model piece is
highlighted, simply typing will change the name,


• When placing flows, novices often forget to “click and
drag”.  A gentle reminder now and then will be
helpful.  Almost any time someone tells you “it won’t
let me place a flow here”, the problem is “click and
drag”


• Assuming they do “click and drag”, novices also do
not always successfully connect flows to stocks.  They
have clouds on both ends.  Telling them about this
doesn’t always register with them.  If you have access
to an overhead display, show them how a stock
darkens when a flow is connected, but does not if the
connection is not completed.


• The first placement of a flow in this tutorial and the
bank account models is an inflow.  Often, when trying
to build an outflow, new modelers will simply start to
the right of a stock, then click and drag toward the
stock, producing another inflow.


• Connectors are often put into models incorrectly.
Constant reminders that connectors are “one way
streets” are necessary.  Emphasize that the arrow on a
connector indicates the direction in which the
information flows, so placement of the connector


Using the Population Tutorial


Why Do this Tutorial


Mechanical Problems
with using the
STELLA tools
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starts at the model piece that holds the information
and goes to where the information is being sent.


Some discussion of the modifications may be in order.  The
first population model uses simple statistical values to
determine the births.  These values may be found in
almanacs or tables of population data such as those
compiled by the U.S. Census Bureau, the World Health
Organization, or various organizations within the United
Nations.  They use standard statistical techniques to
determines the average number of births and deaths per
1000 people.  The modifications used here demonstrate
another approach, one in which the actual reproductive
patterns play a role in determining the births.  While the
statistical values are usually used for human population
models, this alternative approach can be useful for modeling
people in situations where birth patterns may be changing
during the model run (e.g., in China due to the 1 baby per
family policy).  The alternative approach is also very useful
in developing models of other organisms.


Participants may have some difficulty following the logic to
determine the various multipliers used in determining
births.  It is probably good to review it:


.50 Males cannot have children.  Only females, who
make up approximately 50%, or .50 of the population
bear children.  So multiplying the total population by
.50 adjusts for the female population.


.52 The model assumes that 52% of any random female
population is of child bearing age.  This figure is
probably too high, but is a good starting point.
Multiplying the female population by .52 yields the
number of females who can have a baby in a given
year.


.05 This figure is determined by dividing the average
number of children born in a reproductive lifetime
(1.42) by the number of years in a woman’s
reproductive life cycle (26).  It determines the
probability of a woman having a child in any given
year.  This figure may vary widely from country to
country and from year to year.  It is rounded from
.0546 to .05 for simplicity sake.  This value is then
multiplied by the number of women of reproductive


Part II of the Tutorial
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age to determine the average number of births in a
given year.


Note that while this approach gives more information about
reproductive patterns in a population than the statistical
method, it still is simplified.  It assumes, for example, that
women at the start of their reproductive cycle, in the middle,
and at the end are equally likely to bear children.  This is
obviously not true.  Such adjustments, however, require
models of far greater complexity.


This is an excellent time to remind participants that all
models are essentially approximations of real behaviors.
Perfect accuracy is not necessary for most cases.  What is
more important is identification of broad behavior patterns.


The final segment of the tutorial is extremely important.  It is
the first time participants use a graphical input for a model.
All content areas make use of this function in their training.
However, those content area training materials do not go
into as much detail about the mechanics of building the
graphical input as the population tutorial does.  It is vital
that every participant successfully complete this part.  For
some, it may be necessary to walk them through this part on
a individual basis.  If this is the case, once they have
completed the process, have them repeat it on their own.  Do
not have them merely input new numbers.  They should
start with the original model, they go through the process
from start to finish.


The most common problems teachers have in working with
graphical inputs later in the training or after the training is
over, is the process of actually getting to the point of making
a graph.  They forget that a quantity must be chosen (for the
horizontal axis) before they can select Become Graph .  This
is a problem you will see repeatedly during the course of the
training.  The more time spent now in teaching this process,
the fewer the difficulties later.


Part III
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The majority of the basic training in the use of STELLA will
take place during the Core Area Activities.  The second half
of Day 2, all of Day 3, and the first half of Day 4 are spent
learning how to build basic structures in STELLA.  This
training is done in content groups, or, as they’ve been
referred to in the CC–STADUS Project, Core Areas.  The
intent of the project has always been to develop modelers
who had a common language which allowed them to work
both with teachers in their own disciplines and with teachers
in other disciplines.  The ideas of systems thinking and
structure of STELLA models provide that language.
However, the “language” of STELLA is new and very
foreign for most participants.


In a sense, the project was presented with the same problem
that confronts school districts with a large number of ESL
students.  The school must deal with the fact that their
students speak different “first languages”, yet ultimately all
students must work and succeed together in a common
second language, English.  One approach which has been
used successfully is to introduce the new language through
the original language, before mixing the students in with
each other.  The students transition to the new language
with work in their original language.  The security of
working from their primary language with others using the
same first language makes the transition less stressful.  So it
is that our social science teachers use examples from their
field to learn how to build STELLA models, while
mathematics and science teachers do the same using ideas
from their content areas.


All groups learn the same basic modeling structures, but do
so in the most comfortable possible environment before
sharing these new ideas in cooperative work.


In the CC–STADUS training the basic training in STELLA
has always been provided in the Core Areas.  This is possible
because there are a large number of participants and these
participants are chosen to provide content area balance.  In
the event that a local training has neither the size nor the
diversity to work with three content groups, it is suggested
that no attempt be made to have each participant work in
their own field, essentially working separately.  The
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cooperative nature of the training that evolves these two
days is important.  Participants in a room should be working
on common tasks.  Thus, it would be preferable to have all
participants working on a single set of materials rather than
some doing the science materials, others doing social
science, and the remainder mathematics.


Of the three sets of materials, the social science materials are
the most generic, i.e., have the least content–specific material
in them.  Therefore, if only a single group will be used, it is
strongly recommended that those materials be used.  Second
in terms of generality of content are the science materials.
They are an option, but should probably not be used unless
the majority of the group has a science background.  Under
no circumstances should the mathematics materials be used
with anyone other than mathematics or physical science
teachers.  The content and language used to develop the
model structures will almost certainly be too unfamiliar to
teachers in other disciplines.


This part of the training is clearly the most important.  The
skill that participants develop at building basic STELLA
structures and in translating problems into models during
these activities will determine how successful the rest of the
training will be.  With a good grounding in the basics they
will maximize what they can learn in days 5-8 and what they
can accomplish as they build their own models days 9–12.  It
is essential to constantly monitor their progress, helping
them over the rough spots and answering questions.  This is
when the size of the teaching staff is most critical.
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These materials, like the social science and science materials,
are designed to equip the participants with a basic STELLA
tool kit.  The goal is to familiarize them with the basic
building blocks of STELLA, some of the basic input
functions (PULSE, STEP, IF–THEN, etc.), and the basic
growth patterns common to many of the topics they teach in
their classes.  The preliminary work done the morning of
Day 2 should allow many of the participants to work
through the activities themselves.  Some instructors prefer to
keep the group together by presenting basic information
about each activity before anyone starts it.  Others prefer to
let everyone work at their own pace.  The choice is yours.
Keep in mind, however, that it will be necessary to closely
monitor the participants so they do not get frustrated if they
have difficulties.  Characteristically, the CC–STADUS staff
have preferred to keep the mathematics group together,
discussing the mathematics behind each structure in a
group.  Regardless of your approach, simply wandering
around the group, occasionally asking a question, making
certain they’re catching some of the subtleties in the models,
will encourage them to ask questions.


If you have access to a motion detector for a Universal Lab
Interface (ULI) for a Mac or PC, or a motion detector for a
CBL, we strongly encourage you to use them as you
introduce each modeling structure.  The motion detector can
be used to demonstrate motion and the graphs that describe
them as a preliminary step to introducing the modeling
structures.  Constant velocity motion can be demonstrated
by graphing position while walking.  Constant acceleration
motion can be shown by rolling a ball down an inclined
plane and measuring velocity.  The position vs time graph in
the first case, and the velocity vs time graph in the second
are both excellent examples of linear motion, and lead
directly into linear models.


Letting the motion detector graph the position of the ball
rolling down an inclined plane provides an excellent
example of quadratic motion.  Finally, the charging or
discharging of a capacitor can be measured with the
interfaces to yield excellent convergent graphs.


The rationale for using interfacing as part of the training is to
allow participants to make multiple connections between the
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real world, the models, and the graphs.  The computer
interfacing presents an opportunity to introduce the
functions as real events, then as models, and finally as
abstract mathematical concepts.  The training “models” (in a
different way than STELLA!) an alternative way to teach
mathematics.


A major difference between the mathematics materials and
the other content area materials is the relatively rigid
sequencing and lack of alternate problems within the
materials.  This is based on our experience with the
mathematics groups the five years of our training.  They
tend to want to see the direct connection between what they
teach and what STELLA models can do.  As a result, the
materials are very direct.  The mathematics group, however,
would probably finish these materials in between half and
three–quarters of the time allotted.  Your task is to pick and
choose what to add you go along.  The discussion of each
activity will include some suggestions.  You may have other
ideas.  Feel free to use some “interesting” problems from
other content area.  In particular, That Dam Model from the
science materials can provide some interesting problems in
putting model structures and functions together.


The materials themselves do not explicitly mention any
built–in functions other than the PULSE.  Obviously, the
problems already in the materials can be “spiced” up to
require use of other functions as you see fit.


Many of the activities here have more than one possible
solution.  Sample model solutions are provided for you to
use as reference.


The linear model activities provide a simple, straight–
forward approach to building the simplest STELLA models.
These activities should present few difficulties for the
participants.  You can, however, suggest some modifications
to the problems that will increase their difficulty and
interest.


The walking problem can be modified to have the rate
change due to terrain or exhaustion.  That will allow
introduction of graphical inputs (speed vs time), IF–THEN
statements, and STEP functions.  It would also be interesting
to have someone walking toward an object and have the
distance decrease.  This would allow participants to see the


Activity #1:  Linear
Models
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effect of having the stock being constrained to be non–
negative.


Similarly, the car problem can be modified so that the flow is
a bi–flow, allowing it to appreciate when the car, still
functional, becomes a classic.  However, care must be taken
to introduce the various functions slowly.  Too many too
quickly will cause massive confusion,  Settle on one for this
activity, saving the others for later.


There are few ideas in these problems that can cause any
problems.  Perhaps the only difficult concept is the idea that
an outflow need not have a negative number inserted in it to
reduce a stock.  Because it is an outflow, it will “subtract”
automatically.  It has been interesting that mathematics and
physics teachers have been the most likely to make this
mistake.  Other groups do so with much lower frequency.


In mathematics we have long solved systems of equations.
The question is “why?”  These exercises give good examples
of how these equation can be solved using STELLA and
what kind of problems are solved using systems of
equations.  In addition, these problems illustrate some ideas
that should be kept in mind when doing the problems.


As presented in the first problem, the participants will set up
three linear equation, graphing the positions for the train,
Billy, and Pat on a single graph.  Any intersections indicate
they are in the same spot.  The problem, as stated, sets up a
boundary condition:  Pat Garret’s horse can only run for 1
hour.  Most likely, the participants will take that boundary
condition (at T=1 hour, Pat’s horse has a velocity 0) into
account in interpreting the graph.  They will ignore Pat’s
movements after one hour.  This is an excellent time to make
the point that when models are built, they may apply to part
of a time period, not to all.  The need to look at limitations of
the model  is important.  This problem is a simple but
powerful example.


This problem also provides an opportunity to introduce
another function.  Building in the boundary condition is
possible with either a STEP, IF–THEN, or graphical function.
It also gives a chance to look at some of the quirks of
STELLA.  Look at the sample version of this model that
adjusts for the fatigue of the horse and note what the IF–
THEN statement is.  Even though the problem states that the


Activity #2:  Systems
of Linear Equations
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horse can run for 1 hour, the IF–THEN triggers at .9.  To
understand why, look at the Table of results.  Then change
the .9 to 1 and see the difference.  Since the order of
operations for STELLA models has stocks adjusted first, then
flows, Pat’s distance will be adjusted using the “old” speed
before the speed is adjusted to the correct value, giving a
wrong distance.  It may be a good idea to spend time on this
individually with each participant.


Other than this subtlety, the problems are fairly simple and
will pose few problems.  Have the participants suggest ways
they can be made interesting.  Challenge them to come up
with  linear systems in which the models are linear in
structure, but the value of the flows change.  For example, in
the third problem, what if one of the good guys lose their
paddle and the speed drops to 2.5 miles per hour?  That is
not a trivial problem when approached by traditional means,
but presents no difficulties with STELLA.


The quadratic structure is non–intuitive in STELLA.  Most of
us who started out in STELLA on our own took quite a while
to build it.  The key to get across is that the quadratic
behavior is really one linear model driving a second linear
model.  Changes in the stock of the first model are translated
into changes in the flow of the second model.  The second
stock is changed by a flow that is itself constantly changing.


In mathematics, quadratic problems that claim to deal with
reality generally revolve around falling objects.  So it is that
the same problems are used to introduce quadratics in
STELLA.  However, other ideas are also introduced in these
activities that should be called to participants attention:


• For the first time, the stock must be allowed to become
negative.  Thus, they must be de–selected from their
default non–negative settings.


• Bi–flows are also necessary.  In many models that the
participants will see, all flow are bi–flows.  This is a
combination of style and logic.  Many modelers prefer
uni–flows.  In most social studies, humanities, and science
models, outflows and inflows are distinctly different
processes (without a strong bent for philosophy, one
would be hard pressed to argue that birth and death are
not different phenomena!).  Thus is makes sense that uni–
flows are used.  However, in mathematics and physics,


Activity #3:  Quadratic
Models
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with vector notation and the number line, the idea that
adding and subtracting are simply the same process in the
opposite direction makes bi–flows more reasonable.  Thus,
in these problems, where velocity changes from positive
to negative, they make perfect sense.  To attempt to carry
out the same process with uni–flows would result in a
much more complex and cumbersome model, one whose
structure would give no clue to what was happening.


• For the first time it becomes necessary to use Runge–Kutta
4 as the integration method.  The Euler method will give
mathematically incorrect values.  At this point, it will be
sufficient to simply point out that for linear models and
for models that involve discrete changes (for example,
simple interest), Euler will be the preferred and
mathematically correct integration method.  For all other
models, especially those in which flows change rapidly,
Runge–Kutta 4 is required.


As they work through these problems the question of air
resistance may come up.  If they choose to pursue it, have
them speculate what parts of the model would be directly
affected by air resistance (acceleration) and which would be
indirectly affected (speed, height).  Let them try to build that
model if they wish.  There are a number of air resistance
models on the  1993 Science Training Models disk
(available from CC–STADUS/CC–SUSTAIN).


The question of boundary values can come in here again.
The basic model has objects burrowing far in the ground,
picking up speed as they go.  Have them try to eliminate
that.  One interesting point is that making the height stock
non–negative will take care of part of the problem, but still
leaves speed to be dealt with.


The beauty of these problems is the fact that what
participants are really doing is simultaneously solving a
system containing a linear and a quadratic function and a
system with linear and exponential equations.  These are
classic math and physics problems not easily solved or
expressed by students through traditional mathematics.  The
STELLA structure makes them obvious.  Once again you can
call attention to boundary conditions (in the first problem,
Jason can only run for 10 minutes).  Deal with it first through
interpreting graphs, then by modifying the model.


Activity #4: Systems of
Non–Linear Equations
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Of real interest would be an extension of the problems by
making the rate of the quadratic structure non–constant.
The train in problem 1, or any car, is not likely to accelerate
at a constant rate.  Acceleration will approach zero as the top
speed is reached.  This can be approximated by a graphical
function.  Using acceleration data from Road and Track  or Car
and Driver,  that function can actually fit real data.  In
problem 2, trying placing the money in a mutual fund or the
stock market rather than a bank.  This will produce a
varying yield.  Again, data could be made up, or it could be
real data (most retirement funds publish their annual yield
and past performance).  Quadratics are not common in the
real world, nor are pure exponentials.  Real problems do not
lend themselves to regular mathematical solutions.
However, they fit STELLA methods perfectly.


These models will probably be the most difficult, as is the
mathematics that describes them.  Go over the definitions of
the behaviors and the equations that describe them as a
group before building the models.  Be prepared for the fact
that some participants may be able to build and explain the
models but may not be able to do the same for the
mathematics.  The exponential models are the clearest.  The
participants have already had their first experience with an
exponential model in the last activity.  Now they will
explore it in depth.  Their greatest difficulty will be
determining the rate in the third problem.  They will also
have a problem in the display of their table.  It will be
necessary to switch the table display to “free floating”  to
show any of the values.


To make the third problem more interesting, try adding this
extension:


The poisonous fumes you inhaled cause irreversible liver
damage if the blood level is above .015 for more than 4
hours.  Do you have anything to worry about?


How they approach this problem will say a lot about their
mathematical skills as well as their growing STELLA skills.
Everyone may not be ready for it, but challenge your best
with it.


The second section of this activity, convergent models,
presents a wealth of possibilities.  The example of Newton’s
Law of Cooling for the coffee is an extreme case.  Data for
other materials that cool more slowly can be obtain from any


Activity #5:
Exponential to


Convergent to Logistic
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college–level physics book with a section on
thermodynamics  (e.g., College Physics , Sears, Zemansky and
Young).  These type of models present excellent examples of
asymptotic behavior.  They emphasize that the target value
is never reached.  To show that, have them change the table
display to free floating again.  The physical reality of
asymptotic behavior is really surprising to people.  THE
COFFEE WILL NEVER EXACTLY REACH AIR
TEMPERATURE!!


A real challenge at this point would be a model of mutual
approach to a target level from opposite directions.  Using
the cooling model, put a hot block of metal in a cool liquid.
one cools, the other heats up.  In principle, the final
temperature can be calculated. A model that doesn’t use that
target would be considerably more of a challenge.


The logistic models should cause some difficulties.  Some of
your group have probably never heard of logistic behavior.
Some have, but haven’t used the concept or name in a
considerable time.  Only those presently teaching Calculus
or Pre–Calculus are likely to be comfortably familiar with it.


The key here will be differentiating between the simple rate
of growth for exponential growth and the rate for these
types of models.  Point out that as built in a STELLA model,
the effective rate is (initial exponential growth rate/Carrying
Capacity).  Building the model is simple after that.


A point to emphasize is that the order of subtraction in the
flow is very important.  (Target – Current Level) and
(carrying Capacity – Current Level) insure that the changes
will be toward the target.  If the current level is too high, the
flow will reduce the stock.  If the current level is below the
target level, it will increase.  The utility of bi–flows is again
obvious in this structure.


Optional additions to the fish model could focus around
natural disasters and over–fishing.  What would happen, for
example, if an algae bloom reduced the carrying capacity to
300 fish after 10 months?  To model this, it would not be
sufficient to have some change the Carrying Capacity
converter.  Either the logic of the flow would have to change
or another converter controlling rate would have to be
added.
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Another extension would look at fishing.  Suppose in the
summer months 20% of the fish are caught each month.
That would add an outflow that would make the graph very
interesting.


Similarly, the flu epidemic has a lot of possibilities.
Changing the number of initial students infected will yield
some information about the nature of logistic behavior.  To
see more interesting behavior, try a sudden influx of 2500
additional students.  Conversely, suddenly quarantine half
of those infected.


All of these options and other will give your group a chance
to polish their modeling skills and use additional built–in
functions.  However, don’t let the process become a search
for obscure operations.  Focus on realistic problems and
avoid turning STELLA into a computation generator.


This last activity will not be very difficult to build and do.
The instructions make it accessible even to people with less
experience than your participants have now.  If any haven’t
built a graphical function by now, they will in this activity.
Make certain that they all realize that values can be keyed in
or “drawn” for graphical functions.  Model runs should
provide no difficulties either.


This activity shines, however, as the chance to really
experiment.  After answering all the questions, time
permitting, encourage them to explore the effects of
changing initial values of each stock individually and
together.    Then, they can try seeing the impact of small
changes in birth or survival rate for each species singly and
in combination.  Sudden, dramatic die–offs can also be
explored.  In short, they can try changing every variable.
This model could easily be “played with” for hours,
observing changes in periodicity, amplitude, shapes of
oscillations, and other behaviors.  It is the perfect last activity
because it really never runs out of options.  Encourage
different people to look at different parts of the model.  Most
importantly, be prepared to admit you don’t know what will
happen or why something happens.  The deceptively simple
model is more complex than it looks because of the factors
nested in the birth rates.


Activity #6:
Oscillating Example
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LINEAR  MODELS IN  STELLA II
 © Diana Fisher and Eileen Rogers  1992


The STELLA II  models shown here model  systems which vary directly with time.
Suppose you want to know how far you have walked if your walking speed is 3
miles per hour.  Let's set up a STELLA II model which will create a linear graph
using the given information.


a) Ask yourself:  What is increasing or decreasing with time? _______________________
Make that the stock.  Select the Stock icon from the tool bar and click to place it in
the window.   Be sure to label the stock and set the beginning value.


b) Ask yourself: Is  the stock value  increasing or decreasing with time?
___________________
What is causing the stock to increase or decrease?  (That is the
flow.)______________________


 Select the flow icon from the tool bar.  Click and drag it into the stock if you want
the stock value to increase.  Click inside the stock and drag out of the stock if
you want it to decrease over time. Be sure to label the flow icon and set its value.


c) From the first sentence of the problem, determine how many miles  you would walk
in five hours. ________________________________


Now, define a graph in STELLA II to see if your model gives you the same result.
(See instructions below)


Click on the Graph icon from the tool bar.  Move the cursor into the diagram
window and click to place a graph icon.  A new graph will open up.  Double
click on the graph to open up the dialog  box which specifies the details for the
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graph.   Click on the stock name in the "Allowable" list.  Click on >> to place it
in the "Selected" list.  Then click OK to return to the graph pad.
Now choose Run from the Menu bar.


d) From your graph, determine approximately how long it takes to walk 20 miles?
________     


This same type of model can be used to examine many other situations which vary
directly, i.e., linearly, with time.  Create STELLA II models to answer the following
questions:


1) You bought a car for $15,000 (after making big money as a math consultant).
Unfortunately, this car depreciates $175.00 every month.
a) Set up an appropriate STELLA II model for this situation.


What is the stock? ________________________________
What is the flow? _________________________________
Is the flow into or out of the stock? ___________________


b) Set up a table and let the computer calculate this relationship for 50 months.
(For instructions on creating a table and changing the time,  see below.)


Click on the Table icon from the tool bar. Move the cursor to the diagram
window and click to place the diagram icon.  A new table will open up.  Double
click on the table to open up the dialog box which specifies the details for the
table.   Click on the stock name in the "Allowable" list.  Click on >> to place it in
the "Selected" list.  Then click OK to return to the table pad.


To change the time span of the simulation, select Time Specs... from the Run
menu.  Set the TO number at 50 and set the DT to 1
Now choose Run from the Menu bar.
 


c) How  much is this car  worth at the end of 6 months? ___________
How  many  months  will pass before the "Blue Book" Trade-in Value will be
$10,000? ______


d) When do you predict the car will be worthless? ________________
e) Determine the equation for this relationship. __________________
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2. If you  jump out of an airplane, you've got a lot of guts!  If you don't open your
parachute you  will soon be falling at a constant velocity called your "terminal
velocity."  Assume you are 4500 meters above the ground when you jump and your
terminal velocity is 60 meters/second.
a) Set up a STELLA II model for this situation.
b) If you  neglect to open your parachute, when will you hit the ground?


____________________
c) How  many  meters did you fall between the 20th and 30th second?


_____________________
d) What do the d-intercept and t-intercept represent in real life?


d-intercept? _______________________________________
t-intercept? _______________________________________


e) Determine the equation for this relationship:
__________________________________


f) What is the slope? ____________________________________
What is the y-intercept?   _______________________________
How do these numbers relate to the numbers you used in the STELLA II model?
_______________________________________________________________________
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Systems of Linear Equations Using STELLA II
© by Diana Fisher 1993


1. The train was carrying the monthly payroll on that warm summer day.  Billy the
Kid knew it and planned to add the payroll to his hidden mountain cache.  The
train had just left Las Cruces heading for Deming, New Mexico and was clipping
along at 20 miles per hour.  Billy was 3 miles behind the train when he started to
chase it.  His horse was able to run 25 miles per hour.  Pat Garret was at a party in
Las Cruces when a messenger told him about seeing someone riding after the train.
By the time Pat Garret was able to start his pursuit he was 2 miles behind Billy.
Pat's horse was only able to run 24 miles per hour, and could only run that speed
for 1 hour before collapsing.


A. 1. Do you think Pat caught up with Billy before Bill caught up with the
train? ______ Why or Why not?
    ________________________________________________________________


2. Do you think that Pat was able to catch the train?    _________    Why or why
not? ____________________________________________________________


B. Set up a STELLA diagram to model the train's position, Billy's position, and
Pat Garret's position.  Each will have a stock and a flow.  The flow will be its
speed.  Set Pat's starting position to 0.  Choose Time Specs... from the Run
menu.  Set the model simulation time for 2 hours, and the DT to .1.  Print out a
graph of the three stocks with a vertical axis of 0-50 for all three.  Print a table
for the model.


C. Did Billy catch the train?   _______    If so, at what time after the simulation started
did he catch the train?   _______     Did Pat catch Billy before Billy caught the
train?                        If so, at what time?__________   If not, when did Pat catch the
train?_________________


D.  What distance and length of time had each horse run before their riders caught
the train?


Distance Time
Billy's Horse
Pat's Horse


2. The starship Enterprise must shoot a laser at a meteor on a collision path with the
planet Epsilon.  Both the starship and the meteor are traveling in the same direction
toward Epsilon.   The meteor is currently 200,000 miles ahead of the Enterprise and
is traveling at 200,000 miles per hour.  The Enterprise is traveling 219,500 miles per
hour.  The starship has a laser that it will fire when it is within 10,000 miles of the
meteor.  The meteor is due to strike Epsilon 10 hours from now (It is 2,000,000 miles
away).  We want to know if the Enterprise will be successful in its mission.
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A. Predict whether the Enterprise can change the meteor's direction in
time?___________________


Support your prediction
__________________________________________________________________


__________________________________________________________________


B. Set up a STELLA diagram for this situation.  Include a stock for the planet
Epsilon, as well as one for the meteor and the starship.  Set up flows for the
meteor and the starship.  Set the Enterprise starting position to 0.  Choose
Time Specs... from the Run menu. Set the simulation time to 12 hours and the
DT to .1.  Print out a graph of the three stocks with a vertical axis of 0 to 2.5e6
for all three.  Print a table for the model.


C.    If the Enterprise saved the planet, at what time was the meteor deflected?
__________________


If the Enterprise did not save the planet, how much faster would it have had to
travel to save the planet?                                                                                                        


D. (optional)  Figure out the smallest speed that would have worked for  the
Enterprise to save Epsilon.                                                                                                                          


3. You and a friend have decided to go camping.  You set up a tent 50 miles north of
town.  Some no-account ruffians have played a trick on you by planting a (sound)
bug in your gear.  They are rather clever and have set up some repeaters between
themselves and your camp. They have camped up-stream 35 miles from your camp.
After lunch you and your friend are listening to the radio and learn that you have a
winning lottery ticket in your possession.  You are ecstatic and both decide to canoe
back to town immediately to claim your prize.  The spies decide to try to intercept
you and steal your ticket before you reach town.  If you and your friend can paddle
5 miles per hour (in a pond with no current), but are now traveling with the 3 mile
per hour current, and the spies (with a small motor boat) can travel 10 miles per
hour (in a pond with no current) are also traveling with the 3 mph current, we want
to know if they intercept you before you reach the town.


A. Prediction:   Will you reach the town  first? _____________ Why or why not?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________


B. Set up a STELLA diagram for this situation.  Set a stock for the town and set
it's initial value to 85.  Set a stock and flow for your position, and one for the
spies position.  Choose Time Specs... from the Run menu. Set the simulation to
run for 12 hours with a DT of .1.  Print out a graph of the three  stocks on a
vertical axis of 0-100.  Print a table for this model.  Answer the following
questions:
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1. Did they intercept you before you reached the town?    ______      How did you
figure out the answer?
_________________________________________________________________


2.  How long did it take you to reach the town? ____________________  How
long did it take the spies to reach the town? __________________


3. What is the mathematical equation for determining your position at any
given time? _________________________
From the equation determine how far you had traveled in 5 hours.
____________ Does the table also give the same position for this time?
__________


4. What is the mathematical equation for determining the spies’ position at
any given time?_____________________


5. If the town had been 100 miles away instead of 50, determine
    mathematically    when the spies would have overtaken your canoe. Show
your work here:


Is your answer the same as the answer in the STELLA table?     ____________    
6. What were the winning numbers of your lottery ticket (:D)     ___________
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Parabolic Models in STELLA II
© Eileen Rogers 5/20/93


Quadratic
Model
Height


VelocitySpeed


Acceleration


Ground


The STELLA II model shown here models motion which would be represented by a
quadratic equation such as is found in the expression for an object in vertical motion.
For example, suppose you want to know the height of a ball thrown upward at an
initial velocity of 30 m/sec.


In this model, the quantities which change over time are the height of the ball above the
ground and the velocity of the ball. These are represented by stocks.  The quantities
which cause the height to change are the initial velocity and the pull of gravity, which
causes the motion to slow down as the ball travels upward and then causes it to begin
to fall back toward the earth.  Since the height stock must increase and then decrease,
the flow into the stock must be a Bi-Flow.  The bi-flow changes the direction of the flow
when the effect of the acceleration of gravity overcomes the initial velocity.  The ball
stops climbing and begins to fall.


The physics formula for this situation is:


    
HH eeiigghhtt vv tt ggtt= −00


2211


22
(( ))


where     vv 00  is the initial velocity     (( // sseecc))mm


and   gg  is the acceleration of gravity     (( .. // sseecc ))99 88 22mm


This equation is quadratic in time, t, so the expected shape of the graph of this situation
is a parabola.  The STELLA II model above allows you to create a parabolic graph using
the given information.


Open the STELLA II model titled Quadratic Model.  To set initial values you double
click on each item to open up the dialog box.  Be sure to set the Map/Model toggle to
Model (    XX 22 ). Check to see that the initial values are set as follows:
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Distance = 0 {meters} Initial Velocity = 30 {m/sec]


The remaining portions of this model are already set-up.  Before you run this model,
you should choose the Graph object in the diagram window.  Double click on the graph
icon to open it up.  You will then choose RUN from the Menu Bar and observe the
graph created.  It should look like the following:


From the graph it can be seen that the ball achieves its maximum height of about 46
meters approximately 3 seconds after it is thrown.  The graph also shows that the ball
returns to the ground level after about 6 seconds.  For a more precise view of the results,
you can return to the diagram window and chose the Table object from the diagram
window. Double click on it to open a table.  The results shown in the table were
generated form the same Run as the graph.


This model can be modified to examine many other instances of parabolic motion.  Try
to modify the model to answer the following questions.  Print a graph or table for each
problem you solve and note on your print-out what modifications you made to the
model to achieve these results.


1) How is the result changed if the ball is thrown by a major league pitcher at an initial
velocity of 45 m/sec (100 mph)?
What is the maximum height attained? ____________________________
At what time does the ball hit the ground?__________________________


2) How fast must the ball be thrown to achieve maximum height of 175 meters?
____________
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3) How should the values be changed to model a ball being dropped from a height of
100 meters?
What will the initial velocity value be? ____________________
At what value should the initial height be set? ________________
At what time does the ball hit the ground? ____________________


4) How fast should the ball be thrown for it to return to the ground after 5
seconds?________
How about falling back down in 20 seconds? _________________


5) Cannonball Problem:  A cannonball is fired with an initial upward velocity of 100
m/sec.  Find its altitude after 3 sec. ______________  What is the highest altitude it
will reach? ___________  At what time will it hit the ground?
______________________
Print a copy of your graph and table which shows the answers to these questions.


Create a STELLA II model to answer these questions:


6) Snoopy's Dogfight Problem:  Snoopy is flying in his Sopwith Camel.  He fires at the
Red Baron.  The bullet has an initial upward velocity of 120 m/sec.  The Red Baron
is 400 meters above Snoopy.
When will the bullet first reach his altitude? ________________  If the bullet misses
on the way up, could it hit the Red Baron on the way back down?
___________________________  Could it ever hit Snoopy? _______________________


You will need to add an additional converter to the basic diagram and modify the
specifications for the range and values plotted on the graph and the items to be
listed in the table.  Print copies of your graph and/or table which help you to
answer these questions.
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Systems of Non-Linear Equations Using STELLA II
© Diana M. Fisher  1992


Note:   See the review of STELLA II diagrams at the end of this document before
starting.


1. The train was leaving the station.  It was accelerating at 20 miles per hour per hour.
Jason was .4 mile behind the rear car of the train, talking to his girlfriend, when he
realized it was moving.  The train was moving at 5 miles per hour already.  He took
off sprinting.  He was running a constant 10 miles per hour but could only run that
fast for 10 minutes.  (He wasn't in shape.)


a.     Prediction:   
Do you think Jason will catch the train?                                                                          
Support your answer.    _                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        _______    __    ___


b.      Modeling:   
Design two STELLA II diagrams for this situation.
1. Jason is running at a CONSTANT speed.  So his position over time is


changing at a (linear/quadratic) rate.
2. Set Jason's initial position to 0.  Place an appropriate value in the flow


converter.
3. The train is ACCELERATING at a uniform rate so its position over time 


will be changing at a (linear/quadratic) rate.
4. Start the train position at .4.  Start the velocity of the train at 5.  Set speed


= velocity.  Set an appropriate value for the acceleration flow.


c.     Set up a graph    .
Place only Jason's position and the train's position (stocks) in the selected box.
Set the vertical scale for both variables from 0 to 8.  Set DT = .1 and end of
simulation to 1, under the run/time specs menu.  Set Run/Simulation Specs to
Runge-Kutta 4.  Run the simulation.
Does Jason ever catch the train?    ____________    


d. Go back to the diagram and set Jason's speed to 8 miles per hour.  (Assume he
can maintain this speed for only 15 minutes.)
(You may need to set up a table to answer these questions.  Include the train's
position and Jason's position in the table.
1. Does Jason catch the train?    ____________    
2. If so, when does he catch the train?    _____________________    


If not,  how close did he get to the train?    ______________________    


e. 1. If Jason had been .6 miles behind the train and ran at 10 miles per hour,
could he have caught the train?                         
Why or why not?                                                                                                                     _____
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    _________________________________________________________________
Print out the graph to support your answer.


2. If Jason was .4 mile behind the train and running at 10 miles per hour, but
the train was accelerating at 40 miles per hour per hour, could Jason catch
the train?    ______     Why or why not?
    _________________________________________________________________
    _________________________________________________________________


2.  Alexandria and Minh are financial advisors.  You want to make an investment so
you can have extra money when you retire.   Alexandria suggests  depositing 2000
in the bank and letting the bank compound the interest at 10% per year.  (nice bank)
Minh suggests placing  $2000 in your personal safe and depositing an additional
2000 every year.


a. Prediction:
At the end of 30 years which plan do you think will have more money?
    ___________    
Do you think the difference will be a lot of money or a little?    ___________    
Do you think the two plans will ever have the same amount of money
saved?    ___________    


b. Modeling:
Set up two STELLA II diagrams for this situation.
1. Alexandria's plan will have your money grow at a 


(linear/quadratic/exponential) rate.
2.  Set Alexandria's initial money to 2000.  Place an appropriate value in the


growth flow.
3.  Minh's plan will have your money grow at a


(linear/quadratic/exponential) rate.
4.  Set Minh's initial money to 2000.  Place an appropriate value in the


growth flow.


c. Set up a graph including only Alexandria's and Minh's money plan.  Set the
vertical scale for both variables 0 to 300000.  Set DT = 1 under Run/Time Specs.
Set the end of the simulation time to 50.
1.  Whose plan had more money at the end of 30 years?   ____________     How


much more?    _________                                  ___    
2. Suppose you decided to invest for 50 years instead of 30.  Whose plan had


more money?     ________      How much more?    __________    
3.  Were the amounts ever the same?   ______     If so, at what time were they the


same?    ______      (You might want to set up a table to answer this
question.)


d. Banks do not have uniform interest rates over time.  Whose plan is better after
50 years if the interest rates average 8% instead of 10%?    __________
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e. Whose plan do you think you would adopt? ____________________


Why?_________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________


Linear Growth Quadratic Growth Exponential Growth


Total Value


Constant Growth Rate


Position


Speed


Velocity


Acceleration


Accumulated Value


Percent Growth Rate
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From Exponential to Convergent to Logistic Models Using STELLA
© by Diana M. Fisher 1994


I. Exponential Growth/Decay Models (Math Equation:       F(t) = Abt  )


"In biology, chemistry, and economics, it is often necessary to study the behavior
of a quantity that  is increasing as time passes.     If, at every instant, the rate of
  increase of the quantity is proportional to the quantity at that instant,         then ... the
   quantity is growing exponentially    or is exhibiting exponential growth.  A simple
example of exponential growth is exhibited by the growth of bacteria in a culture.
Under ideal laborate grows at a rate proportional to the number of bacteria
present.  It does so because the growth of the culture is accounted for by the
division of the bacteria.  The more bacteria there are at a given instant, the greater
the possibilities for division and hence the more rapid is the rate of growth."
(   Calculus and Its Applications,   Goldstein, Lay & Schneider, Prentice Hall, 1987,
p242-243.)


DT = 1, Use Euler Integration Method


1. (Bacteria) Suppose you have been doing an experiment in your biology lab with
bacteria.  You started the experiment on Wednesday and measured 1000
bacteria per square millimeter.  You measure the number of bacteria each
successive day for a week and determine that the exponential growth rate is 50%
each day.
a. Ask yourself:


1. What is increasing or decreasing with time? __________ Make that the
stock.  Be sure to label the stock and give it a beginning value.


2. What is causing the stock to increase or decrease?  Use a flow directed
into the stock if you want to increase.  Use a flow out of the stock if
you want it to decrease over time.
What is the flow here?____________
Is it causing the stock to increase or decrease?__________
Set up the flow in the diagram.  Be sure to label the flow icon and set
its value.


3. Since this is exponential and not linear growth there is one small
change in the diagram.  You need to connect the stock back to the flow
converter.  Why is this connection important?
_______________________________________
______________________________________________________
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b. Set the DT to 1.00 (under Run/Time Specs).  Then define a table in STELLA
II.  Include your stock name in the table.  Run the model.
On which day did the number of bacteria triple?______
Determine the number of bacteria per square millimeter one week (7days)
after the start of the study. ______________


c. Write the exponential equation for this situation.__________________
d. Print out the STELLA II diagram and Table on the printer.  You can do this


by selecting File/Print Diagram when viewing the diagram window and
selecting File/Print Table when viewing the table window.


2. (Cars)  A rule – of – thumb used by car dealers is that the trade–in value of a car
decreases by 30% each year.  Suppose you own a car whose Trade–in value is
presently $2350.
Set up a STELLA II diagram to represent this situation.
What is the stock?  _______________  Flow?  _______________
Is the flow into or out of the stock?  _______________


a. Define a Table and run the simulation for 25 years.  How much will the car
be worth 1 year after purchase?  __________  2 years after purchase?
_______________  During which year  after purchase will the car be worth
less than $100?               


b. Determine the exponential equation for this situation.____________________


3.  (Poison)  You accidentally inhale some mildly poisonous fumes.   Twenty hours
later you see a doctor.  From a blood sample, she measures a poison
concentration of 0.00372 mg per cubic cm.  She asks you to wait at her office for
one hour and takes another blood sample and measures the concentration to be
0.003482.  The doctor expects the poison to decrease exponentially with the
hours that pass since the first visit.
a.  Set up a STELLA II diagram for this situation.
b.  Define a table and run the simulation for 100 hours.


1. The doctor says you can resume normal activities when the poison
concentration has dropped to 0.00010 mg/cu.cm.  How long after the first
office visit will you be able to resume normal activities?_____


2. What is the "biological half-life" of the poison?__________
3. Determine the mathematical equation for this problem.


_________________


4. (Generic)  The following tables represent exponential growth or decay data.  Set
up STELLA II diagrams for each.  Run the simulation for 12 time units.  Confirm
that the STELLA table and the table below are the same.  Determine the math
equation that matches each function.
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X      Y
0      3
1      2.1
2      1.47
3      1.029  


a. X      Y
0       1.21
1       1.331
2       1.4641
3       1.61051


b.


equation equation


Draw the STELLA diagram for each situation below.  Label each icon and place
the correct values in each icon.


II. Converging Exponential Models Math Equation:         F(t) = [F(0) − M]e−kt + M


Converging exponential models have the characteristic that there is some value the
growth or decay approaches, over time, instead of diverging to infinity.  The system
will change in such a way as to reduce the difference between the current level of a
substance and it's target.     If, at every instant, the rate of increase of the quantity is
   proportional to the difference between the quantity at that instant and the target
  then ... the quantity is converging exponentially on the target.    A simple example
of convergent behavior is a cup of coffee cooling to room temperature.  (Notice that
if the target, M, is zero, then this broader exponential case reduces to the simpler
case of exponential decay described in part I.)


M


M


Target


Growth


Decay


Note:
rate can 
be 
growth 
or decay 
rate rate


rate*[Goal-Current Level]


TargetTarget


rate*[Target-CurrentLevel]


Set BIFLOW, DT = 0.1, Use Runge-Kutta 4 Integration Method


5. (Newton's Law of Cooling)  Newton's Law of Cooling states that the rate of
change in the temperature of an object is proportional to the difference between
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the object's temperature and the temperature of the surrounding medium.
Consider the following problem.


You go to Starbucks and get a cup of coffee on a cold (35o) day.  The coffee is at
170o when they pour it into a paper cup.  Paper cups are not well insulated and
loose heat at about 90% per minute.  You like cold weather so you decide to sit
outside to drink your coffee.
Design a STELLA model for this situation.  Define a table.  Set the DT = 0.1 and
use Runge-Kutta 4 as the integration method.  Run the simulation for 12
minutes.
a.  What is the coffee temperature after one minute?    _______________    
b.  Special Starbuck mugs only loose heat at about 20% per minute.  How hot


will the coffee be after one minute if you use a Starbuck
mug?    ______________    


c. Assume coffee is cool enough to drink when it is at 160o .  What is the
minimum time you should wait (after they pour your coffee in your mug)
so you don't burn your mouth?     ________________    


d. (optional for SELLAites)  If you put cream in your coffee after you get it (in
a mug) the cream cools the coffee.  Is there a difference in the coffee
temperature if you put the cream in immediately when you get your coffee
or if you wait five minutes and put it in just before you drink it?    _______
Why do you think this happened?     __________________________________           
    ___________________________________________________________________    
    ___________________________________________________________________    


III.  Logistic (S-Shaped)  Models: Math Equation:  


    


F(t) = M


1 + M
F(0)


− 1






e−kt


"The simple exponential growth model becomes inapplicable when the environment
begins to inhibit the growth of the population.  The logistic growth curve is an
important type of ... model that takes into account some of the effects of the
environment on a population.  For small values of t, the curve has the same basic
shape as an exponential growth curve.  Then when the population begins to suffer
from overcrowding or lack of food. the growth rate (the slope of the population
curve) begins to slow down.  Eventually, the growth rate tapers off to zero as the
population reaches the maximum size that the environment will support.  This latter
part of the curve resembles" (    Calculus and Its Applications   , Goldstein, Lay, & Schneider,
Prentice Hall, 1987, p275-276.) ... the convergence model studied earlier.  In this type
of model, at every instant,   the rate of increase of the quantity is proportional to the
  product of the quantity itself, at that instant, times the difference between the
   quantity at that instant and the carrying capacity of the environment in which that
   quantity exists.  
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Note: 
rate 
can be 
growth 
or 
decay 
rate


M


M


Carry Capacity


Growth


Decay


rate


  Flow Equation;


 rate*[CarryCapacity-Current]*Current


 


CC


Set BIFLOW, DT = 0.1,  Use Runge-Kutta 4 Integration Method


6. (Fish Population)  Suppose a lake is stocked with 100 fish.  After 3 months there
are 250 fish.  A study of the ecology of the lake predicts that the lake can support
1000 fish.
a. Determine the value of k (the reproduction rate) for the fish.  K =


__________  Show how you determined the value of K below.
b. Now that you have the value of K (which should be .37) determine the rate


= K/M.  Then design a STELLA model to represent this situation.
1.  Define a graph so you can see the typical S-shaped curvature.  To define


a graph, choose the graph icon and place it in the diagram window.  A
blank grid will appear.  Double-click on the grid.  Choose both the
Current Fish Population stock and the Carrying Capacity converter.
Click on the >> to move both of these to the selected box.  With these
both in the selected box, click and slide over both of them to make them
both selected(dark).  Now click on the top double-headed arrow to the
right of the Current Fish Population so that the arrow has an upper and
lower bound (horizontal dash) placed around it.  This will cause a MIN
box and a MAX box to appear in the lower part of the window.  Set the
MIN to zero and the MAX to 1200.  Click set.  Click OK.
Under Run/Time Specs  set the simulation time to 25 months.  Be sure
the DT = 0.1 and set Runge-Kutta 4 integration method.
Run the simulation.


c. Define a table.  Find the number of fish present at time 10 months.
__________


d. After how many months will the fish population be 600? _________
e. What would happen if the lake were stocked with 1200 mature fish?  Find


out by using the model. ____________________________________________


7. (Flu Epidemic) On a college campus of 5000 students, one student returned
from vacation with a contagious flu virus.  The virus spread through the student
body with a infection rate of 80% per day
Determine the rate = K/M.  Then design a STELLA model for this situation.
Define a table and run the simulation for 20 days.
a. How many people were infected after 5 days?____________
b. The school will cancel classes when 40% of the students are ill.  After how


many days will the college cancel classes?__________
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c. Just for fun find out what would happen if you put 6000 into the initial
Students With Flu stock and ran the simulation.  You should look at a graph
of both the Students with Flu stock and the Carrying Capacity converter to
get a good idea.  Set up the graph like you did in the previous problem,
except set the MIN to zero and the MAX to 7000.


d. Change the rate to .0016.  What happens in the graph?
    ___________________________________________________________________    
    ___________________________________________________________________    
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Oscillating Example for Algebra II, Using STELLA
© by Diana M. Fisher 1993


We will study an ecosystem involving rabbits and wolves in the usual predator/prey
relationship.  From our study we will see one example of oscillation.


Constructing the diagram:  Create this diagram on your computer screen.


We will start our ecosystem with  50000 rabbits and 1250 wolves.  Before you type in
these values, be sure to click on the world in the left part of the screen to change it to X2.
When you type in these starting values be sure to remove the X in the non-negative box
for each stock.  To remove the X just click on it once.


New rabbit births depend upon the current rabbit population so that is why there is a
connection from rabbits to rabbit births.   The same is true for wolf births and wolf
population.


The new rabbits come from the females (50% of the current rabbits are female).   Each
female has about 10 baby rabbits each year.   About 1/4 of the baby rabbits survive to
adulthood.  Using this information we will define the rabbit births as follows:  (Double-
click on rabbit births and type: (remember don't type the word rabbits, click on rabbits
in the required inputs box)  then click OK)


    .5 * 10 * .25 * Rabbits


We will postpone defining the rabbit deaths for a few minutes.


Wolves births are a percentage of the current wolf population.  That means the births
should be defined as what kind of growth? (exponential/linear)   The new wolves come
from the females, which constitute 50% of the wolf population.  Each female wolf has
about 2 cubs every 2 years (so how many do they have each year?________).  The
survival rate of the cubs is 50%.  Write the definition for wolf births:
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Wolf births = _______________________________________


Double click on wolf births and type in your definition.
In order to define the death rates we must add some new components.  Add these
components to the model:  Rabbit density, area, Rabbits killed per wolf, and wolf death
rate. The model should now look like this:


Set the area to 1000.  To figure out density  think about the fact that density means how
many of something you have in a given region.  What should you define rabbit density
to be?  _____________________________ Double click on rabbit density and type in your
definition, then click OK.


The parts that are left are a little complicated.   You need to create definitions that are
graphical.  To do this for wolf death rate, double click on wolf death rate.  Click on
Rabbit density in the required inputs box, then click on become graph.  Make the graph
definition look like this:
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What this means is that the wolf death rate depends upon the rabbit density.  The fewer
rabbits per given area the higher the death rate.  The more rabbits per given area the
lower the death rate.   Click OK when you have finished this graphical definition.


Double-click on wolf deaths.  Define the deaths to be wolf death rate * wolves.


To define rabbits killed per wolf, double-click on that converter.  Click on  Rabbit
density in the required inputs box, then click on become graph.  Make the graph look
like this:


This means that as the number of rabbits increases, each wolf eats more rabbits in a
year.  Click OK when you have created this graphical definition.


Double-click on the rabbit deaths.  Define the deaths to be rabbits killed per wolf *
wolves.


Creating a graph of the results:


Select the graph icon in the upper part of the window by clicking on the icon once.


This is the graph icon


Place it near the diagram by clicking once.  Double-click on the blank graph to get to the
"define graph" window.  Click on rabbits.  Hold down the shift key and click on wolves.
Click on the >> to copy them over into the Selected box.  Click on rabbits in the selected
box.  Click on the double headed arrow to the    right    of rabbits so it looks like this:
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Set the Min to 40000.  Set the Max to 60000.  Click on set.


Follow the same procedure to set wolves Min to 1000 and Max to 2000.  Click on OK.
Now go to  RUN/Time Specs in the top menu bar.  Set the Simulation time from 0 to
100 with DT=1.  Choose Runge-Kutta 4 as the calculation method.
Run the simulation.  If you did everything right you should get 2 straight horizontal
lines.  Boring, huh!  That means there are exactly the same number of rabbits dying and
being born every year, and the same number of wolves dying and being born every
year.


Now humans enter the picture.  You are the manager of the "Fish and Wildlife
Management Department" for the state of Oregon.  The farmers and ranchers are angry
because the wolves are eating some of their chickens and lambs.  So they want open
hunting season on the wolves.  You sympathize with them but must also be aware of
the environmentalists who don't want you to change anything.  As a compromise you
will allow a certain number of extra wolves to be killed starting in the 5th year of the
simulation.  You must decide on the number of wolves that can be killed and still have a
balance in the ecosystem between the rabbits and the wolves.


To kill off extra wolves, double-click on wolf deaths.  To what is already there add


wolf death rate * wolves  +   pulse(___, 5, ___)


In the 1st blank put the number of extra wolves to kill.  In the 3rd blank put 1 if this
number of wolves is to be killed every year, 2 if they are to be killed every other year,
etc.  Put in 999 if they are to be killed only once and no extra wolves are to be killed
again for the next 1000 years.


Try different values, running the simulation each time while looking at the graph.  As
long as the graph is an even (good), decreasing (best), or slowly increasing (ok)
oscillation you have an acceptable balance.


Choose the best value for the number of wolves that can be hunted and killed each year
(or whatever your time period is) and still maintain a balance in the ecosystem?
R e c o r d  y o u r  d e c i s i o n  h e r e
__________________________________________________________.


In the past the government was not always known for its appropriate use of modeling
to determine policy issues.  They had come up with an arbitrary hunting policy for the
wolves.  They decided to set the number of wolves to kill at 10 every year.  Use their
numbers in this model. (You will have pulse(10,5,1)).  Run the simulation.  We will
determine the equation for the old government's plan.
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1. How many times in 50 years does the rabbit population reach a peak?__________
So the rabbits reach a peak every _________  years.  (This is the period for the rabbit
oscillation)


2. How many rabbits are there at the peak time near year 50.  ___________   How many
rabbits are there at the low point near year 50?_________  Subtract these two values
and divide by 2. What did you get?   ___________     (This answer is the amplitude of
the rabbit oscillation at that time.)


3. Choose the first high point after year 5 of the simulation.  At what year  of the
simulation does this high point occur? _________ (This will be used as the starting
point for our oscillation.)


4. What is the midpoint population for the rabbit oscillation? ___________   Calculate
this point from the high and low points determined for question 2 above (near the 50
year mark).  (Hint: a middle point is also considered an average or mean for the two
numbers).


5. Write the equation for this oscillation as a cos function.
Use the general form   Y = A cos B(x-C) + D   Where A = amplitude, B = 2π/period,
C = starting value for the oscillation, D = midpoint of the oscillation.
    __________________________________    


On another sheet of paper explain your policy and why you think your policy is better
than the previous one.  (Convince both the farmers/ranchers and the
environmentalists).  Determine the equation for your oscillation in the same way that
the equation was determined for the old government's plan.  Use each equation to
explain the behavior of the ecosystem over time.
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These materials, like the mathematics and social science
materials, are designed to equip the participants with a basic
STELLA tool kit.  The goal is to familiarize them with the
basic building blocks of STELLA, some of the basic input
functions (PULSE, STEP, IF–THEN, etc.), and the basic
growth patterns common to many of the topics they teach in
their classes.  The preliminary work done the morning of
Day 2 should allow many of the participants to work
through the activities themselves.  Some instructors prefer to
keep the group together by presenting basic information
about each activity before anyone starts it.  Others prefer to
let everyone work at their own pace.  The choice is yours.
Keep in mind, however, that it will be necessary to closely
monitor the participants so they do not get frustrated if they
have difficulties.  Simply wandering around the group,
occasionally asking a question, making certain they’re
catching some of the subtleties in the models, will encourage
them to ask questions.


Many of the activities here have more than one possible
solution.  Sample model solutions are provided for you to
use as reference.  These samples cover only the basic
problems.  The additional problems are not included.  In
most cases, they are simple modifications of the basic model.
However, hints about the additional problems are included.


This is the simplest variety of STELLA model, a linear
model.  Most commonly, it is built with a single stock, a
single flow, and no converters.  However, this version is
built with a converter which defines the rate.  This is a
matter of conventional programming style.  It is often useful
in more complex STELLA models to have a separate model
piece for every piece of information.  That allows changes in
the model to be more easily done, and the effects of change
to be more easily traced through the model.  This “early”
look at that pattern of model building is a way of developing
good modeling habits.


The additional problems further emphasize the advantage of
using a converter for the flow rate.  They also bring up the
question of whether or not individual flows should be used
for each source of water (Should each source of inflow have
its own flow?).  Suggest that they try building the model
each way.


Science Training Materials


Overview


Activity #1: Linear
Growth
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This model is another simple type.  Participants should have
no difficulty building and running the basic model.  The
only difficulties may be in getting the direction of the flow
correct and the “sign” of the flow correct.  The first time they
build a model, they tend to assume flows always point into
the stock.  They may end up doing that for the outflow.
Monitor that closely.


A more common problem is the tendency to make the value
of the flow negative.  The fact that water is being removed is
frequently interpreted as meaning the flow should be
negative.  Point out that the structure of the flow (outflow
rather than inflow) takes care of removing water, so the flow
must be positive.


The additional problems can be interesting.  The first
problem revisits the model structure problem brought up in
the linear growth model.  Ask the participants whether all
reservoir “withdrawals” should be represented in a single
converter, or whether leakage and useful water should be
separate converters.  Discuss the advantages of each.


The second additional problem poses a significantly more
difficult problem.  The pumping rate varies depending on
how many pumps are available.  To make the problem
simpler, tell the participants to ignore leakage.  The simplest
solution is to use a “make graph” controlling the pumping
rate.  If any participants are doing extremely well, have them
try to use an additional converter for the number of pumps
and a logic statement for the pump rate (If #pumps = 4 then
34million/4 Else . . . ).


The third additional problem is somewhat undefined.  What
does “reduce demands” mean.  Encourage participants to
define this as they wish.  See how creative they can be in
defining the problem and modeling the problem.


Although this model is a combination of the first two, it is
the first to formally involve “make graphs”  Those
participants who have been having problems with the first
two models may not have done the additional problems that
introduced them to graphical inputs.  Be certain to “walk
them through” this model very carefully.  The graphical
inputs are among the most important structures and mastery
of them is essential to many types of models.


Activity #2: Linear
Decay


Activity #3:
Combined Linear


Growth and Decay
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The first additional problem returns to using separate model
pieces to simulate each factor in a model.  In this case, the
graphical function will be the number of outflow pumps
engaged.  The model is not difficult.  It simply illustrates a
way to build the model that allows simpler modification.


The second additional model presents a problem that seems
illogical at first.  The model involves the inflow and outflow
pumps running simultaneously.  That is not inappropriate.
The inflow pumps are run to use up electrical power and fill
the reservoir.  The outflow pumps are used to generate
additional power or to provide more water.  A major fire
would require more water than the system would normally
provide, so the pump makes sense in this problem.  In terms
of complexity, this model is no more complex than the initial
model or the first additional model.


For some of the participants in the science group, this model
type will be of little interest.  For the Physics and Physical
Science teachers, it will be among the most important.  The
quadratic model is the model that illustrates accelerated
motion and corresponds to the generalized equation for
change in distance,


∆x = vo∆t + (1/2)a∆t2.


It will be among the most useful basic models for them.  It
will be the base upon which most interesting motion
problems (especially those that cannot be solved
algebraically) will be built.  It is also a non-intuitive
structure, but a perfect illustration of the way in which one
dynamic model can control or modify another, producing a
very different behavior.


The two initial models are simple and straight–forward.  The
key will be to make certain that the velocity flow and the
current velocity stock are labeled differently.  Most novice
modelers will try to label both the same, since they are in
different models and are different model structures (a stock
and a flow).  However, STELLA will not allow two identical
names on the same surface (window).  Labeling the stock
“current velocity” emphasizes the changing nature of the
velocity.


As these simple models are built, suggest that the flows be
made bi–flows and the stocks allowed to become non–


Activity #4: Quadratic
Models
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negative.  This is discussed as the quadratic model is built,
but can be done sooner.  Unless there are explicit reasons in
the real world the model is representing why the stock or
flow can never be negative, most modelers use bi–flows and
allow negative stocks.


The adjustment of the integration method to Runge–Kutta 4
is essential.  To illustrate this, have the participants run the
model in using both Euler and Runge–Kutta.  The difference,
especially if the model is run for more than 10-12 seconds,
will be dramatic.  The error introduced by the Euler method
of integration grows rapidly.  If you have time, let them
check the effect DT has on the difference.  In place of the
default setting of .25, try DT's of 1, .50, .125, and .0625.  They
should note that decreasing the DT should decrease the
difference between the two methods.


The additional problems show the utility of the model for
physics motion problems.  The first looks very simple.  The
existing model will work.  However, if they have time, get
the participants to look at what happens when the object hits
the ground.  As built, the model will show the object
continuing to accelerate as it burrows into the ground.
There are several possible fixes.  One would be to set the
position stock as non–negative.  Then use logic statements
and connectors to change the velocity and acceleration to
zero after it hits the ground.  Other solutions involve more
complex logic statements.


The second additional model uses the basic model.
However, the DT should be made small to allow more
accuracy in reading the graph or generating a data table.


The third and fourth problems both deal with situations in
which acceleration is not a constant.  Problem 3 can be done
rather easily by adding a converter to the problem.  The
converter should be a graphical function which controls the
acceleration.  Problem four will use a graphical function as
well.  However, the acceleration will be a function of current
velocity, not time.  That will require a connector between the
current velocity and the new converter.


Exponential models are among the most important types of
models in science.  The most obvious applications involve
the growth of populations, as in the bacterial growth
explored here.  The first model is simple and


Activity #5:
Exponential Growth:


“Normal” and
S–Shaped
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straightforward, with no hidden problems.  The
reproduction rate is very high, so the growth is explosive.
The keys to this model are the time specs and the integration
method.


In the last model participants experimented with small DT's.
The reproduction rate, however, is defined per hour.  That
means that the time interval of interest will be one hour, and
the DT should be set to 1 hour.


The quadratic models required the Runge–Kutta method of
integration.  That method is essential when the model pieces
are rapidly changing and/or the rates at which they change
are rapidly changing.  That is not true in an exponential
growth model.  The growth adjustment is made once for
each defined time interval (in this case, each hour).  This can
be regarded as a discrete change (change is not continuous,
it occurs only once each time cycle).  Therefore, the
integration method should be set to Euler.


Once the basic model has been built participants will often
comment on how unrealistic it is — how the growth cannot
be supported indefinitely.  This is a good time to discuss that
limitation and to discuss what impact “reality” would have
on that growth.  The s–shaped growth model will flow
directly out of that discussion.


This model displays an interesting arrangement for
modeling s–shaped growth.  A goal population (Growth
Limit) was arbitrarily chosen.  From there, a reproduction
rate graph is established which imposes a zero reproduction
rate at the goal.  While the process was artificial, it actually
closely mimics real situations.  What characterizes actual s-
shaped growth is the relationship between population and
reproduction or other limiting factors that cause goal
seeking behavior.  Some possible variations are explored in
the second additional problem.


Exponential behavior is so important in model building that
all participants should do all the additional problems for this
activity.  These problems will develop a greater feel for the
importance of growth rates and the way in which growth
limits can be approached.


The first additional problem returns to the basic model.  The
reproduction rates are all that is changed.  These changes are
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tremendously important.  Most people think linearly, that is,
they expect affects to be linear in nature.  A doubling of a
factor will double its effects.  That may be true for a single
event, but in compounding effects (like births, bank interest,
or the growth of bacteria) the effect is much more dramatic.
The values suggested will clearly show this.  To make it
more obvious, run the model for 50-100 hours.


The second additional problem can yield insights that are as
important,  However, it is important that the participants try
a variety of change patterns.  The existing graph is linear.
The fewer the bacteria, the higher the reproduction rate.  The
most important variations to be looked at are ones
addressing the rapidity with which the reproduction rate
approaches zero.  Make certain that participants explore
situations in which the reproduction rate stays high until the
bacteria population is close to the limit (within 20% or so),
then rapidly drops to zero.  Also have them try a rapid
decrease in reproduction (to .2 or less) at fairly low numbers
(less than 50% of the growth limit) followed by a gradual
decrease to 0 reproduction.  This second variation will need
a much longer run to reach zero or near–zero growth.  The
differences between these two patterns will be very dramatic
and can trigger a good discussion of patterns of s–shaped
growth.


This activity is an exploration of a classic problem .  It also
leads neatly into an example of exponential decay.  Both
models are simple and self explanatory.  Try having the
“rate” of approach different (say, for example, .7, or .25).
The pattern will still be similar, though the time scale
different.  That fact is not intuitive for most people.


After the activity is done, a discussion of how to determine
the best model to fit a problem can be productive.
Emphasize that interpretation of the problem really
determines the structure of the model.


This activity is another example of exponential decay, this
time to a goal rather than zero.  As such, it is a fairly simple
model.  The one likely point of difficulty will be the
definition of the flow “Items gone”.  It should be


(Items – Intended Reduction Goal)*(Rate of Decline)


Activity #6: Xeno’s
Paradox


Activity #7: Goal
Seeking Exponential


Decay
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Again, have the participants experiment with different rates.
The fact that all exponential behaviors are similar, basically
differing only in time scale, is important for participants to
realize.


This activity illustrates a linkage between two models.  The
food model is linear in structure, that is, it declines linearly,
dependent on the number of deer present.  The deer model
exhibits exponential decay.  However, that decay only
begins when the ratio of deer population to food reaches a
critical level.


The participants have worked with one other example of
linked models — the quadratic model.  In that model the
two sub-models were describing pieces of each other.  The
model pieces in this activity do not contain common parts.
This activity is a good example of what the participants may
be doing when they build their models for their cross–
curricular project.  Encourage them to experiment and to try
changing values of some pieces to see whether they play a
major role in the model.  This is sometimes referred to as
looking for leverage points, a key part of understanding how
a system works.


As participants begin to build their own models, they learn
certain tricks.  Perhaps the most important trick is to build a
model in layers, that is, begin with a simple model, then
layer (add) complexity one bit at a time.  This series of
activities illustrate that pattern beautifully.  The models are
designed to give participants an opportunity to develop
models using a variety of functions and logical statements.
As such, they provide an opportunity for participants to
polish their skills. They do walk participants through the
layering process as well, an equally important task.


The Dam model is a simple linear model at the start.  It is
linear in structure, even as it grows in later activities.  It
begins with an inflow which varies seasonally.  This inflow
goes into a reservoir.  However, the reservoir is limited in
size.  The outflow must maintain a safe level.  The most
common way participants will use to do this is through an
IF–THEN statement.  The key to this will be determining
both how much water already is in the reservoir and how
much more is coming in.  The information must be sent to
the flow or converter that controls the outflow.  If the logic
simply works from the reservoir level, it will allow the


Activity #8: Linear
Decay Combined With


Exponential Decay


Activity #9 – 13:
That Dam Model
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reservoir to overfill, then empty it the next month.  In the
real world, the dam would break before the adjustment was
made.  If you are lucky, someone will make this mistake so
the whole group can look at it.  Such a mistake leads to a
better understanding of the sequence of operations in
STELLA and to the limitations of logical statements.


The second of these activities presents the participants with
a style choice once again.  The reservoir model is used to
generate power.  Should the water used for power
generation be a separate flow in the model?  Participants are
likely to choose both options.  Ask them to explain their
reasons.  As the other segments of the model are a done, the
advantages (or disadvantages) of their chosen approaches
will be come more evident.  In general, separate pieces are a
better idea.  However, at this stage the logic may be simpler
with a single flow.  However, some of the participants
should be raising questions of reality - the dam will be
emptied at times.  The problem will more extreme if the
decision to dump water is made before the turbine use is
accounted for (a common mistake).


The third part of the Dam Model returns the problem to a
more realistic situation.  The amount of water must never be
allowed to drop below 100 KaF.  This means that further
logic must be added to the model.  It also implies that the
required turbine water supply may not be maintained all
year.  Make certain that the turbine use is either graphed or
in the table output.


The fourth part continues the move toward reality.  Power
demand is seasonal, and can best be represented by a graph.
This is really a simple addition to the previous model.  By
this point, however, if a single outflow is being used, the
model connections must be getting a little confusing.  Even a
two outflow model may be getting crowded.  This would be
a good point to introduce the idea of ghosting.  Moving
some of the logic away from the core model structure may
make understanding it easier.


Finally, the addition of salmon needs simply adds one more
requirement into the logic.  The task is not too difficult, but
keeping all the logic straight can be difficult.  If participants
finish this task, consider having them try other “water
years”.  Try a heavy water year and a low water year.   Also
try one or two unusual months (deluge or totally dry).
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Introduction and Purpose


Of all patterns studied in modeling, linear growth is the
simplest.  It is of particular importance in science because so
many systems studied in science exhibit linear growth.  This
activity and other activities in the training progression start
simply but build on that simple base to produce significant
models that can be adapted for use in the classroom.


• Construction of a basic model.


• Inputting values


• Setting up graphs and tables


Obviously the first step in building a model is identifying
the system you want to model.  This seems trivial, but for
many real systems this process of identification is not
simple.  The tendency is to try to make the model “real”, i.e.,
very accurate and all inclusive.  The key to    successful    model
building is to begin simple, then add complexity step–by–
step. Make certain that each change and its implications is
fully understood before going on to the next.  That means
the problem must be reduced to its simples form.


So, what problem shall we consider?


Generation of electrical power is  a key need for any
urban area.  Maintenance of a reliable water supply is
another.  Some cities have approached these problems by
linking them together.  Some electrical generating
systems run best if run continuously.  Stopping and
starting them causes significant wear and tear on the
equipment, resulting in much more frequent failures and
expensive repairs.  However, most urban areas use more
power during the day and less at night.  Rather than
shutting down power plants at night, some cities have
developed a creative solution.


These cities continue to run the power plants all night.
The excess power is used to pump water up into a
reservoir in the hills/mountains above the city.  This
water is stored for use as drinking water, or as an energy


Building Your First Model: Linear Growth


Objectives: what you
will learn in this


activity:


Defining the Problem
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reserve.  The water can be allowed to flow back downhill
through turbines, generating additional power during
peak need periods — usually daytime on hot days when
an urban area needs both more power and more water.
The reservoir acts as both a water storage facility and an
energy storage facility.  While some of the excess power
generated at night is lost to mechanical inefficiencies of
the pumping system, the majority of it can be recovered
through hydro–power generation, effectively storing the
energy until needed.


Your first task is to build the simplest possible model of the
pumping system, one showing only the pumping and the
reservoir.  Assume the system has just been set up.  That
means that the reservoir is empty, and the pumps are ready
to begin pumping water from a nearby river or another
reservoir.  Such systems are huge, so pumping rates and
reservoir levels can be measured in millions of gallons per
hour.  Try to build the model for operation on the first night,
from 8:00 PM to 8:00 AM.  Assume a pump rate of 20 million
gallons per hour.


Open STELLA and build the model shown in Figure 1.


Based on your understanding of the problem, input initial
values for the stock and converter.  To enter values, Double–
click on the icon.  A dialogue box will open up, allowing
you to enter values. When inputting large values, you can
use STELLA’s ability to embed notes or units in the value to
cut down on zeroes.  For example, instead of 20,000,000, you
can enter


20 {million gallons of water}.


Building a simple
linear input model


Figure 1. A simple linear model


Placing values in the
model
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The stock and converter have values entered.  What do you
do about the flow?  Is the converter necessary?  Could you
just enter the rate into the flow?


The model as shown is not the only way to build the model
It could have been built without a converter.  In that case,
the 20,000,000 value would have been entered directly into
the flow.  However, the model, as shown, is considered to
stylistically better.  It separates the flow from the rate.  The
advantage of this approach will become obvious as you
expand this model.  For now, open the dialogue box for the
flow.  In the left–hand side of the dialogue box is another
box labeled Required Inputs.  Click on the Pump Rate in
that box.  The value for the flow will now be set as the Pump
Rate.


In the Run menu, choose the Time Specs.  Set DT to 1 and
set the Unit of Time to Hours.


Graphs and tables make it possible to see what the model is
actually doing.  To set a graph up, choose the graph icon
from the tool bar and place it on the screen.  Double–click
on the graph and a dialogue box appears.  Select what you
want to graph and choose OK.  Now repeat for the table.


The whole point of building and running a model is to learn
something about the system you are modeling.  Regardless
of how simple or how complex the system, we always know
some facts about the system and make some assumptions
about the system.  We have expectations about how the
system should behave.   It is almost always useful to
compare our knowledge and assumptions with what the
model actually does.  So . . .   before you run the model,
predict what will happen.  Use the empty graph on the next
page for your prediction.


Now run the model.  Look at the graph and compare it with
yours.


It is always a good idea when making model runs to print a
copy of the graph for future reference.  Select the windows
you want to print and print them as for any other document.


Setting up graphs and
tables


Running the model


Printing the model
and results
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The reservoir system you’ve modeled is really too simple.  It
ignores others sources of water that flow into the reservoir.
Consider some other sources.


1. Suppose their are creeks or small streams that were
diverted while the new reservoir was being built.  Now
they are allowed to return their normal course, entering
the reservoir with an hourly flow of 1.5 million gallons
per hour. (This could be modeled with another flow, or
by changing the flow’s name to water inflows  and
adding another converter.  As more water sources are
added, this approach looks better!)


2. Just as the pumping starts, a steady rain begins.  This
adds 1 million gallons per hour.


3. The project is so successful that another power plant is
hooked into the system from a nearby town.  This plant
pumps in 10 million gallons of water per hour.  Assume
the reservoir already has 500 million gallons in it.


Additional Problems
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Modeling what happens when El Niño foils the plans


In this exercise you will return to the reservoir you began
working with.  Now, however, you will focus on removing
water from the reservoir.  To do this, you will build a linear
decay model.  The modifications you eventually add with
require additional converters and some new functions.


The reservoir/pump system has worked beautifully.  Energy
costs are down, brownouts are a thing of the past.  But
Mother Nature interferes with this plan.  The development
of El Niño has resulted in a prolonged drought in the area.
As a result, stream levels have dropped.  Downstream water
commitments to agriculture and other cities will no longer
allow you to pump water up to your reservoir at night.  In
fact, water supplies are so low and water demand is so high
that you have to remove water from the reservoir to provide
for basic needs.  Right now, the reservoir contains 1123
million gallons of water.  Your city requires 34 million
gallons a day from it.  How long will your water supply last?


Input the appropriate values into the model parts.  Consider
the Time Specs, Units of Time, and DT.  A DT of 1 should be
reasonable.  Choose the other values accordingly.  Also
change the time length of the model run to a reasonable
value.


Linear Decay


Objectives: What you
will learn in this


activity


El Niño keeps water
from running up hill


Build the basic decay
model


Figure 1.  Your decay model should look something like
this
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Once again, set up a table and graph to display your results.
Before you actually run the model, make your prediction of
its behavior on the graph below.


Now, run the model.  How well did your prediction match
the results?  When will the reservoir go dry?


1. When pumping out begins, it is discovered that the pipes
and pumps have leaks in them.  To get 34 million gallons
to the city actually requires 39 million gallons to be
pumped out.  Determine how long the water will last
now.


2. The pumping system has four pumps,  Their maximum
capacity is 12 million gallons each per day.  On the tenth
day, one pump fails.  This forces the remaining pumps to
increase their rate.  By the 15th day, another pump fails.
Assuming the remaining pumps operate at maximum
capacity, how long will the water last?


3. In the middle of the drought, a series of rainstorms
reduce demands on the system for 8 days.  Assume these
rainstorms begin on the 10th day.  Model this situation
assuming that there is no leakage and all pumps are
working.


Figure 2. Plot your predicted graph here.  Be sure to label the
axes of the graphs.


Additional Problems
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A day in the life . . .


This model will present you with an opportunity to combine
linear growth and decay.  You will also be adding and
manipulating converters and exploring additional built–in
functions.


In this model you will explore the reservoir for a 24–hour
period.  In the basic model you will look at the systems’ first
day of operation.  The system was dedicated and started at
8:00 PM.  At that time, the reservoir was empty.  Water
began being pumped up to it at a rate of 20 million gallons
per hour.  This continued until 6:00 AM, when electric
power demand went up, resulting in water pumping being
stopped.  At 8:00 AM, with increasing electrical demand,
water began being withdrawn at 15 million gallons per hour.
At 4:00 PM the electrical demand has dropped enough to
stop withdrawing water and begin pumping it into the
reservoir again.  Create a model to show this behavior.


Note that there is  a new type of converter in this model.
The tilde (~) in a converter indicates that it is a graphical
function.  Probably the easiest way to fit the pump rates with
the model is to use a graphical function.


As usual, make a graph and a table for this model.  Setting
the time range may be the most difficult task here.  Assume


Combined Linear Growth and decay


Objectives: What you
will learn in this


activity


It was just a day, like
any other day


Figure 1.  One possible basic structure for the model
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that time starts at 8:00 PM.  In that case, the length of
simulation should be 24 hours and DT should be 1.


Sketch your prediction for the behavior on the graph below.


Run your model and compare it to your prediction.  What is
the maximum water level in the 24 hours?  What is the
lowest level during the daytime.


1. Change the model slightly.  Use up to four pumps to
remove the water, each with a capacity of 5 million
gallons per hour.  Change the structure of part of the
model that controls the outflow.  Use two converters, rate
per pump and number of pumps, both feeding into the
outflow.  Let water be pumped in from 8:00 PM until 5:00
AM, one outflow pump from 5:00 AM until 7:00 AM, two
outflow pumps from 7:00 AM until 9:00 AM, four pumps
from 9:00 AM until 4:00 PM, and three pumps until 8:00
PM.


2. At 2:00 AM, there is a 5-alarm fire in the city.  Using the
above model, engage 2 pumps for three hours.


Figure 2.  Sketch your prediction in this graph.  Be sure to label
the axes.


Additional Problems
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Models made by combining Linear models


Systems that exhibit quadratic behavior are easily modeled,
but the structure of that model is not intuitive.  Linear
models are obvious, Quadratic are not.  In this set of
activities you will learn how to build a quadratic model and
what special considerations in DT and integration method
must be used for quadratic models.


In order to develop quadratic models it is best to return to
the simplest linear models and build from them.
Fortunately, that means we will finally abandon the water
reservoir, but, later, with apologies to Arnold, we’ll be back!


One of the most obvious examples of a linear model is
constant velocity motion.  The velocity is the flow, the
distance traveled, or more appropriately, the position, is the
stock.  Build that simple model and try running it with an
initial position of 0 and a velocity of 5 m/sec.  Run it for 12
seconds.


A graphical display of it should yield a nice straight line,
with the slope the same as the flow, 5 m/sec.


Now consider another linear model from physics.  A
constant acceleration produces a constant change in velocity.
The current velocity is the stock, the acceleration the flow.
Try building that model on the same STELLA work area as
the first model.  Let the initial velocity be 0, the acceleration


3 m/sec2.  Again, run the model for 12 seconds.  The graph
is, once again, linear.


But what would a graph of position look like for accelerated
motion?  In the first model the graph was a straight line
because the velocity was constant.  But if velocity is
changing, the position graph could not be a straight line.
The velocity that changes the position is constantly changing
itself.  The graph must be something other than a straight
line.


The two linear models you’ve just built can be turned into a
simple quadratic model.  Take them and combine them into
the model shown below.  Notice that both flows have been


Quadratic Models


Objectives: What you
will learn in this


activity


Returning to simple
linear models


Creating the quadratic
model: combining


linear models
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turned into bi–flows.  This means that the flows can now
have both positive and negative values.  This suggests that
the stocks may also become negative.  This means that their
non–negative setting should be de–selected.  Also note the
connector between the stock current velocity and the flow
velocity.


Note that the Position is still changed by the flow Velocity,
just as in the constant velocity linear model.  The connector
is the key to this model’s difference.  The Acceleration is
constantly changing the Current Velocity.  The connector
transfers the value of the Current Velocity to the Velocity.
Thus, the flow controlling the change in Position is
constantly being adjusted.


One additional adjustment must be made before you can run
the model.  Enter Time Specs and change the method of
integration.  Whenever quadratic models are being run,
Euler cannot be used.  In fact, Euler should only be used for
linear models and in models featuring discrete changes.
Select Runge–Kutta 4


To check your equations and verify that everything is
correct, look at the equations on the next page.  Then, run
your model.  Use a current speed of 0, an initial position of 0,


and an acceleration of 3 m/sec2.  The graph looks like a
portion of a parabola.  This is a quadratic pattern.  It might
be interesting to graph the Velocity.  It will still be linear,
since the acceleration is constant


Figure 1.  The basic Quadratic Model
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Now try using an acceleration of 6.  You will need to re–scale
the graph, but the basic shape is still quadratic.


This model is essentially a general model of motion.  It can
be used to solve any problem involving accelerated or non-
accelerated motion (in that case, the acceleration is zero).
Thus, it represents the generalized distance and generalized
velocity equation used in physics classes.  By the addition of
more converters it can be modified to accurately describe
more complicated motions that the algebraic form of the
generalized equations cannot, such as the effects of air
resistance (e.g., a skydiver), the flight of a rocket as it burns
fuel, and any non–constant acceleration.


Before trying any of those more ambitious problems, look at
these:


1. The acceleration of gravity is (– 9.8 m/sec2).  Find how
long it takes an object to fall from a tower 40 meters high,
and how fast it is going when it hits (use a DT of 0.1 or
smaller for this.


2. Find out how high a ball thrown straight up at 25 m/sec
will go.


3. A car accelerates at 4.5 m/sec2 for 5 seconds, travels at a


constant speed for 5 seconds, then brakes at –7 m/sec2


until it comes to a stop.  Determine how far it goes.


Figure 2.  Basic Equations for the Quadratic Model


Additional Problems
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4. These are the accelerations for a Ferrari 348 tb at various
speeds.  The speed are in m/sec, the accelerations in


m/sec2.  Find out how long it will take the car to reach 60
miles per hour (26.82 m/sec).  Also find out how long it
will take to go 1 kilometer.


Speed Acceleration
0 7.06


4.47 7.06
8.94 7.06
13.41 7.06
17.88 5.59
22.35 2.79
26.82 3.73
31.29 2.63
35.76 2.63
40.23 2.25
44.70 1.35
49.17 1.44
53.64 1.24
58.11 1.04
62.58 .45
67.05 0
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The key to understanding population growth


The purpose of this activity is to introduce you to the idea of
exponential growth.  As you can see from the title, there are
two kinds:  “normal” and s–shaped.  Let’s begin!


Little Timmy (always a Joy to his Mother), is going
strawberry picking for the day (a hot one in June) and takes
his lunch, an egg salad sandwich, with him.  He leaves his
lunch in a nice black lunch box out in the hot sun.
Conditions are ideal for bacterial growth to occur in his
sandwich.  What we want to know is how long (in hours)
Tim can wait to eat his sandwich before it makes him sick.


Before we construct a model of bacterial growth in Tim’s
sandwich, there are some important numbers we need!
Here they are:


Rate of bacterial growth:  70% per hour
Starting number of bacteria:  10
Number of bacteria to make Little Timmy sick:  1000


An exponential model starts out looking a great deal like a
linear growth model.  It has a stock, a flow, and a converter
that controls or regulates the flow.  However, the basic
exponential growth model has one additional piece: a
connector running from the stock to the flow.  Your model
should look something like this:


Exponential Growth:  “Normal” and S–Shaped


Objectives: What you
will learn in this


activity


The Situation


Important numbers


Making the Model


Figure 1. Simple Exponential Model
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The connector “tells” the flow how many bacteria there are.
The flow then multiplies the number of bacteria by the
reproduction rate to determine the number of new bacteria
produced.


It may be interesting, before you run the model, to add one
more piece to the model.  Off in a corner of the screen add a
single converter, connected to nothing else.  Call it Tim’s
sick level, and enter 1000 into it.  When you graph the
Bacteria, also graph this converter.  If the Bacteria cross the
horizontal Tim’s sick level line, then Tim  will get sick if he
eats the sandwich..


Before you run the model, some changes have to be made in
the Time Specs.  Since the growth rate is defined as per hour,
then your time step or DT should be set per hour.  Thus,
change the DT to 1 and set the time units to hours.  Now run
the model.


Look at the graph of bacteria in the sandwich.  Does its
growth look like it represents reality?  Nope, I don’t think so
either.  What’s missing from this model is the idea of finite
real estate: the bacteria only have so much room to grow!
Each bacteria will only reproduce if it has (1) enough food
and (2) room to reproduce to.  This means there is a point at
which the bacteria will not be reproducing any new bacteria.
For now, let’s assume that the bacteria live for over 12 hours,
so we don’t have to complicate our model by factoring in a
death rate for the bacteria — yet.


Place another converter in your mode, labeled growth limit.
Set its value to 2000.  Connect it to the Bacteria
Reproduction Rate , indicating that as the bacterial
population changes, the reproduction rate will change as


Figure 2.  Equations for the Exponential Model


Setting Time


But Wait!  Does This
Model Reflect Reality?
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well.  Also connect the stock  Bacteria to  Bacteria
Reproduction Rate.  Now open up the Bacteria
Reproduction Rate  converter:  you should see that you have
two required inputs to this converter.  Change the equation
to Growth Limit – Bacteria.  DON’T click OK.  You’re not
done yet.


You’re going to make Bacteria Reproduction Rate a
graphical function based on the equation you just put in.  If
you didn’t, the bacteria would be growing at a rate equal to
the difference between the two variables.  That would
produce very odd behavior (Go ahead, try it!  See?).


To make this a graph, click on Become Graph  and fill in the
data as shown in the table below:


Growth Limit — Bacteria Bacteria Reproduction Rate
0 0


200 .1
400 .2
600 .3
800 .4
1000 .5
1200 .6
1400 .7
1600 .8
1800 .9
2000 1


Click on OK to close the graph window.  Run the model.
Look at the graph, it is s–shaped!  Much more realistic.


1. Return to the first model.  Try reproduction rates of .05,
.1, .2, .4., .5, and 1.  Notice how a doubling of the rate
results in much more than a doubled population.


2. Look at the s–shaped growth model.  Try different
shaped graphs in the converter to see how they change
the approach to the maximum value.


Additional Problems
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Remember a story from math history (among other places)
in which a person was asked a question that goes something
like this:  “It is 200 meters (this IS science!) from your
starting point to your ending point.  If you cover half the
distance remaining each time unit, will you ever get there?”


This is yet another variation on the exponential growth
model theme:  the model looks a lot like the s–shaped
growth bacterial model you built.  The differences are in two
connectors:  rather than two connectors (one from the stock,
the other from the converter that sets the limit) going to the
rate, they go to the flow.  The diagram should look like the
one below:


Distance to Travel = 200
Distance Traveled = 0 (you haven’t started yet)
Size of Step = ?  (Each step covers half the distance,
remember)
Movement = ? (Ask if you cannot think of it)


Make a graph of Distance Traveled and run the model.  Do
you ever get there?


The model above is one way to look at the problem.
Another way would be to look at it from the perspective of
distance left to travel, in which the model fits the normal
exponential decay structure.  Try building this model and


Xeno’s Paradox


The Set Up


Build It


Figure 1.  Xeno’s Paradox, Take
1


Numbers & Equations


Run!


Alternative
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run it.  Are there any significant differences in the results
from the first model?


The purpose of this whole exercise was to point out that there
is more than one way to build a model for a given problem.
However, it’s not just a matter of taste, it’s a matter of the
statement of the problem.  Which one of these models do
you think matches the problem statement better?


Figure 2. Xeno’s Paradox,
Take


THE POINT
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You have 1000 items that you want to reduce to a total of 200
items by getting rid of them half at a time, or some other rate
between 0 and 1, exclusive. (You could say that the “you” is
Oregonians Against Public Workers Like Teachers and the
“items” are teachers, but that would be wrong . . . )


Below is a visual of the model.  The equations are left up to
you this time.


Graph the number of items and run the model.  It looks just
like a regular exponential  decay model, doesn’t it?  The
difference is that it is not declining to zero, it is moving to a
goal.


Goal Seeking Exponential Decay


Set Up


Build It


Run It
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For your consideration:  A deer population trapped on a
small New England Coastal Island and a non–replenishable
supply of Purina™ Deer Chow that is not capable of taking
the entire population through the harsh winter to come.
Fantasy?  No!  You’ve just entered the STELLA ZONE!


First build a linear decay model for the food supply.
Assume you have 1000 pellets and that each deer present
eats 1 pellet per unit of time.  The model should look
something like this:


Next build a model of a static deer population (start with 40)
whose death rate (leakage rate) is caused only by the lack of
food.  It should look something like this:


The connectors going off into space should


Linear Decay Combined With Exponential Decay


Set Up


Build It
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give you a hint as to how to connect the two models together
. . . .


As you can see, the death rate is dependent on the amount of
food available per deer.  If it drops, there’s going to be some
dead deer!  Set up your death rate graph with the following
values:


Food per Deer Death Rate
10 0
9 .1
8 .2
7 .3
6 .4
5 .5
4 .6
3 .7
2 .8
1 .9
0 1


Graph Food and Deer and run your model.  Try to make the
deer population decline in a more s–shaped manner by
changing the graph of the death rate (you can draw the
graph freehand by dragging the cursor across the graph
while holding the mouse button down).  Also try
experimenting with DT.  Use Runga–Kutta 4 for your
integration method.


Run It
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This little exercise will give you experience in using some of
the “built–ins” of STELLA to control a model.  You’ve
already done several types of models (linear growth and
decay, exponential growth and decay, quadratic, growth and
decay to a goal, and s–shaped growth).  These next few
models will help you gain experience and confidence in your
modeling abilities.  For some strange reason, “water” models
work well for this purpose.


The dam you’re going to model is the Brownlee dam on the
upper Snake River.  All of the river flow data (for now) is for
what is called a moderate water year and is given in cubic
feet per second (cfs).  The dam can hold 1420 kilo acre feet
(kAf) of water.  All you have to do is build a model that
keeps the dam from holding too much water.


The dam starts out containing 1200 kilo acre feet of water.
Since the river flow data is in cubic feet per second, you’ll
have to convert it into kilo acre feet per month (Gee, guess
this means that your time unit is going to be “months”).
Since we’re trying to keep this model simple (to begin with,
heh, heh), we’ll consider every month to have 30 days.  The
equation to convert cfs to kAf/month is:


1 cfs = .0595 kAf/month


The data for the moderate flow year in cfs is on the next
page.


That’s all the information you should need for now.  In the
next installment (part 2 of THE Dam Model), you’ll add
turbines (for power generation) and a minimum “head” for
the dam (you can’t let the dam go dry).  Then power
demand and fish needs are added.  As you progress, the
name of this activity will take on new meaning for you!


That Dam Model (Part 1)


Introduction and
purpose


The Situation


Issues


Get Going
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Month Water Flow (cfs)
0 10204
1 9086
2 16505
3 26363
4 40837
5 52065
6 39402
7 19501
8 12673
9 6952
10 6082
11 13570


Reservoir Inflow Data
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Now that you have the basic dam working (a river, a dam,
and a spillway), it’s time to make it look like a real power
generating dam.


Let’s add the turbine generators to the dam.  These devices
can use a maximum of 1000 kAf per month.  Add turbines to
your dam (as another outflow, or contained in your
“spillway” outflow — whichever is the better modeling
practice).  When you get this working, save this as a separate
model.


If you ran your turbines at maximum capacity throughout
the time covered by the model, you no doubt noticed that
you ran out of water behind the dam sometime during the
last three months of the simulation.  This is a bad thing.
When this happens to real dams, gunk (a technical term
used by engineers) goes through the turbines and breaks
them.  In addition, even the catfish die.  This does not make
the taxpayers happy. To prevent this, a minimum “head” of
water is kept behind the dam.  Modify your model to keep a
minimum head of 100 kAf of water behind the dam at all
times.


Running the turbines continuously at 1000 kAf per month is
pretty unrealistic.  Brownlee Dam was designed to meet the
power demands of the area into the next century, and we all
know how explosive the rate of population growth for Idaho
is (it’s actually been negative for the past two years or so).
Also, you may have noticed that the curve of the water year
graph looks kind of strange.  This is because the water year
actually starts in the month of September (go figure).  Since
the dam is located in Idaho, you would think, correctly, that
the peak power demand would occur in the winter months.
The power demand curve is shown on the next page.  Your
task is to meet the power demand as best you can and stay
within the minimum and maximum amounts of water
behind the dam.


One of the issues facing dam operators on the Snake River is
getting the salmon fry downstream without putting them
through the dam’s cuisinart (the dam’s turbines)  To do this,
they have developed a “controlled spillway” plan where
they release 150 kAf of water over the spillways, flushing the


That Dam Model (Part 2, 3, 4,...)


Introduction and
Purpose


Additions to the
Model:  Turbines


Additions to the
Model:  Keeping a


minimum of Water
Behind the Dam


Additions to the
Model:  Power


Demand


Final additions to the
Model:  Helping


Those Pesky Salmon
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salmon over the dam (theoretically).  This controlled spill
takes place during the months of March, April, and May
(turns 6, 7, and 8).  Can you do this and still meet the other
demands on the dam (power, minimum head, maximum
amount, etc.)?


Month Power in kAf/month
0 397
1 558
2 649
3 744
4 956
5 863
6 708
7 659
8 558
9 490
10 326
11 383


Power Demand Data
in kAf per month
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These materials, like the mathematics and science materials,
are designed to equip the participants with a basic STELLA
tool kit.  The goal is to familiarize them with the basic
building blocks of STELLA, some of the basic input
functions (PULSE, STEP, IF–THEN, etc.), and the basic
growth patterns common to many of the topics they teach in
their classes.  The preliminary work done the morning of
Day 2 should allow many of the participants to work
through the activities themselves.  Some instructors prefer to
keep the group together by presenting basic information
about each activity before anyone starts it.  Others prefer to
let everyone work at their own pace.  The choice is yours.
Keep in mind, however, that it will be necessary to closely
monitor the participants so they do not get frustrated if they
have difficulties.  Simply wandering around the group,
occasionally asking a question, making certain they’re
catching some of the subtleties in the models, will encourage
them to ask questions.


Many of the activities here have more than one possible
solution.  Sample model solutions are provided for you to
use as reference.


This is the simplest type of STELLA model: one stock, one
flow.  The only problems may come in the SENSI SPECS
run.  Even following the directions, participants often have
trouble with the AD HOC selection of run values.  Be certain
to explain that this choice allows them to input their own
choice of values rather than letting the computer make the
choice for them.  Also, when working with SENSI SPECS, if
they do not choose the GRAPH button in the lower left–
hand corner, the Computer will quickly draw all the graphs
on the screen but will only save  and show the last.
Choosing the GRAPH button selects a new page on the
graph pad on which all the SENSI runs are shown.


As they move on to multiple classes, the choices get more
interesting.  They can choose to make each class a flow, or
each class a converter feeding into a single flow.  The choice
is pretty open.  Making them converters makes the model
less crowded, and also separates the concept of “class”  from
the “flow of papers”, pretty standard programming
technique.  However, these are NOT programmers.
Whatever is intuitive for them is best.


Social Science/Humanities Training Materials


Overview


Activity #1: Linear
Growth
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If anyone is going very quickly, toss in an extra task.  Set up
a different schedule of papers for each class.  They’ll need to
use a PULSE for that.  An example of such a model is
included.


In this activity the advantage of using converters to control
flows, even in linear models, is shown.  In this case, the
outflow is the product of the number of scouts and the
amount painted per scout.  The values are much easier to
modify if the two values are in their own converters.  The
logic of the model is clearer as well.


An interesting pattern some participants may comment on is
the fact that the slope of the graph changes the last day.  This
is due to the fact that the stock is in its default setting, non–
negative.  This will only allow an outflow equal to the
remaining contents.  The flow cannot remove more than is
there.  This is realistic, but some may find it confusing.


The additional problems start out showing why the
converter structure makes sense.  The required modifications
are easier to make if each variable has its own converter.  Be
certain to point that out.  Participants may have come to that
conclusion themselves, but it never hurts to reinforce it by
mentioning it.


The last problem, the time varying painting rate, will be the
most difficult.  This can be most easily done using a
graphical function, with area painted vs Time.  Surprisingly,
even many experienced modelers forget that time can be
input anywhere into a model piece.  Using it in an input
graph makes this problem easy.  However, people are
always confused by some parts of the process.  For example,
suppose the participant wants the graph to run for 12 days.
When setting the number of points, most will input 12.  This
will not give them time values spaced evenly every day.  To
get that, they need 13 points, remembering that the starting
“0” is also a point.  Minor problems like this can lead to
confusion and frustration.  It is always a good policy to walk
people through the graph making process individually if
they seem even slightly confused.  Remember, however, the
“hands in the pockets” policy.  Tell them how to do it.  Don’t
touch the mouse yourself!


Activity #2:  Linear
Decay
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This activity provides an opportunity for some creativity on
your part, depending on how well the group is doing on
their modeling.  The starting model is just a combined linear
input and linear output model.  The first additional problem
merely adds a time dependent IF–THEN statement to the
model.  Make certain the participants use that structure.
Some may be tempted to simply use a graphical function as
in the last activity.  While it could do the same job, they need
to get some other experience.


The creativity begins in the next problem.  How you and the
participants define “escalation” of the Wall War will
determine how complex the model modifications will be.  If
they have been having few problems, make the escalation
ambitious.  Have both the number of “artists” and the
amount they paint change, perhaps cyclically.  Have some or
all of the scouts go to a scout summer camp for part of the
time.  On the other hands, if the group has been struggling,
make the change something as simple as a constant linear
increase in “artists”.  Don’t hesitate to customize the task for
each participant.  How well you’ve been able to assess their
earlier work will allow you to give them a problem that will
“stretch’ their skill appropriately.  This is a time when very
close monitoring is necessary.  The complexity you add here
can then be carried across to the last additional problem.


The next problem should probably be built each way, i.e.,
first with spray, then bucket paint out of stock.  To make it
more interesting, you can vary the time, even have paint run
out, then have a new shipment come in.  Although this can
be done with a graphical function or an IF–THEN statement,
STEP functions work well here.  This may be a good, simple
place to introduce them.


The last problem, the feedback arrangement, allows all sorts
of interesting combinations.  To avoid having the problem
get too easy for the boy scouts, keep too many scouts from
being added in response to the graffiti artists.  After all, each
boy scout can paint 10 times as much surface as the artists!
It would be really interesting to try building in a time lag, so
that the scouts don’t get reinforcements until one or two
days after the graffiti artists.


Again, monitor people closely during the last problem.  Be
certain they understand how feedback works.  Point out that


Activity #3: Expanded
Linear Model
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this is an example of positive feedback and explain what that
means.


This activity is one that can almost go on forever, and is
among the most real of all activities.  It is a budget model
that can grow as much as you and the participants want it to.
The initial model is simply a stock with one inflow and one
outflow.  The key here is for participants to realize that
having a separate outflow for even the four basic expenses in
this first model will make the “plumbing” of the model
crowded and confusing.  Having converters for each
expenditure, all plugging into the same outflow may be the
best move.  You may even want to show how ghosts work.
A converter labeled “expenditures” place off in the corner of
the work area, with the various expenditures feeding into it,
then ghosted to the outflow is a nice, elegant touch.  It also
sets up the model for the next steps, which can be confusing.


Adding the savings account will be simple for most.  It will
be another stock which will have money transferred in from
the checking account by a flow.  The trick will be controlling
the flow.  A draining flow which dumps the contents of the
savings account will probably be the simplest.  Pushing the
model the next step, making the savings account interest
bearing, is where problems come in.  Most people use the
exponential structure they are used to, attaching it to the
existing flow into the savings account.  That, however, is
wrong!  That results in the checking account paying interest
to the savings account.  The banks would love it, but there’s
not much in it for the depositor!  Another flow is needed for
interest.


Fleshing out the model by adding all the other options can
turn what is basically a simple model into a huge looking
one.  More expense converters will be needed.  The
retirement account, vacation fund, and college fund would
all be additional inflows.  They may also earn interest.  A
second income would provide another inflow.  At this point,
although the sample model included with these materials
does not do so, the use of sectors and ghosts to separate
model functions would probably be good “style”.  If the
group is doing well and there is a lot of time left in the 16
hour block devoted to the content area work, the model can
be pushed still  further.  You can make the income
seasonally varying, so that some months expenses are barely
(or perhaps not) covered by income.  That means the


Activity #4:
Exponential Model
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outflows into various other stocks may need logic statements
attached to them.  If some months actually show a deficit,
outflows may have to be turned into bi–flows, allowing
money to flow backwards into the checking account to avoid
deficits.  To check whether the model is working properly,
de–select non–negative on the checking account stock,
allowing the balance to go below zero.


The ultimate twist on this model is to run it for a longer time
(5-10 years), then build in a temporary job loss.  This will
really test the participants’ ability to nest and connect logical
statements.


Authoring level work is a matter of preference.  Some
modelers do not use the authoring level at all.  Others build
most models to be run from the authoring level.  It is
probably preferable to make the decision whether or not to
teach the authoring level on an individual basis.  Those who
are struggling don’t need another burden.  Those who are
flying will pick it up quickly.


The last activity set begins very simply.  It is essentially
nothing more than an exponential growth model with
interest the only inflow.  The stock is the starting value of
the HPS stock.  Buying HPS stock does not take place in the
model.  You buy it first, then watch it grow.  The biggest
problem will be determining the interest rate.  An eight–fold
increase in one year implies a simple interest rate of 800%
(which will suffice for this problem).  You will probably
have to remind the group that the interest rate must be
written in terms of DT.  If DT = 1 year, the interest rate
would be 8 ({the decimal equivalent of the interests}/{the
number of DT's in the period for which the interest is
defined}, or in this case 8/1)  Since the DT in this case is 1
day, the rate is 8/365.


Once the basic model is run and people move on to
additional problems, people tend to misinterpret the
problem.  They are not selling shares of HPS.  Someone else
is, and that is reducing the price and net value (or at least
slowing the price increase).  That means that there must be a
factor (flow) that is reducing the value.   With no growth
inflow, the price would actually decrease.  If the inflow and
outflow balance, value growth stops.  That means the value
stabilizes.


Activity #5:
S–Shaped Growth
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To get this stability, and to make it gradual, the outflow
must be controlled by a graphical function.  This function
will change the rate of decrease as the value changes.  At the
desired stable value, the growth rate and rate of decrease
will match, resulting in a net growth rate of zero.


Once the model is set up for stability, the addition of a pulse
to the outflow will simulate the panic and resulting decrease
in value.  Even though many of the participants have
already used a pulse, re–visit the function with people as
they reach it.  Most likely many will make the PULSE a
negative value since it is decreasing the stock.  However,
since it is in an outflow, a positive PULSE will cause a
decrease.


The next addition to the model is a variable interest rate.
This can be done with a graphical function, but the most
interesting way to do it might be to use a random number
generator.  For example, to randomly allow an annual
interest rate from 200% to 800%, input the value
RANDOM(2,8) into the converter controlling interest.  Each
DT, the computer will randomly choose a value between 2
and 8.


Setting the model up to run for 25 years will require the
participants to think about the situation.  If the DT remains
one day, the model will have to run for 9125 days.  Even
with current fast computers that will take some time.  If the
DT is changed to a week or a month, the interest rate will
have to be changed accordingly.  This is easy to do, but easy
to forget.  Monitor what is being done carefully.


The last additional problem, a random crash, is generated
using a classic computer programming trick, a randomly
triggered switch.  While this is an interesting exercise in
computer programming, it will probably not be something
most of the teachers in this group will use regularly.  Do not
teach this to any but the most facile modelers in the group!
Model 5.5 has this in it.  Look at the documentation for the
switch pieces to see the logic.  Graph 2 shows the values of
the switch pieces.


If any of the group finish all the Social Studies materials,
suggest the try That Dam Model in the science package.
However, this group may have some problems with the
mathematics involved in the problem.  In addition the logic


Extension
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functions may present some difficulties, so be certain to
monitor their progress closely.  One on one help will be
essential on the dam model.
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<RX�VWDUW�ZLWK�DPELWLRXV�SODQV�LQ�6HSWHPEHU��NQRZLQJ�WKDW
WKH�PRUH�\RX�DVVLJQ��WKH�PRUH�ZLVGRP�DQG�ORYH�\RXU����
VWXGHQWV�ZLOO�ODYLVK�XSRQ�\RX�DQG�\RXU�EHORYHG�VXEMHFW��
7KURXJK�D�IRUWXLWRXV�WZLVW�RI�VFKHGXOLQJ�IDWH��\RX�KDYH�ILYH
VHFWLRQV�RI����VWXGHQWV�HDFK��DQG�\RX�DVVLJQ�D�SDSHU�D�ZHHN
WR�WZR�VHFWLRQV��ILIW\�SDSHUV�D�ZHHN�IRU����ZHHNV�


�2SHQ�67(//$��DQG�UHYLHZ�WKH�LFRQV�\RX�ZLOO�XVH


5QEKCN�5EKGPEG�VGCEJGTU�DWTKGF�DGPGCVJ�UVWFGPV�CHHGEVKQPU�CPF


RCRGTU


9JCV�[QW�YKNN
NGCTP�KP�VJKU


VWVQTKCN


5QOG�JKPVU�HQT
UWEEGUU


2CRGTU�CTG�RKNKPI
WR�VQQ�HCUV


$WKNF�C�UKORNG
KPRWV�OQFGN
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�%XLOG�DQG�ODEHO�WKH�PRGHO�VKRZQ�LQ�)LJXUH���


/DEHO�WKH�PRGHO�DFFRUGLQJ�WR�\RXU�XQGHUVWDQGLQJ�RI�WKH
VWRU\�


�,QSXW�KPKVKCN�672&.�DQG�)/2:�YDOXHV���GHWHUPLQH�WKHVH
IURP�WKH�VWRU\�RI�\RXU�JURZLQJ�SDSHU�SLOH�


�&QWDNG�ENKEM�RQ�WKH�LFRQ�WR�RSHQ�WKH�LQSXW�ER[�


�,Q�WKH�581�PHQX��FKRRVH�WKH�7,0(�63(&6�DQG�VHW�81,7
2)�7,0(�DQG�'7�


8VLQJ�D�JUDSK�DOORZV�\RX�WR�YLHZ�WKH�G\QDPLFV�RI�D�V\VWHP�
7R�GR�WKLV��FKRRVH�WKH�JUDSK�LFRQ�DQG�SODFH�LW�RQ�WKH
PDSSLQJ�SDG�


�&QWDNG�ENKEM�RQ�WKH�JUDSK�DQG��SUHVWR���\RX�KDYH
GLDORJ� ER[���6HOHFW�ZKDW�\RX�ZLVK�WR�JUDSK�
$QG�FKRRVH�1�-�


)LJXUH�����$�VLPSOH�OLQHDU�LQSXW�


��5GVVKPI�XCNWGU�KP
VJG�OQFGN


5GVVKPI�WR�C�ITCRJ
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%HIRUH�\RX�UXQ�WKH�PRGHO��RTGFKEV�ZKDW�ZLOO�KDSSHQ���7KLV
PHQWDO�GLVFLSOLQH�LV�LQYDOXDEOH�ZKHQ�XVLQJ�67(//$�


�8VH�WKH�QLIW\�JUDSK�SDG�IRU�\RXU�SUHGLFWLRQ�


�,Q�WKH�581�PHQX�VHOHFW�581�


5HFRUG�WKH�UHVXOWV�RI�\RXU�UXQ�RQ�WKLV�EODQN�JUDSK�SDG�


$�WDEXODU�UHFRUG�RI�WKH�PRGHO�FDQ�DOVR�EH�XVHIXO�WR�JLYH�KDUG
ILJXUHV��HVSHFLDOO\�LI�WKH�PRGHO·V�GDWD�XVHV�UHDO�LQIRUPDWLRQ�
6RPHWLPHV��WKH�JUDSKLFDO�OLQHV�DQG�FXUYHV�DUH�MXVW�WRR
DEVWUDFW�


�&KRRVH�WKH�WDEOH�LFRQ�DQG�WKHQ�IROORZ�WKH�VDPH�SURFHGXUHV
DV�\RX�GLG�ZKHQ�HVWDEOLVKLQJ�D�JUDSK�


�&KRRVH�581�DQG�WKH�FRPSXWHU�ZLOO�UHFDOFXODWH�DQG�ILOO�LQ
WKH�WDEOH�


7KLV�IHDWXUH�DOORZV�\RX�WR�DQDO\]H�GLIIHUHQW�GDWD
VLPXOWDQHRXVO\���)RU�LQVWDQFH��\RX�PD\�ZLVK�WR�DQDO\]H�WKH
HIIHFWV��DW�OHDVW�LQ�WKLV�PRGHO��RI�YDU\LQJ�UDWHV�RI
DVVLJQPHQWV�


�,Q�WKH�581�PHQX�FKRRVH�6(16,�63(&6��VHOHFW�WKH�IORZ�
FOLFN�RQ�$'�+2&��DQG�WKHQ�FKRRVH�YDULRXV�LQSXWV�


�%HIRUH�FORVLQJ�WKH�6(16,�63(&6�GLDORJXH�ER[��FOLFN�RQ�WKH
*5$3+�EXWWRQ�LQ�WKH�ORZHU�OHIW²KDQG�FRUQHU�WR�GHILQH�D�QHZ
JUDSK�


4WPPKPI�VJG�OQFGN


5GVVKPI�WR�C�VCDNG


2GTHQTOKPI�C
5GPUKVKXKV[
#PCN[UKU
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�581�WKH�PRGHO�


$OZD\V�UHWDLQ�D�UHFRUG�RI�D�PRGHO�UXQ�E\�SULQWLQJ�HDFK�RI
WKH�PRGHO�VFUHHQV�DYDLODEOH���6XFK�D�UHFRUG�LV�LQYDOXDEOH
UHYLHZ�PDWHULDO�


�&DOO�XS�WKH�ZLQGRZ�\RX�ZLVK�WR�SULQW�DQG�SULQW�DV�\RX
ZRXOG�DQ\�GRFXPHQW�


#FFKVKQPCN�2TQDNGOU�VQ�VGUV�QP�[QWT�NKPGCT�OQFGN


$���6XSSRVH�\RX�EUHDN�GRZQ�WKH�IORZ�LQWR�VHSDUDWH�FODVVHV�
+RQRUV�*RYHUQPHQW��8�6��+LVWRU\��3V\FKRORJ\��DQG�VR�RQ�


%���6XSSRVH�HDFK�FODVV�KDG�GLIIHULQJ�QXPEHU�RI�VWXGHQWV��DV
WKH\�GR�LQ�UHDO�OLIH�


&���3WGUVKQP��VKRXOG�HDFK�FODVV�EH�D�IORZ"�RU�D�FRQYHUWHU"
:KDW·V�WKH�DGYDQWDJH�RI�HDFK"


%JGEM�[QWT�OQFGN�YKVJ�VJKU�KPHQTOCVKQP


-XVW�LQ�FDVH�\RX�ZLVK�WR�GRXEOH�FKHFN�\RXU�LQSXWV��WKHVH
HTXDWLRQV�RIIHU�D�TXLFN�FKHFN�RQ�ZKDW�\RX·YH�GRQH�


1RWH�WKH�RXWOLQH�HVWDEOLVKHG���672&.�ILUVW��WKHQ�)/2:6�


2TKPVKPI�VJG
FKCITCO��ITCRJ�


VCDNG�CPF
FQEWOGPVU
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6CIIGTU�4WKP�VJG�(CKT�%KV[


%TGCVG�C�56'..#�OQFGN�KP�YJKEJ�)QQF�DCVVNGU�'XKN


,Q� WKLV� H[HUFLVH�� \RX�ZLOO� EH�PRGHOLQJ� D� %R\� 6FRXW� WURRS
V
HIIRUWV�WR�HUDGLFDWH�JUDIILWL�LQ�WKHLU�DUHD�


�%XLOG�D�EDVLF�OLQHDU�GHFD\�PRGHO


�&UHDWH�D�JUDSK�DQG�WDEOH


�$GG�FRQYHUWHUV�DV�QHHGHG


<RX�KDYH�D�JUDIILWL�SUREOHP�LQ�\RXU�)DLU�&LW\�� �$IWHU� LQLWLDO
GHQLDO� �WKLV� FRXOG� QHYHU� KDSSHQ� KHUH���� WKH� ORFDO� ER\� VFRXW
WURRS�GHFLGHV� WR� WDNH� DFWLRQ�� �:LWK�GRQDWHG�SDLQW�� WKH\� VHW
RXW�WR�SDLQW�RYHU�WKH�JUDIILWL�DQG�FOHDQ�XS�WKH� WRZQ�� �7KHUH
DUH����VFRXWV�LQ�WKH�WURRS��DQG�HDFK�VFRXW�FDQ�SDLQW�RYHU����
VTXDUH�IHHW��HDFK�GD\���$W�SUHVHQW��WKHUH�LV�D�WRWDO�RI��������
VTXDUH�IHHW�RI�JUDIILWL�LQ�WRZQ�


9JCV�[QW�YKNN
NGCTP�KP�VJKU


VWVQTKCN


.QECN�OGTEJCPVU
UGNN�QWV�QH�URTC[
RCKPV�CPF�PQY


[QW	XG�IQV
RTQDNGOU


)LJXUH����%XLOG�WKLV�PRGHO��FKDQJLQJ�WKH�JHQHULF�WLWOHV
WR�PRUH�DSSURSULDWH�WLWOHV�


$WKNF�VJG�DCUKE
FGEC[�OQFGN
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�*LYHQ� WKH� LQIRUPDWLRQ� LQ� WKH� VHWXS�� ZKDW� ODEHOV� DQG
LQIRUPDWLRQ�GR�\RX�QHHG�WR�SURYLGH�DQ�DFFXUDWH�IORZ"


�,QSXW�LQLWLDO�VWRFN�DQG�FRQYHUWHU�YDOXHV


�,QSXW�WKH�IORZ�YDOXH���1RWH�WKH�QHFHVVDU\�LQSXWV���+RZ�DUH
WKHVH�WR�EH�LQSXW"


�6HW�WLPH�VSHFV��XQLW�RI�WLPH�LQ�WKH�UXQ�PHQX���:KDW�ZRXOG
UHDVRQDEOH�ODEHOV�IRU�WKHVH�EH"


�6HW�XS�D�JUDSK�DQG�WDEOH


%HIRUH�\RX�UXQ�WKH�PRGHO��SUHGLFW�ZKDW�ZLOO�OLNHO\�RFFXU�


1RZ��UXQ�WKH�PRGHO�


+RZ� ZHOO� GLG� \RX� SUHGLFW� WKH� UHVXOWV"� � :KDW� VXUSULVHV"
+RZ� PDQ\� GD\V� ZLOO� LW� WDNH� WKH� VFRXWV� WR� FRPSOHWH� WKHLU
WDVN"


2QFH� \RX� FUHDWH� WKH� EDVLF� PRGHO� DQG� XQGHUVWDQG� LWV
ZRUNLQJV��\RX�PLJKW�H[SORUH�RWKHU� LVVXHV�RU�EHKDYLRUV� WKDW
PLJKW�OLNHO\�UHVXOW�IURP�%R\�6FRXWV�FOHDQLQJ�XS�


�,I����PRUH�VFRXWV�MRLQ�WKH�SURMHFW��KRZ�ORQJ�ZRXOG�LW�WDNH"


)LJXUH����8VH�WKLV�EDVLF�JUDSK�WR�SORW�\RXU�SUHGLFWLRQ�
%H�FHUWDLQ�WR�LQFOXGH�WKH�VSHFV�IRU�WKH�Z�DQG�[�D[HV�


5QOG�CFFKVKQPCN
RTQDNGOU
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�6XSSRVLQJ� WKH� VFRXWV� ZHUH� QRW� WKDW� HIILFLHQW� DQG� RQO\
PDQDJHG�WR�FRYHU�����VTXDUH�IHHW�


�6XSSRVLQJ� WKH� VFRXWV� HQWKXVLDVP��DQG� WKHUHE\� WKHLU
HIILFLHQF\���ZDQHG�DV�WKH�GD\V�SURJUHVVHG�������WKH�ILUVW�����
WKH� VHFRQG�� ���� WKH� WKLUG�� ���� WKH� IRXUWK� DQG� WKHQ� ���� DQG
����DOWHUQDWLQJ�IRU�WKH�VXEVHTXHQW�ZHHNV�
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/C[DG�VJG�5EQWVU�%CP	V�9KP


'ZRCPFKPI�VJG�56'..#�OQFGN�VQ�FGUETKDG�VJG�)TGCV�9CNN�9CT�KP�VJG�(CKT�%KV[


�8VLQJ�DQ�,)���7+(1�VWDWHPHQW


�$GGLQJ�DQG�PDQLSXODWLQJ�FRQYHUWHUV


,Q�WKLV�PRGHO��\RX�FRQWLQXH�WKH�PRGHO�RI�D�%R\�6FRXW�WURRS
V
HIIRUWV�WR�HUDGLFDWH�JUDIILWL�LQ�WKHLU�DUHD�� �+RZHYHU��\RX�ZLOO
DGG�WKH�HIIRUWV�RI�ILYH�JUDIILWL�DUWLVWV�WR�\RXU�PRGHO�


$V� SUHYLRXVO\� VWDWHG�� � ��� VFRXWV� LQ� RQH� WURRS� WHDP� XS� WR
UHSDLQW�JUDIILWL�ILOOHG�ZDOOV��HDFK�VFRXW�FRYHULQJ�URXJKO\����
VTXDUH�IHHW�HDFK�GD\�� �$W�SUHVHQW�� WKHUH�LV�D� WRWDO�RI��������
VTXDUH� IHHW� RI� JUDIILWL� LQ� WRZQ�� � +RZHYHU�� ZKHQ� �'DQ� WKH
'HPRQ�'RHU��KHDUV�DERXW�WKLV��KH�GHFLGHV�WR�JHW�IRXU�RI�KLV
IULHQGV� DQG�GR� VRPH�PRUH� JUDIILWL�� � (DFK�GD\�� HDFK� JUDIILWL
DUWLVW�FDQ�VSUD\�DERXW����VTXDUH�IHHW�


�&RS\�\RXU�LQLWLDO�PRGHO�WR�D�QHZ�67(//$�SDJH�


9JCV�[QW�YKNN
NGCTP�KP�VJKU


GZGTEKUG


5QOG�PGY
RTGFKECOGPVU


)LJXUH����2QFH�\RX�FRS\�WKH�ILUVW�PRGHO��PDNH�WKH
DGGLWLRQV�QHHGHG�DQG�ODEHO�DSSURSULDWHO\�


(KTUV�VJKPIU�HKTUV
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�$GG�DQ�LQIORZ�WKDW�UHIOHFWV�WKH�JUDIILWL�DUWLVWV
�UHWDOLDWLRQ�


�,QSXW�WKH�LQLWLDO�FRQYHUWHU�YDOXHV�


�'HILQH�WKH�IORZ�YDOXH�


�%H� FHUWDLQ� \RX� DGG� D� JUDSK� �DQG� WDEOH�� LI� \RX� ZLVK�� DQG
ODEHO�WKH�DSSURSULDWH�VSHFLILFDWLRQV�


%HIRUH�\RX�UXQ�WKH�PRGHO��SUHGLFW�ZKDW�ZLOO�RFFXU�


1RZ��UXQ�WKH�PRGHO�


+RZ�GLG� \RXU� SUHGLFWLRQ� FRPH� RXW"� � � %DVHG� RQ� WKLV� LQLWLDO
GDWD��ZKR�ZLOO�ZLQ"��$QG�ZKHQ"


��6XSSRVH� WKUHH� JUDIILWL� DUWLVWV� DUH� DUUHVWHG� DIWHU� WZR� GD\V�
>8VH�DQ� ,)�7+(1� VWDWHPHQW� ZLWKLQ� WKH� DSSURSULDWH
FRQYHUWHU�@


�6XSSRVH� WKH�:DOO�:DU�HVFDODWHV�� �+RZ�PLJKW�\RX�VWHS�XS
WKH�EDWWOH�OLQHV�RYHU�D�WZR�ZHHN�WLPH"


)LJXUH����8VH�WKLV�EODQN�JUDSK�WR�GUDZ�\RXU
SUHGLFWLRQ���%H�FHUWDLQ�WR�LQFOXGH�GDWD�IRU�WKH�Z�DQG�[


D[HV�


5QOG�CFFKVKQPCN
RTQDNGOU
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�6XSSRVH�ORFDO�VXSSOLHUV�UXQ�RXW�RI�VSUD\�SDLQW�RU�WKH\�UXQ
RXW�RI�EXFNHW�SDLQW�XVHG�E\�WKH�VFRXWV�


�7KH� VFRXWV� KDYH� D� VS\� ZKR� DXWRPDWLFDOO\� UHOD\V
LQIRUPDWLRQ�RI�QXPEHU�RI�WDJJHUV�VR�WKDW�HDFK�PRUQLQJ�PRUH
VFRXWV�DSSHDU��UHDG\�WR�SDLQW���+RZ�GRHV�WKDW�IHHGEDFN�ORRS
ZRUN"


(GGFDCEM
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*QWUGJQNF�$WFIGV���UVTGVEJKPI�C�HGY�FQNNCTU


$WKNFKPI�C�JQWUGJQNF�DWFIGV�VGCEJGU�GEQPQOKEU


�FRPELQH�OLQHDU�DQG�H[SRQHQWLDO�PRGHOV


�DGG�WH[W


�DGG�PXOWLSOH�VWRFNV


�FUHDWLQJ�D�IXOO�OHDUQLQJ�HQYLURQPHQW


<RX�KDYH�D�PRQWKO\�QHW�LQFRPH�RI���������7KH�PRQH\�LV
GHSRVLWHG�LQ�D�FKHFNLQJ�DFFRXQW���<RX�KDYH�IRXU�PDMRU
H[SHQVHV��+RXVLQJ��)RRG��7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ��DQG�8WLOLWLHV���7KH
DPRXQWV�DUH�VXEMHFWLYH��EXW�\RX�PXVW�KDYH�D�EDODQFHG
EXGJHW�


�EXLOG�WKH�PRGHO��XVLQJ�VWRFNV�DQG�FRQYHUWHUV�DV�\RX�GHHP
QHFHVVDU\�RU�GHVFULSWLYH�RI�\RXU�EXGJHW


�FUHDWH�D�JUDSK


�FUHDWH�D�WDEOH


5XQ�WKH�PRGHO�IRU����PRQWKV�


�DGG�D�VDYLQJV�DFFRXQW�ZLWK�DQQXDO�UDWH�RI�ILYH�SHUFHQW
FRPSRXQGHG�PRQWKO\


�DGG�VDYLQJV�WR�ERWK�JUDSK�DQG�WDEOH


5XQ�WKH�PRGHO�IRU����PRQWKV�


9JCV�[QW�YKNN
NGCTP�KP�VJKU


GZGTEKUG


4GCN�NKHG�EQOGU�VQ
[QW


0QY�[QW�PGGF�VQ
VCMG�CNN�VJCV�GZVTC
OQPG[�CPF�RWV�KV


KPVQ�C�UCXKPIU
CEEQWPV
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�UHWLUHPHQW�DFFRXQW


�$ODVNDQ�YDFDWLRQ�IXQG


�FKDULWLHV


�FORWKLQJ


�FROOHJH�IXQG


�VHFRQG�LQFRPH


&UHDWLQJ�WKH�PRGHO�KHOSV�\RX�EXLOG�XQGHUVWDQGLQJ���QRZ�
\RX�QHHG�WR�PDNH�D�GRFXPHQW�IRU�\RXU�VWXGHQWV���:KDW�GR
\RX�ZDQW�WKHP�WR�XQGHUVWDQG�DERXW�IDPLO\�EXGJHWV"��:KDW
DUH�WKH�IDFWRUV�OLNHO\�WR�FKDQJH�RYHU�WLPH"


�FUHDWH�VHFWRUV�\RX�GHHP�QHFHVVDU\


�FUHDWH�DW�OHDVW�WZR�VOLGHUV


�FUHDWH�WZR�QXPHULF�GLVSOD\V


�DGG�D�JUDSK�DQG�D�WDEOH�DQG�SLQ�ERWK�WR�WKH�$XWKRULQJ
/HYHO


�DGG�D�WLWOH


�DGG�FXUULFXODU�LQVWUXFWLRQV


$VN�\RXU�&RUH�7HDP�PHPEHU�IRU�\RXU�VSHFLILF�FULVLV�


6Q�OCMG�[QW
OQFGN�OQTG�VTWG�VQ


NKHG�CFF�VJG
HQNNQYKPI
RTQDNGOU�


%TGCVG�VJG
#WVJQTKPI�HGCVWTGU


#PF�PQY�EQOGU
[QWT�HKTUV�NKHG�ETKUKU�
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/CMKPI�+V�1P�9CNN�5VTGGV��/C[DG


6JG�5VQEM�/CTMGV�KU�RCTV�OCVJ��RCTV�RU[EJQNQI[�DWV�OQUVN[�HCPCVKEKUO��LWUV�VJG
OKZVWTG�[QW�PGGF�HQT�C�IQQF�56'..#�OQFGN


�VORZO\�EXLOGLQJ�D�VLPSOH�PRGHO�LQWR�D�FRPSOH[�RQH


�IDVKLRQLQJ�DQ�6�6KDSHG�JUDSK


�XVLQJ�D�38/6(�WR�GHPRQVWUDWH�D�RQH�WLPH�FKDQJH


<RX� KDYH� MXVW� KHDUG� IURP� D� UHOLDEOH� VRXUFH� WKDW� +LJK
3HUIRUPDQFH�6\VWHPV��WKH�GHYHORSHUV�RI�67(//$��� LV� JRLQJ
SXEOLF� DQG� WKDW� WKH� LQLWLDO�SULFH�RI� ����SHU� VKDUH�ZLOO� OLNHO\
VN\URFNHW�� �7KH�SULFH� LV� H[SHFWHG� WR� LQFUHDVH� LQ�YDOXH�PRUH
WKDQ� HLJKW²IROG� WKLV� \HDU�� �$V� WKH\� VD\�� \RX� FRXOG� �PDNH� D
NLOOLQJ����,QVSLUHG�E\�\RXU�SURIHVVLRQDO�SRYHUW\�DV�D�WHDFKHU�
\RX�OHDS�DW�WKH�FKDQFH���<RX�EX\�����VKDUHV���%XW�ZLOO�LW�DOO�JR
ZHOO"


�/DEHO� WKH� VWRFN�� IORZ� DQG� FRQYHUWHU� DV� \RX� GHHP
DSSURSULDWH


�6HW�WKH�FRQYHUWHU�DW�������������ZLOO�EH�WKH�LQWHUHVW�GD\�


�6HW�WLPH�VSHFV�IRU�����GD\V


%HIRUH�\RX�UXQ�WKH�PRGHO��SUHGLFW�ZKDW�ZLOO�OLNHO\�RFFXU�


8VH�WKLV�EDVLF�JUDSK�WR�SORW�\RXU�SUHGLFWLRQ�� �<RX�QHHG�QRW
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The participants have completed sixteen hours of training in
the use of STELLA.  This work has centered around their
own content areas.  They have developed some skills in
using the software (although not as much as either they or
their instructors probably believe).  The next activity is their
first attempt to start from ground zero in building a model.
They will attempt to build a STELLA model of their first
experience with a systems simulation in this workshop, the
FishBanks simulation.  This should not be an individual
effort, but rather a group effort through discussion.


In the CC–STADUS training the participants are broken into
two groups of 18-20 each.  Each group is led by one of the
workshop instructors.  The activity begins with a short (2-5
minute) discussion of how to start building a model of the
FishBanks simulation.  A number of different ideas will
probably be suggested.  The most popular will probably be
what is sometimes called a laundry list.


In this approach the person or group building the model will
begin by listing all the factors that they believe should be
included in the model.  Most commonly they begin by listing
pieces randomly.  Suggest, instead, that they begin by listing
all the stocks that the model should contain.  Since, in
general, there will be fewer stocks than flows or converters,
this should be a short list that can be developed in a few
minutes.  Put this list on a blackboard or an overhead.


Once the stocks have been identified, it will probably seem
logical to move on to the flows.  Since flows add to or
remove items from a stock, the process of developing this list
should be somewhat simpler.  It will, of course, be longer,
since the stocks will usually have two flows each.  At this
point the participants should begin to be getting a little
nervous.  The list of model pieces is getting larger than any
model they have worked with. (There is a sample list on the
next page.  It is only a sample, and is by no means
exhaustive.  However, it may help you get started.) The
potential complexity of this model should intimidate them.
And the real fun is just starting!


Building a Stella Model of FishBanks


Where do you begin
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The final step in the compilation of the list is determining all
the converters that are needed for the model.  This list gets
huge.  Some groups have included more than 40 different
converters.  When the list is completed, step back and look at
the list with the group.  Ask a very simple question:
“Anyone want to start building the model?”  Unless you
have a very overconfident group, there will be no
volunteers.


Now is an appropriate time to discuss what to do next.  The
thought of actually building the model with all the pieces
included will


Stocks


Deep Sea Boats
Coastal Boats
Harbor Boats
Deep Sea Fish
Coastal Fish


Money


Flows


Deep Sea Fish Caught
Deep Sea Fish Born
Deep Sea Fish Dying
Coastal Fish Caught
Coastal Fish Born
Coastal Fish Dying


Building Ships
Money Spent


Money Earned
Ships sent to Coast


Ships sent to Deep Sea
Ships sent to harbor


Converters


Deep Sea Fish Birth Rate
Deep Sea Fish Harvest Rate


Coastal Fish Birth Rate
Coastal Fish Harvest Rate


Deep Sea Fish Natural Death Rate
Coastal Fish Natural Death Rate


Deep Sea Fish Eaten Rate
Coastal Fish Eaten Rate


Coastal Carrying Capacity
Deep Sea Carrying Capacity


Ship Building Rate
Ship Cost


Coastal Operating Cost
Deep Sea Operating Cost
Harbor Operating Cost


Fish Price
Coastal Fish Density


Deep Sea Fish Density
Coastal Area


Deep Sea Area
Weather


Coastal Fishing Efficiency
Deep Sea Fishing Efficiency


Expenses
Profit/Loss
Revenues
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 obviously be too daunting for anyone to reasonably want to
attempt.  They will certainly suggest that the problem must
be simplified.  There are a variety of ways this can be
accomplished, the most obvious among them being a re–
evaluation of the list.


The lists are obviously far too complex to build a model
with.  Through discussion with the participants, develop the
idea that it might be possible to build a model with a greatly
reduced list.  The process should follow the same pattern as
the construction of the list.  Begin to discuss which stocks are
necessary and which stocks are not.  Discussion should
develop the idea that differentiation of fish and ships by
region will be too complex initially.  That should reduce the
stocks to 3: ships, fish, and money.  Now it will be possible
to eliminate a number of the flows and converters simply
because they no longer have stocks or flows to affect.


The resulting lists, while still large, begin to look
manageable.  At this point it would be appropriate to
introduce a basic idea that is extremely valuable when
developing models.  The concept is simple:  Start with the
simplest possible model, check that it works, then gradually
add complexity until the model fits the needs of the model
builder or user.  This process works well if the pattern of
“stocks first” continues to be followed.


Looking at the list, ask which stocks are absolutely
necessary, that is, which stocks must be stocks and cannot be
represented by other structures (e.g., converters).  The
participants will probably suggest that money can be a
converter rather than a stock.  Using this idea, it should now
be possible to further reduce the flows and converters.  The
result will be a list of model parts that will be difficult to
convert to a model.  However, the task is possible.


Having reduced the complexity of the problem, do not
attempt to build the model with the group.  The real intent
of this activity is not the actual building of the model.
Rather, it is to lead them through the process of reducing a
problem to one which can be modeled.  Emphasize that
simplicity rather than exhaustive complexity should be the
first step to building models.  Further, suggest that it would
be good procedure in this case to first build the model
associated with  each individual stock, then combine them.
Discuss what each model should contain, with emphasis on


Reducing the list
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the minimum complexity.  Then bring the activity to a close.
Take a break, then move on to the FishBanks Policy
Analysis, a model of the basic FishBanks problem developed
by MIT students.
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The year is 1970.


You are a manager in the national fish and wildlife service.  You are charged with the
responsibility of making policy suggestions regarding the management of a fishery
surrounding your national borders.  Fishing is an important source of economic income
for your country so your decisions must insure the healthy maintenance of the fish
population and fishing industry.


Luckily you have retained some expensive consultants from MIT (paid with
government money, of course).  The consultants have built a model of the fish
population and fishing industry in your nation,  They claim that you can use the model
to test the impact of different regulatory policies on the fish population and fishing
economy.  A diagram of the model is shown in Figure 1.


Pre–College Education Project (MIT) D-4263


FishBanks Policy Analysis Exercise
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YOUR TASKS:


1. The model is currently set up to simulate the regulatory situation present
within the national fishing industry as of 1970 (no regulation)  To simulate
the system:


• Make a graph and set up the two graphs shown below.  Set the Time
Specs from 1970 to 1986 and set DT = 1.0.


• Run the model.
Observe the behavior of the number of ships, catch per year, fish population,
and yearly profits on the different pages of the graph pad.  Sketch the graphs
of ships, catch per year, and fish population on the graphs shown below.
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Explain in a few sentences why the system generated the exhibited behavior.
Try to tell the story of what happened in the Fish Banks simulation by
making reference to the feedback loops describing the system.


2. Clearly, leaving the present system undisturbed is an unacceptable situation.
The fish population is decimated, the fishing industry dies, and you lose your
job.


One regulatory policy which might help this situation is to levy a large tax on
new ships (say $200 per ship), thereby raising the price and curtailing
purchases.  Sketch on the axes below the effect you believe this policy will
have on the number of ships, total catch per year, fish population, and yearly
profits.
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Try running this policy by changing the ship cost from $300 to $500
• Double–click on the converter “Ship Cost”
• Type “500”
• Click the OK Button


Once you have changed the ship cost, simulate the system:
• Open the graphs
• Run the model


Using either a dashed line or a different colored pen, sketch the results of the
run on the same axes you made your prediction.
Was this policy successful?  How does the behavior generated in this
simulation compare with previous behavior.  Explain the differences in
behavior.


Vary the amount of the tax an re–simulate to observe effects on behavior.
What behavior is exhibited if the tax is too high?
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3. It is clear that a tax on ships seems to do nothing more than delay the
destruction of the fish population.  Another possible policy alternative is to
keep building ships until there is a noticeable problem with the fish
population.  Since the only feedback signal from the fish population that
fisherman receive is the fish catch, the policy could make building ships
illegal once the catch per ship decreases to an unacceptable rate.
To implement this policy first change the ship cost back to 300 dollars per
ship.


• Double–click on the converter labeled “Ship Cost”
• Type “300”
• Click the OK Button


Next insert the feedback from catch per ship to ship building rate.  During
good fishing, the average catch will be 25 fish per year.  See what happens
when the ship building is limited after the catch drops below 22 fish per year.


• Draw a connector from “Catch per Ship” to “Ship Building Rate”
• Insert the Following equation:


if Catch per Ship>22 then Yearly Profits*Fraction Invested/Ship Cost else 0


This equation says that if the catch per ship is greater than 22 fish per year
then purchase the normal number of ships (Profits*Fraction Invested/Ship
Cost).  However, if the catch per ship falls below 22, then build 0 ships.
Graph on the axes below the effect you believe this regulation will have on
the system.
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Run the model and sketch the computer simulated behavior on the axes using
either dashed lines or a different colored pen.


Were your predictions correct?  How does the behavior generated based on
the new regulation differ from a system with no regulation?  Explain any
differences or lack of differences.


Was this policy successful?  If not, try increasing the threshold on the “Catch
per Ship” from 22 to a higher number.  At what number does the system
produce a stable fish population?


What factors not present within the model might affect the catch per ship?
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How easy do you think it will be for the government to collect data on the
catch per ship?  What problems might be encountered?


Write down a plan outlining how you would collect the data in order to
decide when to limit the ship building rate.


Do you get the impression that fishing systems tend to give a great deal of
warning before a catastrophe or do you feel these catastrophes come on more
suddenly?  Is the catch per ship an accurate indication of the fish population?
Explain why by referring to the graph of Fish Catch per Ship and its
relationship to fishing technology.


4. Another policy alternative is to make certain fishing technologies illegal by
making it more difficult for ships to catch fish.  Fewer fish caught means that
the fish population has a better chance for survival.  To implement this policy,
first return to its original state:


• Select “Revert” under the file menu
Next, change the graph defining catch per ship to model low fishing
technology.
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• Double–click on the converter labeled “Catch per Ship”
• Change the graph so that it matches the one found below


Once again try to predict how this policy will affect the number of ships,
catch per ship, fish population, and yearly profit by sketching on the axes
below.
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Run the model and sketch the computer simulated behavior on the previous
axes using either dashed lines or a different colored pen.


How does this policy alternative seem to work?  Were your predictions
correct?  If not, why were they incorrect?  If you would like to run the time
axis out further, do so and report the behavior below.


What are your accumulated profits compared here compared to previous
simulations?  Explain why the fishermen’s profits are greater or lesser under
this regulation.
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Comment on the likelihood of being able to implement regulation of fishing
technology.  What groups would be opposed to or in support of such
regulation?  Do you think that your job would be in jeopardy if you proposed
such a regulation?


5. Another policy might be to force all boats over a certain age to have to be dry
docked for safety reasons.  This would create an outflow from the stock of
ships.  To implement this policy, first return the model to its original state:


• Select “Revert” under the file menu
To model the policy:


• Select the flow icon ion the upper left portion of the STELLA window
• Place the flow icon on top of the block labeled “SHIPS”
• Hold the mouse button down and drag the mouse an inch to the left
• Release the mouse button
• Type “Ship Scrapping Rate”


To define the flow, it is necessary to have a converter specifying the
maximum age of ships:


• Select the converter icon on the upper left portion of the STELLA
window


• Place the converter icon just underneath the Ship Scrapping Rate flow
• Click the mouse button
• Type “Maximum Ship Lifetime”
• Double–click on Maximum Ship Lifetime and give it a value of 12


years
All that remains is to determine the equation for the Ship Scrapping Rate.
Assuming that the age of the ships is evenly distributed from young to old,
about one twelfth of the ships are scrapped each year due to old age.  The
equation defining ship scrapping rate is therefore the number of ships
divided by the maximum age.  To model this:


• Draw a connector from SHIPS to Ship Scrapping Rate
• Draw a connector from Maximum Ship Lifetime to Ship Scrapping


Rate
• Define Ship Scrapping Rate to be SHIPS/Maximum Ship Lifetime
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Once again try to predict how this policy will affect the system by sketching
on the axes below


Run the model and sketch the computer simulated behavior on the axes using
either dashed lines or a different colored pen.


Were your predictions correct?  How does the behavior generated based on
the new regulation differ from a system with no regulation?  Try to tell the
story of the differences between the two simulations by making reference to
the feedback loops describing the system.
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Continue to simulate the model with different maximum ship lifetimes.  What
happens if the maximum ship lifetime is made too short?  Why?


Do you think a regulatory policy such as this would be fair to the fishermen?
Why?


6. Thus far, the fish price has always remained inelastic or constant relative to
the actual supply of fish.  In real life economics, the price of fish changes
relative to the supply of fish.  Thus, the price of fish will decrease if the total
catch per year (supply) is higher for a particular year or increase if the total
catch is smaller.  To see how this affects the behavior of the system, first
return the model to its original state:


• Select “Revert” under the file menu
To implement the change:


• Draw a connection between the Total Catch per Year and the Fish
Price


• Convert Fish Price into the table function appearing on the next page
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Again, place your predictions concerning the system behavior on the
following axes.
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Run the model and sketch the computer simulated behavior on the previous
axes using either dashed lines or a different colored pen.


Were your predictions correct?  Explain why the simulation generated this
behavior.


Examine the graph showing the yearly profits of the fishermen.  Does an
extremely elastic price curve seem to be an acceptable solution?


Change the price curve and re–simulate.
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7. Suppose that we design an environmental tax which will tax the fisherman on
a per fish basis based on the total number of fish which are caught each year.
To implement this policy, first return the model to its original state:


• Select “Revert” under the file menu
To model the policy:


• Create a new converter called fish tax
• Draw a connector from total catch per year and fish tax
• Define fish tax as the table function shown below
• Draw a connector from fish tax to revenue
• Change the revenue equation to:


Total Catch per Year*Fish Price — Total Catch per Year*Fish Tax


Again, place your predictions concerning the system behavior on the axes below
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Run the model and sketch the computer simulated behavior on the previous
axes using either dashed lines or a different colored pen.


Were your predictions correct?  How and why does such a policy affect the
fishermen’s profits?  Is this an acceptable policy solution?


8. Can you come up with any policies which have not been tried above?  If so,
list them below and attempt to model them if you have time.
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9. Devise your own regulatory plan incorporating any or all of the regulatory
policies tested above.  Implement your own plan on the model and record the
results on the graphs below.


What final policy plan would you recommend to the Wildlife and Fisheries
Service?  Clearly state the goals you are trying to meet and describe what an
effective policy should accomplish?  Justify your choice, and explain how it
will work.  Give your predictions regarding how your policy plan will be
accepted by fishermen, politicians, and the public?  Describe any possible
difficulties associated with the implementation of your plan.
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Other than learning the basics of STELLA model building,
perhaps the most important part of the 12–day training is the
building of the group modeling project.  It is the
distinguishing characteristic of the training.  Participants,
once given basic training, build a major model and
curriculum piece in an environment in which support is
readily available.  While most of the models participants will
build later will be simpler and will focus on their own
content area, this experience will both broaden their
perspective on the use of systems concepts and further
polish their modeling skills.  Having worked cooperatively
on a more sophisticated model their confidence and
proficiency levels will be higher when they attempt their
own models.


Choosing a team and a topic, however, can be difficult.  This
is why it is advisable to begin the process as early as
possible.  In five summers the CC–STADUS project has tried
several different approaches to selecting teams and topics.
The most successful is outlined here.


The CC–STADUS project expects teams of 2-4 participants to
develop a cross–curricular model and accompanying
curriculum in at least two different disciplines.  The team
must include different disciplines.  This is generally not a
problem, except with the mathematics teachers.  Over the
years they have been the most reluctant to work outside
their own discipline.  It will be helpful when you set this
task before your participants if you remind the teachers that
the group model really serves two purposes.  The first,
obviously, is the development of useful curriculum that they
and others can use.  The second, and perhaps more
important, is improving their skills as modelers.  This helps
overcome reluctance to “branch out”.


As you present this task to your group, expect questions
about how complex a problem/model should be attempted.
A reasonable response is to remind them of the first rule of
computer programming : KISS (depending on your
sensitivity, Keep It Simple Stupid or Keep It Simple Silly).
The initial model and problem should be kept limited.  Once
it is successfully completed, more complexity may be added
to it.  However, attempting too complex a problem at the


Developing Group Modeling Ideas


Defining the task
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start can be demoralizing and can doom the effort to failure.
The most successful and useful models we work with have
always moved from simplicity to complexity.


After spending no more than five minutes defining the task
and responding to questions, begin the process of selecting
topics and teams.  To do this, set aside an entire blackboard
or a wall covered with newsprint.  Participants will put
possible model topics  on them, along with their name.  This
will allow others to look at the proposed topics and talk to
the people who suggest it.  As they discuss it, the topic may
be modified.  When additional people agree to the topic,
they add their names to the topic.  Most topics will probably
originate with the social science, biology, and chemistry
teachers.  Their disciplines more readily lend themselves to
cross–curricular modeling problems.


This is not a short process.  It will begin today and continue
until work on the topics actually begins on the eighth or
ninth day.  You will probably have far more topics listed
than will actually be built.  You’ll find participants standing
in front of the lists talking to each other in the morning
before sessions start, at breaks, during lunch, and at the end
of the day.  This process allows them to fairly well define the
problem before they begin and to find like–minded
individuals to work with.


Allow no more than 45 minutes for this process today.
Other opportunities to do this will appear later in the
workshop.  The participants will find them.


Beginning to form
Groups
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The FishBanks Policy Analysis was developed by MIT
students as part of the MIT Pre–College Education Project.  It
is extremely useful as an exercise in modifying models to
make them more realistic.  It is included here, however,
more as a means of revisiting the initial simulation activity
used in this workshop and bringing it to closure.


The FishBanks Simulation was used to introduce
participants to the basic nature of systems simulation.  It
described and defined a problem that is similar to all
resource management/depletion problems, one of the
problem categories most commonly modeled.  The
simulation, however, was a “black box”, that is, the
mathematics and logic of the interactions in the simulation
were not displayed and thus could not be discussed or
modified.  This was intended to spark the interest of
participants, to give them a glimpse of what could be done
with systems simulations.


This was followed by training in the building of STELLA
models, which opened up the possibility of looking at the
fish resource problem using STELLA.  The previous activity
began, but did not complete the process of exploring the
problem using STELLA.  Rather than spending a great deal
of time completing the task, The FishBanks Policy Analysis
Model, developed by experienced modelers, is used to
complete the exploration.


This exercise is not actually intended to directly replicate the
FishBanks Simulation.  It does address the core problem in
FishBanks, the depletion of a fisheries resource.  Before
beginning the exercise, discuss the model with participants.
In particular, point out the similarities between the MIT
model and the model that would have been produced by the
reduced list finally generated in the previous activity.
Discuss any differences and try to explain why different
choices were made.  More importantly, remind them that
any model involves choices, and those choices reflect the
modeler’s perception and interpretation of the problem.


Trace the basic logic of the model, pointing out which parts
will cause increases in the stocks and which will cause


Using The FishBanks Policy Analysis


The Policy Analysis
Exercise
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decreases.  Do not spend excessive time on this process.  The
exercise itself will help reinforce these ideas.


This activity is one of the few in this training that can benefit
by participants working in pairs.  In most other activities the
primary purpose is the building or modification of
structures.  Participants work individually to insure that
there are only “drivers”, no “passengers” in the workshop.
In this case however, the activity is truly a process of
analysis, one in which small changes are made and their
impact on a whole system is observed.  Such analysis is most
fruitful if it is part of a discussion.  Thus, it would be
advisable to have participants work in pairs rather than
individually.  By this point, participants are almost certainly
helping each other and discussing the work as they do it.
This merely formalizes it to make it more productive.


The policy analysis exercise is quite involved.  Many
participants may not finish it in the time allotted.
Completion is less important, however, than the experience
of truly exploring a problem through model changes.  The
activity does present a good example of some curriculum
options they can consider when developing their own
models.


A few parts of the exercise may present some difficulties.  At
several points (tasks 4, 5, 6, 7) the instructions tell the
participants to choose Revert under the file menu.  The idea
is simple, but some people may have difficulty with the
process.  One way of dealing with the confusion that may
result is to have people ask a instructor to walk them
through the process the first time they “revert”.


Another difficulty may arise from the relative congestion of
the model when changes are put in place.  Good model
building includes paying attention to the appearance of the
model.  Crossing connectors and model pieces that are
crowded together make understanding the model by looking
at the structure more complicated.  When such a model must
be modified, the process becomes harder.  Monitor
participants closely as they work through the various
modifications called for in the exercises.  In particular, be
aware that they may fail to “revert”, producing a really
confusing situation.
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Modifications that are most likely to cause difficulties are
those in which graphical inputs are created.  The mechanics
of creating them cause even experienced modelers difficulty
if they haven’t used them recently.  The novices involved in
this work are almost certain to have some difficulties, so
monitor them more carefully when they get to those
segments of the activity (tasks 4 and 6).


Similarly, they are likely to misunderstand exactly what is
happening in task 5.  In that task, ships are withdrawn from
the fishing fleet.  The process used is removal of a fraction of
the ships each year.  The fraction is equal to


1/(maximum ship lifetime).
This essentially assumes that there are an equal number of
ships of each age in the fleet.  The oldest are removed each
year.  This is similar to the modified death fraction used in
the population tutorial.  Remind participants of this
reasoning if they have any questions.


The length of these activities may result in some participants
staying at the end of the day to finish them.  They may also
work on them later in the training during their free time.
There is, of course, no requirement that they complete the
activity.  However, it has proven to be interesting enough to
motivate many to do so.  Be prepared for questions on it at
any later time!
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Every year the single portion of the 12–Day training that
receives the highest marks from the participants is the
presentation done by Dr. Ed Gallaher of the Oregon Health
Sciences University.  That is partially due to the high quality
of materials he has produced.  The other major reason is the
simple fact that the topic he has participants explore, drugs
in the body, is a high interest topic.  Ultimately, however, the
source of the high ratings is Ed himself.  He has a unique
ability to lead participants to an understanding of fairly
complex pharmacokinetic concepts and problems. He is able
to do his because of his passion for the subject and his even
greater passion for teaching about it.  The materials you will
be working with during Day 5 reflect those passions.  He has
the knack of selecting the right metaphor to bring a point
home.


Having said that, we strongly recommend that, if you are
doing the 12–Day training, you contact Ed to see if he can
come and work his magic for your group.  Failing that, we
hope the guidance provided here will help you bring some
of the excitement and sense of discovery to your group that
Ed brings to ours.


A common thread throughout the 12–Day training is the
idea that the same basic model structures and behaviors
used in one field have a tendency to show up in other fields.
By the fifth day participants have worked with linear
models, exponential models, s–shaped growth, and a variety
of built–in functions.  Day 5 begins by returning them to the
most basic of structures.  This may frustrate participants.
Why go back to basics?  Point out to the participants that the
most basic structure, linear growth, essentially models
intravenous application of drugs in medicine.  Exponential
decay models the elimination of drugs from the body or the
absorption of drugs from the stomach.  Combining these
behaviors, as will be done in today’s activities, will give
them an insight into how drugs behave in our bodies.
Further, it will give a good background which will further
their understanding the whys and wherefores of dosage
sizes, frequency, and drug management.  Ed’s metaphor for
the human body, the Rain Barrel, works well and is
something most people can visualize and use for a reference.
Refer to it frequently throughout the problem sets.


Day 5 — Pharmacokinetics and Ed Gallaher


Overview


Introductory
Comments
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Copies of all models to be built in the problem sets have
been included in the materials.


There will be five Problem sets today.  Each should begin
with an introductory overview followed by extensive work
on the computer.  The computer work can be done either
individually or in pairs.  We strongly recommend individual
work, but with pairs/partners checking each other’s work
and discussing their results.  After completion of a problem
set it should be debriefed.  This can probably be done after a
short break (10–15 minutes).  That will mean the debrief of
the last work will be followed immediately by an
introduction on the new work.  Three of the problems
should probably be completed before lunch, with the other
two done after lunch.


People tend to approach this problem set as a trivial exercise.
After all, they are now “experienced” at using STELLA, so
these models are a piece of cake.  Almost.  The focus here is
developing good modeling technique.  This technique has
nothing to do with the structure of the model itself.  It deals
with what you do with the model once you build the first
version.  You must “exercise” it, that is, use it over and over
again with different combinations of values to insure that
there are no surprises hidden in it.


This problem set is also design to polish participant use of
the three most commonly used built–in functions: IF–THEN,
STEP, and PULSE.  The exercises allow the participants to
gain more experience so they have a higher comfort level
with them.  Emphasize that idea to them.  Also point out
that the various changes they are making in the models
translate well into the use of medication.  A linear flow is
like an IV.  A PULSE is like a pill, or like the “pumps” now
in common use to allow patients to self administer pain
killers.  An IF–THEN can simulate the decision process that
is made in changing medication rate (if the surgical patient is
unconscious, the IV of anesthesia can be reduced).  The STEP
simulates discontinuous changes in medication rate.  Keep
emphasizing that most use of medical and recreational drugs
involve inputs that can essentially be modeled by a linear
model and built–in functions.


The Schedule


Problem Set #1:
Simple Input


Problems
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The one concept that will produce some problems will be the
IF–THEN statements.  It is difficult for a significant portion
of participants to realize that


IF TIME < 20 THEN 0 ELSE 1
and


IF TIME > 20 THEN 1 ELSE 0


are logically equivalent.  Similarly, PULSE and STEP are
frequently confused.  Keep reminding them that a STEP
changes the value from that time on, while a PULSE changes
the value for that DT only, then it reverts to the old value.
Also, remind them that the third number in the PULSE
indicates the frequency of the PULSE.  If they want it to be a
one–time PULSE, they can put a number much longer than
their simulation length in there. (Why    much longer  ?  Because if
they suddenly need to run the simulation longer because they make
another change in the model, the PULSE may reappear.  It is better
to err on the side of caution than wonder where that weird behavior
came from! )


Take a 10-15 minute break.


This problem set revisits exponential decay However, it
defines some new terms, as well as focusing on the different
patterns that different decay rates produce.  The biological
mechanisms of the elimination of drugs from the body and
the absorption of chemicals in the stomach both follow the
pattern of exponential decay.  For that reason,
understanding in detail how exponential patterns are
controlled by different rates is necessary to understand how
drugs are absorbed and eliminated from the body.


The biological half–time of a drug is the time it takes half of
the drug present to be eliminated from the body, or the time
it takes half of a drug dosage to be absorbed from the
stomach into the body.  In past activities, exponential models
have focused on the decay rate.  For example, a decay rate of
5% (.05) means that in one DT of the model (one time unit),
5% of the material will be removed from a stock.  In the case
of a drug in the body, that means 5% would be removed.
The decay rate is related to the half–time by a simple
equation:


half–time = .693/Ke
or


Ke = .693/(half–time)


Break


Problem Set #2:
Exponential Output
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Ke is the standard symbol used for the decay rate.  Make
certain that you cover these ideas before the group begins
working on the problem set, since the terminology is used
throughout.


What is surprising to many people is the impact that
changes in Ke have.  Most people believe that doubling the
Ke in exponential decay will simply reduce the amount left
after a long time period to 1/2 the previously calculated
amount.  In fact, the effect is much stronger.  In the models
used here, a change from a Ke of .05 to .1, i.e., a doubling of
Ke, will make a 70–fold difference in the amount of water
left in the barrel after 80 minutes.  That means that the kind
of linear intuition that most people work with will not
suffice for exponential decay.  Which, of course, means that
the intuition about elimination of drugs from the body is
generally wrong as well.


Encourage your participants to try more than the suggested
range of combinations of starting level and decay rate.  In
particular, encourage them to look for specific patterns.
They should try to relate starting level and time to a specific
quantity remaining. (NOT percentage remaining, quantity!
For example, with a given decay rate, how do the times to
reach 10 gallons compare for starting points of 20, 40, and 80
gallons.)  They should also look for patterns relating decay
rate to percentage remaining (starting at any level, how long
will decay rates of .02, .05, and .1 take to reduce the level to
10%).  Finding these patterns will develop an intuition about
exponential decay.


Take a 10-15 break.


Most participants will have already worked with this basic
system.  Not, however, with this level of intensity.  The
intent is to develop familiarity with patterns of increase and
decrease that are common in the human body.  The system is
really very simple.  The inflow is fixed.  The outflow
depends on the amount of material in the stock (body,
barrel).  There is one critical amount which, for a given
inflow rate and decay constant, will result in the inflow
exactly equaling the outflow.  If the amount contained is
lower, the inflow will dominate and the amount will
increase until the equilibrium (balance point) is reached.  If
the amount is higher, the outflow will dominate until the


Break


Problem Set #3:
Combined Input and


Output
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equilibrium is reached.  Any changes in inflows or decay
rates will shift the equilibrium level, and the amount will
adjust accordingly until a new equilibrium is reached.


Before beginning these problems, work through those ideas
in a discussion with the group.  Emphasize that equilibrium
(a constant level) indicates that inflows equal outflows.
Changes in one will not produce an immediate shift to the
new equilibrium point.  The shift will be slow.


Looking at this situation as a human body, the stock is the
level of a drug (an IV painkiller, for example) in the body.
The IV is continuously adding the drug, the liver and
kidneys removing it.  If the excretory system were to slow
the rate of removal, the amount of drug in the body would
increase.  That could be damaging or even fatal.


The problems here reflect two different kinds of behavior.
One in which the inflow rate changes abruptly, the other in
which the drain rate changes abruptly.  Both produce
distinctively shaped graphs.  Encourage participants to try
many combinations to learn to identify the patterns.  Let
them see if they can produce patterns other than the ones in
the problem set.  If they are successful, share them with the
others, either during this session or at the debriefing.


Break for Lunch.


The participants have now done enough work with the basic
model structures to begin looking at the pharmacokinetic
implications of the models.  Pharmacokinetics is the study of
how the body acts on drugs.  How is the drug absorbed into
the body.  How is it eliminated.  Although the structures that
the next two sections focus on are essentially IV and Oral
administration, they apply to other drug use, particularly
illegal drug use.  Injection of drugs follows the IV route,
acting as a pulse.  Snorting of cocaine can be treated as IV as
well, because it passes quickly into the blood stream through
blood vessels in the nose and lungs.  Similarly, smoking
marijuana can best be approximated by the IV route,
although the dosage will be a short–term flow rather than an
instantaneous pulse.


Discuss this with the group before they begin the activities.
Also discuss the concepts of therapeutic and toxic levels.
Most drugs have no noticeable effect until they reach a


Break


Problem Set #4:
Pharmacokinetics
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certain level or concentration.  The level at which they
become effective is called the therapeutic level.  The level at
which damage begins being done to the body is called the
toxic level.  Prolonged concentrations at the toxic level can
result in permanent organ damage or death.


The model structures in the next two problem sets involve
exponential decay.  However, the models have additional
pieces.  Since half–times are the common language of
pharmacokinetics, the models are set up so that the half–
times can be entered directly, with the model calculating the
decay rates.


The models the group is working with in this problem set
are very practical.  They involve IV administration of drugs.
Twenty–five years ago one of the Principal Investigators on
the CC–STADUS project was involved in some computer
modeling of just these topics at the Pritzker School of
Medicine, Billings Hospital, the University of Chicago.  That
work focused on anesthesia administration.  The goal in
surgery is to put the patient under very quickly, but not
allow the level of drug to go too high.  Even a non–toxic high
drug level would result in a patient taking hours to regain
consciousness.  Anesthetics were notorious for damage and
death with even short–duration toxic levels.  The trick is
quick achievement of therapeutic level, keeping the level in
the low therapeutic range, and reducing the dose as surgery
approaches a close so the patent quickly regains
consciousness.  Residents in anesthesiology were faced with
a difficult situation as compared to other specialties.  Their
only practice was in a situation where even a simple error
could result in grave injury or death.  The computer models
were being developed to give them an opportunity to get a
lot more “practice” than they normally would have gotten.
It is interesting note that the models being used here could
easily be modified to be as complete as the ones that were at
the forefront of medical training 25 years ago!


The models in this activity are fairly simple, though some
trial and error may be necessary.  Encourage participants to
experiment with different additional problems.  For
example, in problem 3 assume the patient is not dealing with
an infection, but extreme pain from an injury.  She must be
anesthetized before surgery can correct the problem.  Try to
get a therapeutic level in 10 minutes.
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In problem 4, try to embed logic in the model that will
automatically change the drug flow rate before the toxic
level is reached, using an IF–THEN statement.


Try narrowing the range between the therapeutic and toxic
levels to make balance more difficult.


Currently patients recovering from surgery or suffering
long–term painful disease are being given a “pump”.  This is
essentially a pulse IV.  The patient controls when a dose of
painkiller is administered by pressing a button.  Studies
have shown that a patient will use less medication this way.
It is believed that this makes the patient less dependent or
addicted to the drug, as well as reducing potential damage
from the drug.  Of course, first the drug must reach the
therapeutic level.  The frequency of pulses is also limited.
Try modeling such a situation.  Build the model with a pause
every three minutes to allow administration of a pulse, but
make certain that at least 12 minutes passes between pulses.
Try adding to the model so that the amount of drug used can
be kept track of, checking to see whether or not the drug use
is reduced.


Finally, DO NOT USE ALCOHOL AS AN EXAMPLE OF A
DRUG.  BECAUSE OF THE SIZE OF THE DOSES (huge
compared to other drugs) THE ELIMINATION IS    LINEAR   
UNTIL JUST BEFORE THE END.


Take a 10-15 minute break.


Oral administration of drugs is more problematical.  Their
experience with these models should teach the participants
why IV drug administration is preferred.  They have to deal
with two exponential patterns in this set of problems.  When
a drug is ingested it is not effective until it is absorbed.  This
process is exponential in nature, has an absorption half–
time, and an absorption rate, Ka.  Once the drug is absorbed,
its elimination begins immediately, with an elimination half–
time and an elimination rate, Ke.


No statement of therapeutic or toxic level is assumed in the
models.  For each of the problems, try assuming that the
therapeutic level in the body is 10,000 and the toxic level is
20,000.


Break


Problem Set #5: An
Oral Pharmacokinetic


Model
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After doing all the runs included in the materials, suggest
they experiment with the idea of the therapeutic level.  Have
them try changing the frequency of dose and the size of the
dose while still maintaining the therapeutic level.  Then try
seeing what happens when one or more doses is missed.


Some drugs that are taken once or twice a day (implying a
long half–time) are said to take 2-4 weeks to take full effect
(some drugs that affect seratonin levels fall into this
category).  In light of the work done with these models, have
your participants try to figure out why.
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Problem Set #1:  Simple Input Problems


In the following set of problems we will consider the
dynamics of water flowing into and draining from a barrel.
This simple system provides an excellent introduction to
systems of linear input and exponential output which are
very common in physics and biology.


(Strictly speaking, gravity introduces an added complication
in the case of water draining from a barrel, but we will
ignore this complication for the time being.  This
complication disappears when we move to the biological
model which, in fact, follows the proper dynamics quite
closely.)


• Build the model shown in Figure 1.


• Set the Time Specs to 80 minutes and the DT to 0.5.


• Create a graph to show Water Volume and set the
scale to 60 gallons.


One of the most common mistakes that beginners make is to
develop a model, run a couple of simulations, and assume
they understand the system behavior.  You will want to
encourage your students to exercise the model intensively.


You will hear the term “boundary conditions” discussed
throughout the training.  Boundary conditions include the
sources and sinks, the time limits of the model, and the
upper and lower limits of the various parameters.


Linear Input and Exponential Output


Consider Filling a
Rain Barrel using a


Water Faucet


Build a Simple Input
Model


Figure 1. A Simple Input Model


Exercise the Model


Boundary Conditions
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For example, try to imagine the lowest practical input rate
into a barrel.  Does it make sense to study water entering at 1
pint per hour?  What would be a reasonable lower limit?
What would be a reasonable upper limit?  100 gallons per
minute?  How about 1000 gallons per minute.  What would
be a reasonable pulse input?  A thimble? A  cup?  A gallon?
25 Gallons?  100 gallons?


Once you have decided upon reasonable lower and upper
limits (to some extent a value judgment), you should try
running the model at each of these extremes, and at enough
values in between to get a good idea of the behavior under
all conditions.  This may appear to be trivial with the linear
outputs that we start with, but you will soon find situations
which are not so trivial.


If you really understand the behavior of the model you
should be able to:


(a) Set the parameters


(b) Predict the behavior


(c) Run the simulation


(d) Confirm or contradict your prediction


Notice that this is NOT the same as:


(a) Set the parameters


(b) Run the simulation


(c) Say, “Oh, yeah, that makes sense!”


1. Turn the water faucet on at 1 gallon per minute at t
=0;  Initial Water Volume = 0.


Water Volume = 0


Water Faucet = 1


Predict the result!


Run the simulation.


Predict the Behavior of
the Model


Run the simulations
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Compare the result with the prediction.


2. Change input rates to illustrate slope.


Water Faucet = 0.5


Water Faucet = 2.0


Predict and Run.


3. Turn the water faucet on at 1 gallon per minute at
t =0;  Initial Volume = 20, to illustrate the y–intercept.


Water Volume = 20


Water Faucet = 1


Predict and Run.


4. Turn on the water faucet at 1 gallon per minute,
starting at 20 minutes, to illustrate an x–intercept;
Initial Volume = 0.


(The following statements are equivalent;  try them
both.)


IF TIME < 20 THEN 0 ELSE 1


IF TIME > 20 THEN 1 ELSE 0


Predict and Run


5a. Try the following, and compare the results with #4
above.


STEP(1,20) STEP(Size,Time)


5b. Turn the water on at 2 gallons per minute at 10
minutes, turn it down to 1 gallon per minute at 15
minutes, turn it off at 30 minutes, and turn it on at 3
gallons per minute at 60 minutes.


STEP(2,10) + STEP(–1,15) + STEP(-1,30) + STEP(3,60)


Predict and Run.


Slope


Y–Intercept


X–Intercept


Step Function
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6. Pour a 2 gallon bucket into the barrel at t = 10
minutes.


PULSE(2,10,999)


PULSE)Magnitude,Initial Time,Interval)


Predict and Run


7. Pour 3 gallons into the barrel every 5 minutes,
starting at t = 20 minutes.


PULSE(3,20,5)


Predict and Run.


Pulse Inputs
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Problem Set #2: Exponential Output


• Build the model as shown in Figures 2 and 3.


• Again, set the time to 80 minutes and he DT to 0.5.
Create a graph to follow Water Volume and set the
scale to 80 gallons.


• Create a table to follow water volume;  set the interval
to 1 DT.


1. Run the model.  Notice that the rate of loss (slope)
decreases as the volume decreases.


2. Calculate the half–time (.693/Ke, where Ke is the
drain fraction).  Estimate the Half–time from the
graph.  Open the table and determine the half–time
from the table.  Do these three answers agree with
each other?


Build a Simple Output
Model


Figure 2.. Simple Exponential Output


Figure 3. Equations for Exponential Output


Half–time
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3. Change the drain to 0.02 (2% lost per minute).  Will
the barrel empty more quickly or more slowly?


Before  running the model, calculate the half–time.


Run the model and examine the graph and the table
to confirm (we hope!) your calculation.


4. Set the drain to .10 (10% per minute), calculate half–
time, run the simulation, and check the table.


5. Return to the initial conditions shown in Figure 3.  Set
the graph to COMPARATIVE and run the model.


Now set the Initial Water Volume to 80 gallons.


Before  running the model, predict the result.


Will the flow rate be the same in the first 10 minutes
as it was in the previous run?


What is the half–time?


The barrel has twice as much water in it.  How long
will it take to empty the barrel (about 95%)?


6. Try a new Ke and examine the barrel as it empties
from three different volumes.  How long does it take
to empty about 95%?


Now that you have some experience with Ke, what would a
reasonable range of values be for this parameter?  What
would the associated half–times be?  Try a sensitivity run
with 4-5 values of Ke.


Transient analysis is a technique widely used in engineering.
A system is perturbed on purposed and the response of the
system is observed over time until the result of the
perturbation runs its course.  The observed behavior can
provide a great deal of information about the structure of the
system.


7. If time permits, try this experiment with a partner:
One person enters a Ke into the model but does not
show the second person.  The second person runs the
model, simulating opening the drain and observing


Boundary Conditions
and Sensitivity


Analysis


Transient Analysis
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the emptying.  What is the approximate Ke of the
system.? (97% decay is about 5 half–times;  Ke =
.693/half–time.)


Trade roles and try this again.
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Problem Set #3: Combined Input and Output


• Create the model shown in Figures 4 and 5.


• Create the graph (comparative) and table as before.


1. Predict the outcome.  What will the general shape of
the curve be?  How long will it take to reach a stable
volume?


Run the model.  Observe the graph.  Does it make
sense?


2. Change the input to 3 gallons per minute.  Predict the
outcome.  Run the model.  Observe the graph.


3. Repeats with an input of 4 gallons per minute.


Build the Model


Figure 4. Linear Input, Exponential Output


Figure 5.  Equations for Linear Input, Exponential Output


Exercising the Model –
Changing the rate of


the water faucet
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4. Set the output to .02.  What do you think will happen
with inputs of 2, 3, and 4 gallons?


Shape of the curve?  Time required?  Higher or lower
plateau?


How much time could you spend trying all the relevant
combinations of input and output rates?  How many would
you have to run before you felt like you really understood
these behaviors?


• Ke = .05.  Predict what will happen if you turn on the
water faucet at 2 gallons per minute with the drain
closed, and then open the drain at 35 minutes.


• Ke = .05.  What will happen if you pour in a 10–gallon
bucket every 30 minutes?


• Ke = .05.  What will happen if you pour in a 10–gallon
bucket every 10 minutes?


• Ke = .05.  What happens if you turn the faucet to 2
gallons per minute for 20 minutes, and then turn it up
to 4 gallons per minute?


• Set the time to 200 minutes.  Turn the faucet on (2
gallons per minute) for 100 minutes, then turn it off.


• Turn he faucet on (2 gallons per minute) with a drain
constant of 0.05.  At 100 minutes close the drain to
0.02.  Will the level increase or decrease?  Over what
time course?


Try other combinations of your own design.


What happens with a
smaller drain?


Sensitivity Analysis


More Complicated
Combinations
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Problem Set #4: Pharmacokinetics


Pharmacokinetics  is the study of the dosage, the route of
administration, the absorption, distribution, and elimination
of drugs.  This information is important for the correct
administration of drugs based on age, body weight, disease,
and other factors which influence the passage of drug
through the body.


Pharmacodynamics   is the study of the effect of the drug on
the body.  Where does it work?  How does it work?  Is it
toxic?  Does it produce undesirable side effects?


In short, Pharmacokinetics is what the body does to the
drug.  Pharmacodynamics is what the drug does to the body.


Intravenous Drugs


Pharmacokinetics vs.
Pharmacodynamics


Build the Model


Figure 1. Intravenous Model
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1. Suppose the therapeutic level is 50–60, and the drug
begins to be toxic at levels above 75.  Toxicity is
indicated by hiccups.  How would you adjust the
input rate to achieve the proper plateau?


2. This drug has a half–time of 30 minutes.  Suppose it
had a half–time of 3 hours.


How long would it take to reach the plateau?


Figure 2. Equations


Figure 3. Typical blood levels of drug dring I.V. treatment
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What would be the proper input rate to reach a
plateau of 50 to 60?


3. Your patient is admitted to the hospital with a life-
threatening infection. You must use the drug
described in #2.  It is imperative that you achieve the
effective level within an hour or so, but you must not
exceed a level of 75.


What must you do?


4. Your patient is doing fine;  you have the drug level
adjusted just right.  But wait, one of the patient’s
kidneys fails! (Through no fault of your own, I might
add.)  The half–time of the drug goes from 3 hours to
6 hours.


What happens to the drug level?


Over what time course?


At what time after the kidney failure will the patient
begin having hiccups?


When the patient starts having hiccups, you test the
blood for drug level, and you also do a kidney
function test.  You find that one kidney has failed,
and you guess that this will extend the half-time to 6
hours.


What should the new input rate be to again maintain
the level at 50 to 60?
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Problem Set #5:  An Oral Pharmacokinetic Model


Most drugs are taken orally.  They dissolve in the stomach
and diffuse into the rest of the body following exponential
kinetics.  The output from the stomach thus serves as the
input to the rest of the body.  The drug leaves the body
following exponential kinetics as well, due to metabolic
processes in the liver, or excretion processes in the kidney.


To produce a realistic model we would need to know the
weight of the individual and the areas of the body to which
the drug is distributed.  However, we can obtain a good
overview of the behavior of single and repeated doses by
simply following the amount of drug in both the stomach
and the remainder of the body.


This model is simply two exponential output models
connected in series.


Building the STELLA Model


Build the model as shown in Figures 1 and 2.


Take Two Aspirin . . .


The basic Model –
Oral Drug Input


The Model Diagram


Figure 1. A model of Oral Drug Input
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Figure 2.  Typical Equations for a Pharmacokinetic Model


Figure 3. Typical Output Following Two Pills
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• Absorption half–times may range from 10 minutes to
3 or 4 hours.


• Elimination half–times may range from 30 minutes to
72 hours.


1. What happens if the absorption half–time is 1.5
hours?  Predict the amount in the stomach as a
function of time.  What will this do to the time of the
peak blood level?  What about the height of the peak
blood level?


2. Set the absorption half–time to 1 hour and the
elimination half–time to 8 hours.  Predict the result to
your partner before running the model.


3. Using the absorption and elimination rates from the
previous example, give the drug every 6 hours.  Based
on what you have seen in the earlier examples, think
carefully, step–by–step, about what is likely to
happen.


• How much drug will be left when the second dose
is taken?


• Predict the peak after the second dose.


• How much drug will be left when the third dose is
taken?


• If you predict that the drug will accumulate, will
this process continue indefinitely?


• Run the model for a long enough period so that
you see a stable pattern.


Boundary Conditions


Exercising the Model
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The CC–STADUS training Days 6 and 7 feature John
Heinbokel and Jeff Potash of the Waters Center for System
Dynamics, Trinity College, Burlington, Vermont.  Their
work with our participants cannot really be reproduced with
any materials.  Their ability to demonstrate modeling,
develop modeling sequences, and relate models to cross–
curricular teaching, is unequaled.  Their ability to assist
participants in identifying and focusing on a core for their
models has been a major factor in the success that
participants have experienced in the program.  If at all
possible, we recommend that Jeff and John be brought in for
two days to work their magic with participants at this point
in a 12–day training program.  If that is not possible, use the
alternative materials presented here.  Note that these
materials borrow heavily  from Heinbokel and Potash’s
Plagues and People:  A Curricular Experiment.  Their materials
are used here with their kind permission.  For more
information on their work, see their web site,
http:\\www.trinityvt.edu\waters.


The ultimate goal of this segment of the training is for
participants to get some experience working with models
that are already prepared, as well as seeing how these types
of materials can be used in cross-curricular and single
discipline courses.     The starting point for this work is a
close look at traditional population models.  Participants,
depending on their field, may have already done some work
with the population model.  All participants have done the
population tutorial, but may have forgotten many of the
details by now. The initial population work is enlarged upon
by modifying the population models to reflect more realistic
situations.


Work with the population model and the dynamics of
exponential growth provides an excellent foundation for
looking at the spread of disease.  Participants progress from
an initial look at the exponential nature of infection through
more realistic models, ending with some examination of real
events in history and potential future crises.  The activities
are designed to be done sequentially, each taking 1-1.5
hours, with a break of 10-15 minutes between activities.


The 12–Day Training:  Days 6 and 7


About the
Heinbokel/Potash


Materials


Goals for Days 6 and 7
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Unfinished activities may be done on Day 7.  The primary
focus on that day, however, should be the identification of a
potential problem to be modeled and the narrowing of that
model’s focus to a point where, in fact, the model can be
built and run.  The first week’s training materials are
designed to equip participants with a basic STELLA tool kit.
They have used the basic building blocks and a variety of the
special functions (e.g., pulses, IF–THEN statements).  The
Day 5 and Day 6 activities give them the opportunity to use
those tools in looking at some new problems.  However, the
problems have been defined and set up for them.  A much
more difficult step involves actually finding an appropriate
modeling topic and developing models and curriculum
materials for it.


A key element in the success of the CC–STADUS training
has been the fact that the teachers’ first attempt/experience
in building a model and curriculum materials takes place
when the modeling instruction is fresh and in an
environment that provides ample support (material and
personnel).  The difficulties teachers experience in their first
attempt can either build confidence or frustration.  Doing the
work when ideas are fresh and assistance is just a few steps
away increases the probability of success.  The primary
reason that the training is 12 days long is to provide time for
that first model to be built.  It is difficult to emphasize just
how important that work time is.


Have the participants begin by building the basic population
model.  (Model JHJP#1)  They may need guidance as they
do this.  Remind them that the model’s inflow should be
birth rate, the outflow is death rate.  These flows are
regulated by a birth fraction and a death fraction converter.
Once the model is constructed, have them run and print out
values for at least five countries.  Runs should go for 100
years.  Use the included Birth/Death Rate Chart.  They
should look at a minimum of one industrialized nation, one
Third–World nation, and one nation in Eastern Europe.  The
participants should look at patterns and identify problems
the countries face.  This should be followed by a discussion
of the results.


NOTE: There is no participant handout for this
introductory work other than the birth/death rate chart.


Introductory Work
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Take a 10-15 minute break.


From the discussion, and looking at the model runs, the
problems of extreme over–population should be obvious.  In
working with secondary students, almost inevitably
someone says that the models represent an impossible
situation.  They maintain that the people or culture will
adjust to prevent a population disaster.  Discuss this
possibility with the group, giving them time to propose a
variety of solutions.  Then move on to work with the  next
model, JHJP#2 .  This model introduces the idea of carrying
capacity, that is, the maximum number of organisms a
system can support.


Where prudent policies prevail, populations approaching a
system’s carrying capacity modify the reproductive rate.
However, neither nature nor most human populations
function in such a prudent manner, so alignment with the
carrying capacity is more commonly imposed by an increase
in the death rate.  The first activity in this section focuses on
that reality.  Have the participants do the Negative Feed–
Back Loops and Carrying Capacity worksheet.


Participants often have difficulty with graphical functions in
STELLA.  Monitor their work with this model carefully.
Sample Model solutions using JHJP#2 are in the Folder
Carrying Capacity Solution Models.  A few points should
be watched for.


In the first activity, after running the basic model,
participants modify the shape of the graphical function in
the Mortality Fraction converter.  In the first case, where the
converter changes more gradually, the population growth
should actually be a flatter curve, approaching the carrying
capacity more slowly.  With the abruptly increasing
graphical function, an overshoot of the carrying capacity is
likely.  Depending on how extreme the increase, a saw-tooth
behavior oscillating about the carrying capacity may be
created.  If you see that, stop and discuss why it is occurring,


The second activity asks participants to change the stability
point.  Most likely they will have no difficulty, although the
mechanics of manipulating the “make graph” function may
confuse a few.  In general, the time to reach the carrying
capacity should take longer than in the previous model.


Break


Making the
Population Model


more real
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The last two activities present a variety of solutions.  In the
first, the simplest solution is probably adding a second
Mortality Fraction converter with a graphical function to
define a new carrying capacity.  An IF–THEN statement
keyed to time can then be used to switch from one to the
other.  The last task can be done rather easily with a pulse
added to the death rate.


While all these problems can be done rather easily,
encourage your participants to try to address each situation
in at least two different ways.  This will polish their
modeling skills as they think about whether there is more
than one “leverage point” when seeking to solve the
problems.


After having completed the carrying capacity tasks, let the
participants move on to the Three Scenarios worksheet.  The
problems presented here use a slightly different model.  In
this case, inflows are caused by births and by immigration.
The model they will start with is JPJH#3.  The focus here is
on matching policy with model modifications.  As usual,
there are many different ways to solve the problems.
Encourage the participants to be realistic in their policies,
creative in their modeling.  Samples of possible solutions are
in the folder 3 Scenario Solutions.


Scenario 1 is the most clear–cut.  Clearly immigration must
be cut off once the target figure is reached.  However, even
that will still result in excessive population growth.  The
Birth fraction must also be controlled, whether through a
graphical function or a logical statement.


Scenario 2 has a trivial solution: drastically increase
immigration.  However, that will result in a country
populated mostly by immigrants.  Politically, not advisable.
Encouraging more births and lowering the death rate
through better medical care help.  Interesting combinations
of solutions abound here.


Scenario 3 is straight–forward: a disaster is on its way.
Variable Birth Rates offer the only real hope of avoiding it.
Once groups establish the magnitude of the disaster, have
them try to control it.  Encourage them to add emigration
and to discuss how and why that might happen.


Take a 10-15 minute break.Break
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Begin by reviewing solutions to the Carrying Capacity and
3-Scenarios problems.  Then begin talking about the spread
of disease.  Ask what kind of growth a disease should show.
When exponential growth is suggested, ask for explanations
of why it should take that form.  Participants may use the
analogy of bacterial growth.  Try to steer the discussion
toward what might limit the growth.  Attempt to draw
analogies with the carrying capacity problems.  After a few
minutes, give the group the Simple Disease worksheet.  The
model they will be building is JHJP#4 .  Let them work on it
for 10-15 minutes, then call them back together.


Discuss their results.  Focus on whether or not the results
seem realistic.  There will probably be substantial criticism.
In particular, they will probably point out that some contacts
may be with already infected individuals.  After a few
minutes discussing the inaccuracies of the very simple
model, announce that they’re going to try a very different
kind of simulation.


At this time announce that the group, a closed population,
has a single individual who has recently contracted a life–
altering disease: New England Regional Disease (NERD).
There is no known cure for the disease.  It is transmitted by a
simple handshake.  However, any single handshake has only
a 50% chance of transmitting the disease.


Seeing the opportunity to conduct original research, you
have arranged for the entire group to serve as test subjects
for a study on disease transmission.  The study will take
place in turns.  The group will mingle, each person shaking
hands with one other individual each turn.  (During the
previous break you should have pulled one person to the
side and told them they were the NERD carrier.)


When an infected person shakes hands, they pass the disease
by extending the index and middle fingers of their hand.
However, they do not pass the disease every turn.  A coin
toss done each turn determines whether or not infected
individuals pass on the disease.


As the game progresses, participants record the turn they
were infected on.  These results will be graphed and
discussed.  This activity was developed by Will Glass–
Hussain while a student at MIT.


Introduction to disease


NERD (New England
Regional Disease)
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Read these instructions to the group at the beginning of this
activity:


1.  At the beginning of the game, one individual in the room
will be designated  the NERD carrier in secret.


2.  Each person will be given a record sheet before the game
begins.  The sheet has 20 numbered spots.  At the top of
the page are large numbers 1 and 2.  Each participant
should circle either the 1 or the 2 (their choice).  That
number will determine what turns a person will pass on
NERD once they have the disease.


3.  For each turn, which represents one day, every individual
will have “contact” in the form of a handshake with
another (one and only one!!) individual in the room.
That is, in each turn everyone will shake hands with one
other individual.  For this basic version of the game, they
should shake hands with a different person each turn.  A
turn should take less than a minute.


4.  If a NERD shakes the hand of a normal person, the person
will become a NERD.  A “secret” handshake will signify
the transformation into a NERD.  (The “secret”
handshake is a handshake with the index and middle
fingers extended against the inside of the wrist.)  Once a
person becomes a NERD, (s)he can then transform
normal people into NERDS through the secret handshake
on subsequent turns.  However, NERDS are not able to
pass the disease every turn.  At the beginning of the
simulation participants selected a 1 or a 2 on their record
sheet.  At the beginning of each turn, the simulation
director will flip a coin.  If a heads comes up, any NERD
who selected 1 on their sheet will pass on the disease
with the secret handshake.  Those who selected 2 will use
a normal handshake.  When tails comes up, participants
who selected a 2 will pass on the disease.     It is very
 important for interpretation of results that students
   comply with these instructions.  


5.  There will be approximately 20 turns.  All participants
will be expected to record the turn number in which they
were infected on their record sheet.  THIS IS
   EXTREMELY    IMPORTANT FOR INTERPRETATION OF
GAME RESULTS!  MAKE SURE THE NUMBER OF THE
TURN IS ANNOUNCED AS IT BEGINS AND THE
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PLAYERS MAKE  NOTE OF THE NUMBER OF THE
TURN UPON WHICH THEY WERE INFECTED.


To prepare for the simulation, have the participants answer
the first four questions before doing the simulation.  Do the
final two questions as a group after doing the simulation.


1. How would you compare the probability of being
infected on the first turn to the probability of being
infected after 10 turns?  After 20 turns?  Explain your
reasoning.


2. What determines the probability of being infected?


3. Draw and explain your predictions for the general shapes
of the participants vs. time graph  and the NERDS vs.
time graph over the 20 turns.


4. What does the shape of each of these graphs represent?


5. Make a table of the total number of NERDS in the class at
each turn.


6. Based on the table of group results, draw graphs of the
participants and the NERDS vs. time.  Compare your
predictions to the graphs of what happened.  Discuss
why there may have been differences between your
predictions and what happened.


Discuss the first four question before the simulation is run.
Then actually run the simulation.  Make certain to announce
the turn number and the coin toss before each turn.  After all
twenty turns have been run, begin the debriefing.  Began by
asking how many participants were infected each turn,
recording the results on a blackboard or overhead.  They
prepare two graphs: Number infected vs Turn and NERDS
Vs Turn.


Discuss the results.  Focus on what controlled the number of
new infections.  Look for a pattern relating number of new
infects and total NERDS.


Take a 10-15 break at this time.  Alternatively, this would be
an excellent time for a lunch break.


Break
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Continue debriefing the NERD simulation.  Focus on the
probability of an infected individual passing the disease on
to an uninfected one.  Examine how that probability changes
with time.  Gradually shift the discussion to one on general
disease transfer.  Concentrate on what variables control how
quickly the disease will spread.  As the discussion
progresses, try to reduce the variables to three: number of
contacts, probability of a single contact being with a
susceptible (uninfected person), and probability of
transmitting the disease with a single contact.  All other
variables can probably be covered by these three in a simple
model.  A key reason for reducing the problem to these few
variables is to demonstrate how a complex problem can be
simplified for initial work with a model.  The real goal,
however, it to build a simple disease transfer model.


Begin sketching out a disease transfer model.  Ultimately,
you want to develop the  JHJP#5  model.  Rather than
simply giving them the model, talk through the process of
developing it, focusing on the logic at each step.  Use The
NERD simulation to help define terms.


The choice of only two stocks simplifies the model.  People
are either infected (NERDS) or uninfected.  A single flow,
becoming infected, transfers people from one stock to
another.  In this simple model, the process is a conserved
one, that is, there are no new uninfected people born nor do
any infected die.  The total number of people (NERDS plus
uninfected) remains constant.


In the NERD simulation, a coin flip controlled transfer of the
disease. On any given turn (for any given contact) the
probability of the disease being passed was therefore 50%, or
0.5.  A probability of infection of 1.0 would mean that
infection is absolutely certain.  Only the most contagious
diseases would have such values.  The smaller the value, the
less likely infection is to occur.


Contacts per time period in the NERD game was 1.  If each
person shook  hands with two people, the value would be 2.
This value can be used to reflect the disease and the
population.  For a disease spread by air–borne pathogens
(e.g., pneumonic plague), the value would be very high,
especially in a urban setting.  For a disease like AIDS, where
casual contact does not transmit the disease, either the


Building a better
disease model
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probability of infection or the contact (perhaps both) would
be set low.


“Fraction Susceptible contacts” is one of the most important
variables, since it changes as the disease spreads.  Only those
who do not have the disease can be newly infected.  Thus,
the simple probability of a contact being made with an
uninfected person will be


# of uninfected/(Total population – 1).


The (Total Population – 1) takes into account the fact that
you can’t infect yourself!  For the NERD simulation, the
probability would be


uninfected/(uninfected + NERDS – 1).
The actual number of new cases of the disease is determined
by multiplying these three factors together, then multiplying
by the number of disease carriers.  The product of the three
factors yields the probable number of new infections per
carrier.


Once the model is developed as a group, have the group
build the model individually and begin running it.  Let them
work through the Better Disease Model  worksheet.  After
they’ve had time to try many of the suggested variations,
bring them back together and discuss the results.  They
should not only be getting insights into disease spread, they
should also be learning something about teaching with
models.  Point out that the “exercising” they were doing is
an excellent example of how models can be used to allow
students to explore complex problems.  Remind them that
the “scientific method” approach of varying only one
variable until you understand what it does still works well
here.


Take a 10-15 minute break.


Begin this last session of Day 6 by finishing any discussion
of the work with the JHJP#5 model.  Extend the discussion
to address the question of when a person becomes capable of
passing a disease on.  In some diseases (e.g., Ebola), there is
a lengthy period (10-19 days, 12 on average) where a person
has the disease, but is asymptomatic.  During this period the
person cannot pass the disease on.  They are only contagious
when the disease symptoms begin.  Many diseases, from the
deadly, to the minor, have similar characteristics.


Break


The Next Step:
Looking at a more


realistic disease model
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With other diseases, victims can be contagious before any
symptoms show.  Modeling these situations make a model
of disease transfer more complex and more complete.
However, they also make it more complex to build and
understand.  Rather than try to develop a generic disease
model that covers all patterns of infection and contagion,
this last section will deal with the pattern displayed by
Ebola: an asymptomatic period where the disease cannot be
passed on, followed by rapid development of disease,
quickly followed by death.  The next step up in complexity
from JHJP#5, this model makes it possible to explore some of
the patterns of disease transmission that make disease
control a challenge.


It would probably be counter–productive and take too long
to develop the next model through discussion.  Instead,
using a transparency or an overhead projection device, show
the group the model Disease Model 3.  The model is
basically a modified JHJP#5.  The converters that control
infection follow the same logical pattern.  The primary
difference is the inclusion of two additional stocks.  The
conveyors provide for a 12 day asymptomatic period,
followed by a 4 day period in which the disease is active and
can be transmitted.  For simplicity sake, the disease is
assumed to be 100% fatal.


Discuss the logic of the model with the group.  Clarify what
each part of the model does.  Then let them do the Disease
Model 3 worksheet.  As they do the exercises some patterns
will emerge.  If the length of the non–contagious period is
longer than the contagious, the patterns of disease will be
cyclical.  The period of the cycle will be governed by the
length of the non–contagious period.  If the contagious
period is as longer or longer than the non–contagious
period, then the disease will show simple exponential
growth.  If the contagious period is much smaller than the
non–contagious period, the disease may show little obvious
growth.


One aspect of the model that may confuse participants is the
fact that the model allows fractions of people.  This was also
true in JHJP#5.  This is allowed because of the small number
of contacts.  If the new infection flow were restricted to
integers (whole numbers of people) the logic of the model
would round down the first contact and result in no disease
transmission.  If the infected person has more than 2-4
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contacts, the new infection flow can be modified to restrict
the flow to integer values.  The patterns obtained will be the
same, but only “whole people” will be transferred.


Debrief the last work in a group.  Focus on the search for
patterns in the model runs as a prime example of learning
from a single model using multiple runs with changes.  That
really develops an understanding of the system portrayed by
the model.  Emphasize that what they have been doing is
working through parts of the activities in a greater whole -
the Plagues and People  cross–curriculum course designed by
Heinbokel and Potash.  As such they have experienced an
example of what can be done.  Encourage them to contact
Jeff and John to get the full materials which go into
significant discussion of historical connections.  If you have
those materials yourself, you should include some historical
asides as you do each of the discussions.


Hopefully all of the previous work was completed on Day 6.
If not, use as much time this morning as is needed to
complete it.  Do not skimp on discussions.  The exchange of
ideas builds better understanding.  Once the activities are
completed, the next step will be group formation and topic
selection.


After the highly structured activities the next step will be a
real shift.  This day will provide an opportunity for the
participants to begin firming up their ideas for models.
Earlier in the process (Day 4), participants began to list ideas
for models on butcher paper or on a board somewhere that
everyone can see them.  These ideas have probably been the
topic of discussion during breaks and at other times.
However, nothing formal has happened yet.  Since the
formal work will begin the second half of Day 8, now is the
time to begin finalizing the process of group formation and
topic selection.  Remind people that the goal is to work in
groups of three.


The normal policy of the CC–STADUS training is to have
the models be essentially cross–curricular, that is, have
applications in two or more curricular areas.  We try to
have one participant from each of the three broad curricular
areas (math, science, social sciences/humanities) in each
group.  This brings very different skills and perspectives to
the process, resulting in what we believe to be a better model
and more interesting curriculum materials.   We strongly


Day 7


NOTE TO THOSE
DIRECTING THE


TRAINING:
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encourage you to follow the pattern of building cross–
curricular models in your training.  People really grow in
their ability to model and their appreciation for the power
of modeling when they step outside their normal comfort
zone.  In some cases they may work on models that cannot
be used in their area of teaching.  Nonetheless, they do gain
from the experience and find it very valuable.


If you do choose to have participants build single discipline
models, we still strongly recommend that they work in
cross–curricular groups.  The gains and advantages in seeing
different approaches to problems, different styles of thinking
are still powerful.


The  model building phase is the single most important piece
of the 12–Day training.  It is the time when people begin to
use what they have learned while still having access to
extensive support.  This piece greatly enhances the
likelihood that participants will do further work.  When
they leave, they already know they can build models
because they have done so successfully.  We attribute the
fact that more than 75% of our participants build additional
models to the confidence and experience they gain in the last
days of the training.


Have those who have posted ideas for models give a short
description of what kind of model they have been thinking
about.  Allow time for responses and questions.  Depending
on the size of the group, this may take several hours to
complete.  At the end of that time, take a 10–15 minute
break.  When the group returns, give people a chance to
propose any new ideas they have had, as well as time to ask
and answer additional questions.  Once questions have been
exhausted, ask people to make a final commitment to
groups.  Allow the participants time to talk to each other,
begin to define the goals of the model, and to determine
what model/group they want to work with.  Again, this is a
time–consuming process.  Expect it to last until lunch.  While
they are doing this, instructors should walk around,
listening and asking pertinent questions.  Among the
questions should be:


1. What is the purpose you envision for the model?
2. What is the basic, core model you anticipate building?


People tend to focus on large, complicated, involved


Presenting Ideas
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models.  Remind them to start simple, as occurred in the
training.


3. What are the stocks in the core model?
4. What are the flows in the core model?
5. What information will you need to build the model?  Is it


readily available?
6. Can the model be unbiased?  Participants often want to


build a model to prove a political or philosophical point.
Models should not lead to answers, they should lead to
more questions.


Bring the entire group back together.  Spend at most an hour
letting the groups explain their ideas.  Allow only brief
questions and answers.  Then, once again, have the groups
work and talk about their models with their colleagues.  The
instructors should continue to circulate, asking questions,
but not taking over the model.  The key remains keeping
participants focused on what the model should be about and
what it should do.


Day 7 — After Lunch
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Imagine yourself the newly appointed Minister of
Population for each of the three countries described below.
Each of the countries is presented with a different question
or problem relating to population growth over the next 50
years.  Your task, in each case, is to assess the problem and
speculate on possible (i.e., realistic) solutions.  Then,
employing your STELLA skills, construct a workable model,
run it, and determine whether it succeeds in satisfying your
objectives.  Use the Model JHJP#3 as a starting point.  If your
model works, print a copy of your model and either a graph
or table which verifies that it works.  Also include a brief
summary of what your solution is and how it does it.


Yours is a relatively tiny and extremely densely populated
country.  Given a high standard of living, it has traditionally
been a magnet for immigrants and has been growing at a 4%
annual rate.  It’s now clear that your country can’t afford to
continue at this growth rate, given that resource projections
indicate that your cherished quality of life may be imperiled
if the population grows beyond 12,500 in the next fifty years.
As the Minister of Population, you’ve been charged with
developing method(s) to stabilize the population.  What’s
your proposal?
   Current Situation:  
Population:  10,000
Birth Fraction (rate):  .025
Immigrants per year:  200
Death Fraction (rate):  .01


Your country is quite vast and sparsely settled.  While you
are rich in resources, you lack a sufficient labor force to fully
exploit the resources and thereby enhance the quality of life
in your country.  Your goal in the next 50 years is to increase
your population from 10,000 to 100,000.  What's your plan of
action?
   Current Situation:  
Population:  10,000
Birth Fraction (rate):  .02
Immigrants per year:  negligible
Death Fraction (rate):  .015


3 Population Scenarios


(Permission to copy for non-commercial educational purposes is granted by the Waters Center for System
Dynamics)


Scenario 1


Scenario 2
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You are the Minister of Population for a Third–World nation
which traditionally has maintained a stable population
based on a combination of high birth and high death rates.
As such, you have been targeted by the World Health
Organization (WHO) to receive a massive grant to construct
modern hospital facilities to improve the quality of medical
care for residents in you country.  WHO officials believe
they can reduce mortality between 25–33%.  You’ve been
asked to provide feedback on this plan and to project how
the plan might effect your impoverished nation.
   Current Situation:  
Population:  75,000
Birth Fraction (rate):  .04
Immigrants per year:  none
Death Fraction (rate):  .04


Scenario 3
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The NERD simulation provides a good starting point for
checking out the better disease model.  If the simulation was
done correctly, the results should not be too dissimilar from
the model.  Begin by building the model you’ve just
collectively developed.  For your first run, use a single
NERD, and the correct number of uninfected.  The
probability of infection should be .5, the contacts per time
should be 1.  Run the model and compare graphs of NERDS
vs Time and new infected vs Time with the graphs obtained
in the simulation.  If there are significant differences, try to
determine why.


The model you developed is a fairly standard model of basic
disease spread.  Many details are left out, including natural
and acquired immunity.  Still, it does provide a fairly basic
generic structure for transmission of disease.  What it lacks
in detailed accuracy, it makes up for in its ability to show
basic disease behaviors.  Begin to explore the basic
behaviors.  Start by running the model again, this time with
a single infected person, but with 10,000 uninfected
individuals.  This will be your baseline behavior.


Now, begin by “exercising” one variable at a time,  Begin by
looking at how changes in the probability of infection affect
the disease spread.  Try the following values and compare
the behaviors: .01, .05, .1, .2, .75, .9, and 1.


As you look at these and later results, think about how
authorities recognize that a new disease is present.  How
many cases are needed before it impacts their awareness.
Further, when does a disease “get out of control”, that is, at
what point is a disease spreading so fast that it cannot be
contained?  What conditions makes that possible?


Look at the number of contacts per time interval now.  Use
values of 1, 2, 5, 10, 25, and 50.  Compare the times to total
infection.  Do ten times as many contacts result in one–tenth
the time to total infection?  If not, is it less or more?  Why?


Now try combinations of variables.  Try low probabilities
paired with many contacts.  Use high probabilities with low
contact rates.  Which variable dominates, or does neither?
For a real scare, try high probabilities of infection with many


A Better Disease Model


Looking at NERD


Exercising the model
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contacts.  Try to envision real scenarios to match these
combinations.
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Birth/Death Rate Chart (rates given/1000)
COUNTRY 1995 pop Birth Rate Death Rate


ALGERIA 28580000 34 7
ANGOLA 11070000 51.3 19
BENIN 5400000 48.9 18
BOTSWANA 1430000 38.4 9
BURKINA FASO 10350000 46.7 18
BURUNDI 6340000 46 17
CAMEROON 13280000 40.7 12
CENTRAL AFRICAN REP 3430000 44.5 18
CHAD 6360000 43.7 18
CONGO 2590000 44.7 15
COTE d'IVOIRE 14400000 49.9 15
DJIBOUTI 510000 46.5 17
EGYPT 58520000 31.3 9
EQUATORIAL GUINEA 400000 43.5 18
ETHIOPIA 58040000 49.1 19
GABON 1370000 42.6 16
GAMBIA, THE 980000 44.1 19
GHANA 17450000 41.7 12
GUINEA 6700000 50.6 20
GUINEA-BISSAU 1070000 42.7 21
KENYA 27890000 43.7 10
LESOTHO 1980000 34.4 10
LIBERIA 3040000 47.3 14
LIBYA 5410000 41.9 8
MADAGASCAR 14160000 45.5 13
MALAWI 11300000 54.5 22
MALI 10800000 50.7 19
MAURITANIA 2340000 46 18
MAURITIUS 1130000 18.1 7
MOROCCO 28260000 32.3 8
MOZAMBIQUE 16360000 45.1 18
NAMIBIA 1690000 42.5 11
NIGER 9100000 51.3 19
NIGERIA 126930000 45.2 14
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COUNTRY 1995 pop Birth Rate Death Rate


RWANDA 8330000 52.1 18
SENEGAL 8390000 43 16
SIERRA LEONE 4740000 48.2 22
SOMALIA 10170000 50.2 19
SOUTH AFRICA 42740000 31.3 9
SUDAN 28960000 42 14
SWAZILAND 860000 37.2 10
TANZANIA 30740000 48.1 15
TOGO 4140000 44.5 13
TUNISIA 8930000 27 6
UGANDA 20410000 51 21
ZAIRE 43810000 47.5 15
ZAMBIA 9380000 46.4 18
ZIMBABWE 11540000 40.6 11


Asia 3407590000 26.3 8
AFGHANISTAN 23200000 52.8 22
BANGLADESH 128250000 38.5 14
BHUTAN 1730000 40 17
CAMBODIA 9450000 39.2 14
CHINA 1238320000 20.8 7
INDIA 931040000 29.2 10
INDONESIA 201480000 26.6 9
IRAN, ISLAMIC REP 66720000 39.9 7
IRAQ 21220000 38.8 7
ISRAEL 5880000 21.1 7
JAPAN 125880000 11.2 8
JORDAN 4760000 39.5 6
KOREA, DEM PEOPLE'S REP 23920000 24.2 5
KOREA, REP 45180000 16.3 6
KUWAIT 1600000 28.2 2
LAO PEOPLE'S DEM REP 4880000 45.2 15
LEBANON 3030000 27.1 7
MALAYSIA 20130000 28.6 5
MONGOLIA 2500000 34 8
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COUNTRY 1995 pop Birth Rate Death Rate


MYANMAR 46550000 32.5 11
NEPAL 22120000 37.5 13
OMAN 1820000 40.5 5
PAKISTAN 134970000 40.6 11
PHILIPPINES 69260000 30.3 7
SAUDI ARABIA 17610000 35.8 5
SINGAPORE 2850000 15.9 6
SRI LANKA 18350000 20.8 6
SYRIAN ARAB REP 14780000 42.4 6
THAILAND 58270000 20.5 6
TURKEY 62030000 28.1 7
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 1790000 21.2 4
VIETNAM 73810000 29.2 9
YEMEN 13900000 48.3 14


North & Central America 418550000 22.8
BELIZE 210000
CANADA 28540000 14.2 8
COSTA RICA 3420000 26.3 4
CUBA 11090000 17.4 7
DOMINICAN REP 7920000 28.3 6
EL SALVADOR 5770000 33.5 7
GUATEMALA 10620000 38.7 8
HAITI 7180000 35.3 12
HONDURAS 5970000 37.1 7
JAMAICA 2550000 22 6
MEXICO 93670000 27.9 6
NICARAGUA 4430000 40.5 7
PANAMA 2660000 24.9 5
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 1310000 23.3 6
UNITED STATES 263140000 15.9 9


South America 319710000 24.2 7
ARGENTINA 34260000 20.3 9
BOLIVIA 8070000 34.4 9
BRAZIL 161380000 23.3 7
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COUNTRY 1995 pop Birth Rate Death Rate


CHILE 14240000 22.5 6
COLOMBIA 35100000 24 6
ECUADOR 11820000 29.7 7
GUYANA 830000 25.1 7
PARAGUAY 4890000 33 6
PERU 23850000 29 8
SURINAME 460000 25.6 6
URUGUAY 3190000 17.1 10
VENEZUELA 21480000 26.1 5


Europe 516040000 12.7 11
ALBANIA 3390000 22.7 5
AUSTRIA 7860000 11.6 11
BELGIUM 10030000 12.1 11
BULGARIA 8890000 12.5 12
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 15880000 14 11
DENMARK 5190000 12.5 12
FINLAND 5050000 12.8 10
FRANCE 57770000 13.5 10
GERMANY 81260000 11.3 11
GREECE 10250000 10.4 10
HUNGARY 10470000 12.3 14
ICELAND 270000 17.4 7
IRELAND 3470000 14.4 9
ITALY 57910000 10 10
NETHERLANDS 15500000 13.7 9
NORWAY 4360000 14.7 11
POLAND 38740000 14.3 10
PORTUGAL 9880000 11.6 10
ROMANIA 23510000 15.7 11
SPAIN 39280000 10.8 9
SWEDEN 8770000 14 12
SWITZERLAND 6960000 12.7 10
UNITED KINGDOM 58090000 13.9 12
YUGOSLAVIA 24110000 14.1 10
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COUNTRY 1995 pop Birth Rate Death Rate


FORMER U.S.S.R. 288560000 16.5 10
ARMENIA 3730000 23 6
AZERBAIJAN 7450000 27 7
BELARUS 10310000 16 10
ESTONIA 1570000 14 12
GEORGIA 5470000 18 9
KAZAKHSTAN 17440000 24 8
KYRGYZYSTAN 4690000 31 7
LATVIA 2650000 13.9 12
LITHUANIA 3770000 14.8 10
MOLDOVA 4350000 21 10
RUSSIAN FEDERATION 149740000 16 11
TAJIKISTAN 6010000 40 7
TURKMENISTAN 4160000 36 8
UKRAINE 52390000 14 12
UZBEKISTAN 22830000 36 7


Oceania 28790000 19.3 8
AUSTRALIA 18340000 15.1 8
FIJI 760000 23.5 5
NEW ZEALAND 3550000 17.4 8
PAPUA NEW GUINEA 4340000 33.5 11
SOLOMON ISLANDS 380000 37.5 4
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The population models you have looked at so far have all
been examples of compounding or exponential growth.
These models depict a positive feed–back loop.  Increases
drive still larger increases.


It is obvious, however, that such continuous growth is
simply not possible.  Something has to limit it.  This
limitation can come from several sources.  One of the most
general and powerful of these limitations involves a
“carrying capacity” and allows us to develop the idea of a
“negative feed–back loop.”  Negative feed–back loops are
stabilizing loops:  for instance, an increase in population will
lead to actions that will tend eventually to reduce the
population, thus limiting the eventual increase in
population.


The idea of carrying capacity is based on the notion that the
resources in the environment are typically sufficient to
support only a limited number of individuals.  There are
only so many prey to feed the predators, only so much grass
to nourish the herbivores, only so much water to support the
vegetation, etc.  As the population approaches this limit, the
stress of reduced resources will increase the mortality rate
until, reaching its carrying capacity, mortality rate equals
birth rate and the population stabilizes.  Should the
population overshoot the carrying capacity, mortality rate
will exceed the birth rate and the population will fall to the
carrying capacity.


The following model illustrates the idea of carrying capacity.
When  population grows, per capita quantities of food
decrease so that malnutrition develops and mortality
increases.  This type of mortality, depending as it does on
the size of the population, is termed “density dependent”
mortality, and is at the heart of the concept of carrying
capacity.


Open the model JHJP#2.   The Birth Rate is calculated as
before (Population*Birth Fraction).  The Birth Fraction is set
at a constant .03 (30/1000).  The Mortality Fraction is a
graphical function which stipulates that mortality increases
from 0 to .06 as the Population increases from 0 to 100,000.
The Mortality Fraction is equal to the Birth Fraction (.03)


Negative Feed–Back Loops and Carrying Capacity


Background
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when the Population is 50,000.  The Mortality Rate is simply
the Population*Mortality Fraction.


Run the model and look at the graph.  Note the
appearance of the graph of Population vs Time.
In the initial portion of the graph the Population and Birth
Rate grow at an increasingly rapid pace; this is indicative of
positive feed–back.    The exponential growth driven by the
Birth Rate is dominant.  Later, as the Population grows, the
Death Fraction increases, strengthening the negative feed–
back loop, until the point where Birth Fraction and the Death
Fraction are equal, when the Population stabilizes and the
positive and negative feed–back loops are in balance.


As an exercise, try changing the graphical function so that
the Mortality Fraction changes more gradually as Population
approaches the carrying capacity of 50,000.  Then make the
function very abrupt, so most change occurs in only the last
10% of the population growth.  Compare the Population
Graphs for each.  Try to describe a scenario which would
match each graphical function.


To test your understanding, modify the graphical function
so that the Population stabilizes at 75,000.  Run the model for
250 years to confirm that your modification worked.
Assuming that increased mortality in the model is primarily
determined by malnutrition due to the availability of locally
grown grain, what evolution in the local society might
account for the increase in the environment’s carrying
capacity.


Natural disasters can strike, drastically lowering an
environment’s carrying capacity.  Using the last model as a
starting point, assume at 100 years an environmental
disaster lowers the carrying capacity to 25,000.  Build and
run a model that shows what happens.


Working with the
Model
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Natural disasters sometimes eliminate population without
affecting the long term carrying capacity of the environment
(e.g., a few years ago a typhoon and subsequent flooding
killed almost 500,000 people in Bangladesh.)  Return to the
model with stability at 75,00 and create a natural disaster
that kills 15,000 people in year 150.  Run the model and
determine how long it will take the population to re–
stabilize.
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The progress of diseases varies widely.  Some affect the
infected almost as soon as they are exposed to the disease.
Other diseases like AIDS may have a long period before the
disease manifests itself.  The period during which an
infected individual can pass on the disease has similar
variability.  In some cases a disease carrier may only be
contagious for a day or two in a long disease progression.  In
other cases a victim may only be contagious when they are
symptomatic.  Still other diseases may be contagious
throughout the course of the disease.  A truly generic model
of disease would allow all these possibilities.  However, that
would be a significantly more complex model than you
would probably feel comfortable with now.  Instead, you
will work with a simpler model with a non-infectious,
asymptomatic stage to a disease followed by a contagious,
symptomatic stage, ultimately followed by death.  By
exploring the relationship between those two stages, you can
not only learn some of the problems epidemiologists deal
with, you can also get some ideas about how models can be
modified to study relationships.


As set up, the Disease Model 3 basically simulates the
behavior of the Ebola virus.  Once exposed, the newly
infected person remains asymptomatic for 12 days.  That is
followed by 4 days during which symptoms are present and
the person is contagious. As in the NERD model, the
probability of infection is set to .5, and the frequency of
contact is 1 per day.  There is only a single infected person to
begin with.  Open that conveyor to see how the value is
entered.  The first entry is the last slot in the conveyor (the
end of the conveyor), the last entry is the value that just
entered the conveyor.  As set up, the entry is 0,0,0,1  That
means the person just became contagious and will be in the
conveyor 4 days.  To see the pattern of infection, run the
model for 100 days.   Note that the pattern of new infections
follows a cyclical pattern.  Using the graph (or a table), find
the period of the cycle (the time interval between peaks.)


After 100 days, most people are still uninfected.  Now run
the model for 250 days (you will have to re–scale the graph).
The result should be quite a disaster.  Look carefully at the
pattern formed by the peaks of the newly infected graph.  It


Exploring Disease Model 3


The interval between
infection and being


contagious


The starting Point
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is exponential!  So even with a cyclical pattern, the growth of
the infected population is essentially exponential.


To explore this pattern in more detail, try changing the
length of time a victim is contagious.  Try 1, 2, 6, 8, and 10
days.  What happens to the pattern?


Set the contagious period to 12 days.  What happened to the
oscillations?  What about contagious period of 15 and 20
days.  What is the pattern now?


Restore the contagious period to 4 days.  Now vary the non-
contagious period.  Make it shorter: 10, 8, 6, 4, and 2 days.
Try making it longer: 15, 20, 30, and 45 days.


After completing these runs, try manipulating other
variables.  See what happens with a large number of contacts
and a long non–contagious period.  Think about what that
would mean for a disease in a urban setting.


Your various model runs should allow you to address an
important health question.  In many serious disease
outbreaks, quarantine is a major tool in controlling the
spread of the disease.  What have the models runs told you
about appropriate lengths of quarantines?  In what
situations might a quarantine be ineffective?
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1. How would you compare the probability of being
infected on the first turn to the probability of being
infected after 10 turns?  After 20 turns?  Explain your
reasoning.


2. What determines the probability of being infected?


3. Draw and explain your predictions for the general shapes
of the participants vs. time graph  and the NERDS vs.
time graph over the 20 turns.


4. What does the shape of each of these graphs represent?


5. Make a table of the total number of NERDS in the class at
each turn.


6. Based on the table of group results, draw graphs of the
participants and the NERDS vs. time.  Compare your
predictions to the graphs of what happened.  Discuss
why there may have been differences between your
predictions and what happened.


Questions for the NERD Simulation
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1


2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


12


13


14


15


16


17


18


19


20


NERD Simulation Record Sheet


I choose to be a        1 2
Circle the Turn you become Infected On:
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Consider a healthy population.  Into that population comes a
single individual carrying a disease new to that population.
Because it is new, there are no immunities built up.  Every
member of that population is susceptible to it.  How fast will
the disease spread?  You need other facts to answer that,
don't you?  Well, assume that a person who comes in
contacted with an infected individual will always be
immediately infected, and they themselves will be
contagious the day after they have contracted the disease.  In
short, they can infect others the day after they come in
contact with an infected individual.


Assume each infected individual has contact with one non–
infected individual each day.  How fast will the disease
spread.  To see, build a simple model to show the growth of
the infected population.  Let DT = 1, and use Euler
integration.  If you have problems building  it, see your
instructor.  Run the model for 12 days.  How many people
are infected at that point?


Now run the model for 24 days and record the number
infected.


Only one contact per day seems unreasonably small.
Assume 2 contacts per day.  Run the model for 24 days and
record the number of infected individuals after 12 and 24
days:


12 days 24 days


Now how about a social butterfly?  Assume 10 contacts a
day.


12 days 24 days


Simple Disease Dynamics


Defining the problem


Let’s get a little more
real here!
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Reduced to its simplest level, STELLA consists of Stocks and
Flows.  Stocks hold numbers which can represent people,
money, or a variety of other things.  Flows add to the stocks
or subtract from the stocks.  The basic process by which this
is done is quite simple, but the key factor involved in the
calculation is the DT, or time interval between calculations.
Consider a simple model like the one shown below.  The
stock is Vacation Fund.  The flow into it is Vacation Saving
Rate.  If the time unit (set in Time Specs . . .  ) is Months,
then at DT of 1.0 means that STELLA will calculate the value
of the what flows into the stock once a month.  It does that
by multiplying the flow value by 1.0.  If you set the DT to
0.25, then the addition to the stock would be calculated
every 0.25, or 1/4 month.  The calculation would be


(Flow value)x(0.25).
This means that there would be four calculations per month.


To verify how STELLA does these calculations, build this
linear model.  Set the initial value of the Vacation Fund to
zero and the Vacation Savings Rate to 100.  Set up a table to
display both Vacation Savings Rate and Vacation Fund.  Run
the model for twelve monthswith a DT of 1.0.  Then run it
with a DT of .25.  Try several other values for DT.  Note that
for this kind of model, the Stock value is the same each
month.  However, the flow rate for a given interval is
defined by the DT.


For such a simple model, DT doesn't seem to be very critical.
However, as will soon be apparent, selection of DT can make
a tremendous difference in the behavior of a model.


Simple exponential growth models are an excellent choice
for the next look at the impact of different DT values on
model behavior.  Build the simple exponential growth model
shown on the next page.  Use the following values for the
initial run of the model:


What is DT, and Why Should I Care?


How does STELLA
Work?


DT and Exponential
Growth
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Time Unit = Years
Bank Balance = 1000
Interest rate = 6% = .06
DT = 1.0


Run the model for 5 years and record the bank balances for
each year in the table on the next page.  This model run
represents 6% simple interest.  Today, however, banks and
credit unions rarely pay or charge “simple” interest.  Interest
is generally compounded more frequently.  This means that
the interest is calculated for a shorter interval, the result
added to the balance, and then the interest is calculated
again.  If you are using STELLA version 5.0, to see monthly
compounding (calculating interest every month) change the
DT to 1/12.  To do this choose the fraction option in the
Time Specs . . .  dialogue box.  Note that the time unit
remains the same, Years.  Changing the DT simply means
that the calculations will be performed every 1/12 year.
Now run the model again and record the bank balances in
the table.  Note the change.


If you are using an older version of STELLA (3.05, for
example) the process is more involved.  To compound
monthly, make the follow changes:


Time Unit = Months
Interest Rate = .06/12
Simulation Length = 60
DT is still 1.0


These adjustments are necessary because older versions of
STELLA do not allow fractional DT's nor do they allow you
to input  decimal DT's that cannot evenly divide into 1.0.
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Bank Balances with Different Compounding Rates
Year Annual Monthly Weekly Daily


0


1


2


3


4


5


Repeat this process for interest compounded weekly (DT =
1/52) and interest compounded daily (DT = 1/365).  It
should be clear that different DT's have significant impact on
the values generated by an exponential model.  It is
important to pay close attention to the way in which rates
used in such models are defined.  Most population data for
countries is defined in deaths or births per year.  The values
are calculated to yield correct results if changes in
population are calculated every year.  Thus, DT should be
one year.  Many novice modelers think that making DT
smaller simply makes the model run more accurately, makes
it reflect reality more closely.  As this exercise with an
exponential model has shown, changing DT can significantly
alter the behavior of a model, actually making it inaccurate.


A general rule of thumb in choosing DT is to think your
basic model through first.  What is the shortest time delay in
your model?  If there are delays caused by feedback loops,
begin by setting your DT to 1/2 the value of that delay.  If
there are no obvious delays, begin by setting your DT to 1.0.
That DT provides a starting point.  Run the model.  To see
whether or not a shorter DT is necessary, change the DT to
1/2 the previous value and run it again.  Compare the
results, looking both at the shape of the graph and a table of
numerical results.  In particular, look for significant changes
in behavior.  Does an oscillation (particularly a sawtooth
oscillation) disappear?  Are rates of growth drastically
different?  Do stocks that were negative in the previous run
now remain positive.  If any of these conditions occur, the
previous DT may have been too long. The current DT may
still be too long.  To check, cut DT in half again and run the


Choosing DT in
general:


The 1/2 Test
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model again.  Repeat this until two successive runs produce
essentially similar results.  At that point it is likely that
behaviors observed are the result of the actual model and
not an artifact of the choice of DT.  Use the higher DT of the
pair when running your model.


To explore this type of situation, open the model “Gasoline
Supply”.  This model represents a situation similar to the
kind of problem encountered by the military during World
War II.  During Patton’s breakout in France his ability to
advance was controlled by his fuel supply.  As long as
possible he gave full fuel rations to his troops.  Since he
started with a stockpile of fuel, that was initially no problem.
However, his re-supply rate was less than the comsumption
rate when full fuel rations were given to his troops.


To avoid a fuel crisis, as fuel stocks dropped, fuel issued to
troops was reduced.  Fuel stocks were never allowed to drop
to zero.  It was considered essential to maintain some reserve
in the event of an emergency.  Therefore, at some point with
fuel stocks still above zero, the daily use rate would be
lowered until it matched the supply rate.  The situation
would approach a steady state, one in which fuel supply
matched fuel consumption.  The approach to this state is one
that can be affected by choice of DT in our model.


Run the Gasoline supply model as is.  The DT is 1.0.  Look at
the graph.  Describe what is happening.


Now change DT to 0.05.  Run the model again and describe
the results.


Finally, change the DT to 0.25.  Run the model and describe
the results.
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In the initial run of the model, DT was so large that the fuel
stocks dropped low enough that the comsumption was
lowered below the resupply rate.  That caused fuel stocks to
rise.  They rose high enough to return consumption to full
value.  That again lowered the fuel stocks to the point where
consumption was less than supply.  This sawtooth pattern
repeated itself throughout the model run.


The second run, with DT = 0.5 was very different.  The fuel
stocks dropped slightly below the point where consumption
drpped below supply.  It the next calculation, the fuel stocks
rose slightly above the point where supply and consumption
balanced.  The next dip down in supply was less extreme.
The upswing basically reached the steady–state condition
where supply and consumption matched, resulting in a
stable situation.


Changing to a DT of 0.25, no oscillations ever appear.  The
fuel stoicks gradually approach the steady–state condition.
This is the expected behavior.  The previous oscillatory
behaviors are the result of too large a DT.  The smaller DT's
give a more accurate picture of the behavior of the model.
Any oscillations that disappear as a result of reducing DT
are artifacts of the DT size, not true representations of the
model structures.


STELLA, like all computer software, works with number
that are expressed in binary notation,  Like every computer
and calculator, that means display and computation of
values will involve some rounding of values.  For that
reason, and for speed considerations, certain values of DT
are preferred.  In general, DT should be one of the values in


the sequence 1/(2n).  For those unfamiliar with mathspeak,
DT should have a value 1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, and so
on.  These correspond to decimal values of 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125,
0.0625, 0.03125, . . . .


Obviously the nature of a problem may require a different
DT, e.g., a motion problem in which values every 0.10
second are required.  Where possible, however, these values
should be used to minimize rounding error.


Additionally, DT values that are not among the values listed
will also slow down the simulation due to the additional
computation necessary to deal with the DT.  This same
problem occurs with extremely small DT‘s.  Unless


General Selection of
DT
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absolutely necessary for the model, DT’s smaller than 1/16
(0.0625) should be avoided.  If it appears that such a DT is
necessary, the problem can frequently be dealt with by
simply changing the time unit used.


Use the longest DT possible that allows accurate model
behavior.  Whenever possible, use a DT that fits the


sequence 1/(2n).


Summary
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To this point you have paid little attention to the integration
method used in your models.  In fact, you may not even
know what that means.  You know that when you open the
Time Specs dialogue box you see Integration Method listed
in the lower left–hand corner with three choices given.  What
they mean and how the different methods affect your model
behavior may still be “outside your cultural experience”.
Now is the time to cure that.


For right now we’ll focus on what two of the different
choices of integration method do to models.  Why or how
they do that is something that your instructor will have to
deal with after you complete this activity.  To begin
exploring what impact integration method has on models,
we’ll look at the simplest type of model, one exhibiting
linear growth patterns.  Build the model shown on the next
page:


Choosing The Integration Method


Past Practice


Integration Method
and Models exhibiting


Linear Growth
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Set the following values:
Position = 0
Rate of Change of Position = 5
Integration method = Euler
DT = 0.25
Length of Simulation = 12


Note that Euler is the “default” integration method, that is,
the method automatically chosen by the software.  This
model actually depicts motion with a constant velocity of 5
m/sec and an initial position of 0.  Run the model and fill in
the column under “Euler” in the table below.


Now change the integration method to Runge–Kutta 4 and
run the model again.  Enter the those value in the column
labeled “Runge–Kutta 4.


Time
(sec)


Position
with Euler


Position with
Runge–Kutta 4


1


2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


12
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Compare the positions for each column.  Note that they are
the same.  It appears that for models which exhibit linear
growth integration method makes no difference.  However,
such models are seldom very interesting.


Now build this model:


This is the standard quadratic model you have probably
already built.  It is also the model used to describe
accelerated motion.  Use the following model values:


Position = 0
Rate of Change of Position = Velocity
Velocity = 0
Rate of Change of Velocity = 5
DT = 1.0
Length of simulation = 12
Method of Integration = Euler


This model shows accelerated motion with an intialtial
position 0, no initial velocity, and an acceleration of 5


m/sec2.  Run the model and enter the velocity and position
values in the table on the next page.  Then repeat the
process, but this time choose Runge–Kutta 4 as the method
of integration.  Enter those values into the table as well.


Are they the same or different?


Integration method
and other types of


models
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Time
(sec)


Euler
Velocity


R–K 4
Velocity


Euler
Position


R–K 4
Position


1


2


3


4


5


6


7


8


9


10


11


12


Clearly there is a difference.  But which values, if any, are
correct.  To check, use the values calculated by the actual
equations of motion that are described by this model.  These
equations, for this specific case, are:


Velocity = (5)x(Time)


and


Position = (.5)x(5)x(Time)2


Using those equations, fill in the table below:


Time Velocity Position Time Velocity Position


1 7


2 8


3 9


4 10


5 11


6 12


Clearly the results of this table show that the Runge–Kutta 4
integration method accurately depict quadratic models
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while the Euler method gives spurious results.  In point of
fact, there are really only two types of models for which the
Euler method gives accurate results.  The first has already
been explored:  Models of linear growth.  The second is a
type of model we have used repeatedly:  Exponential growth
or decay in which the rate is determined for a discrete
interval (e.g., half–life models).  In general, all other types of
models should use Runge–Kutta 4.


It is interesting, however, to try one last experiment with the
current model and the Euler method.  Try running the
model with successively smaller values of DT.  You’ll notice
that the values begin to approach the Runge–Kutta values.
As the value of DT approaches 1/∞, the Euler values
approach the exact solution depicted by the Runge–Kutta 4
method.


Behavior of models designed to show oscillations also
change dramatically when the integration method is
changed.  To explore an example of this, build the model
below, a model of a simple spring oscillator.


In this model, K, known as the spring constant, is essentially
a measurement of the strength of the spring.  m is the mass
of the object being oscillated by the spring.  Use the
following values for the model:
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Position = 4
Velocity = 0
Rate of Change of Position = Velocity
K = 20
m = 5
Rate of Change of Velocity = –(k/m)x(Position)
DT = 0.25
Integration Method = Euler
Length of Simulation = 16


Run the model and graph the results below.


Change the integration method to Runge–Kutta 4 and run
the model again.  This time sketch the graph on the blank
graph on the next page.


The results are even more different than for the quadratic
model.  Using the Euler integration method, the model
exhibits oscillations with continuously increasing amplitude.
The Runge–Kutta 4 model, on the other hand, shows
constant amplitude oscillations.  This is, in fact, the actual
behavior of a spring oscillator in the absence of friction,
Once again, the Runge–Kutta 4 method give accurate results,
Euler does not.
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When choosing Integration methods, it is always safest to
choose Runge–Kutta 4.  The only exception  is a model such
as in exponential decay or growth.


Summary
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At this point participants should have formed their groups
and begun work on their cross–curricular projects.  It is
probably appropriate to pass on a basic list of expectations
for those projects.  The list presented here is basically the list
given to CC–STADUS participants.


• Each group project should be cross–curricular in
nature, that is, it should be usable in at least two
different curricular areas.


• The model or models should be fully documented.
That means that the following information should be
included in the “Document” box of each model piece:


a complete description of what the piece does,
including explanation of logic functions and
arithmetic processes and their justification
an explanation of where any numerical values
come from


• The model should be accompanied by a word
processing file that goes into more detail than the
documentation, explaining the purpose and
development of the model.  This documentation should
include a discussion of the problem the model is
designed to address, as well as conclusions drawn from
the model.  This document should include graphs and
tables in support of the conclusion.  (Both forms or
documentation are necessary to allow others to use the
model easily.)


• The model should include sample tables and graphs to
illustrate behavior.


• Curriculum packets to be used for the model should be
included.  These packets should include both the
student information and a “teacher’s guide” to using
the materials.


Past experiences with the summer workshop have revealed
a number of common problems that people experience as
they build their group model and curriculum.  Making your
participants aware of them and reminding them
periodically will avoid a lot of confusion and frustration


• There is a strong tendency to have an idea for a model
that is quite complex.  Frequently these models are
impossible to build with the time and expertise
available.  This first modeling effort should be
conservative.  The “most important” or “most


Group Projects


Caveats
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attractive” model people can think of is usually too
ambitious.  Try to get people to look at a simple
problem that can later be expanded rather than a
complex problem that they try to simplify.  Sometimes
it can’t!


• Assuming participants choose a reasonable problem,
they have a strong tendency to try to build the “final”
model first.  In systems we talked about the “inter–
connectedness” of problems.  This often motivates
people to try to put in all the connections right from the
beginning.  This is a prescription for failure and
frustration.  Safer practice is to begin with a single stock
and accompanying flows.  Slowly add converters.  If
the stock feeds into another stock, then add it.  If two
stocks control or affect each others’ flows, build each
separately and test their behavior before connecting
them.  In short, build the model incrementally.


• Avoid models that do a lot of calculations with
converters.  Most model behaviors should result from
the stock–flow structure.  The converter filled models
tend to be contrived and less than ideal system models.


• A lot of problems have no “hard” data.  The use of
“rhetorical” converters is fine.  However, you must
provide some structure for explaining or determining
the values of the converters.


• Conveyors, ovens, and queues are attractive model
structures.  Stay away from them unless there is no way
to do the model without them.  At this level of
experience, if the problem can only be done with those
structures it is probably better to choose another model!
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Most people who use STELLA do not have the background
to truly understand how STELLA functions and even many
of those with sufficient mathematical expertise probably do
not want to know the technical details.  However, some
understanding of the key concepts of integration method
and DT are essential to building models.  The two activities
done the morning of the eighth day are developed from the
presentations Dr. Andrew Jonca has done during the CC–
STADUS training.  While Dr. Jonca has gone into more detail
in discussing the mathematics behind STELLA than is
presented in the two packets presented here, the focus
remains the same: Modelers need to be able to make
intelligent choices when selecting integration method and
DT.


The packet on DT is essentially self–paced and self–
explanatory.  However, an initial presentation on it would
probably be a good idea, especially as it is the first activity in
the morning.  This should be done with the entire group.
One possible start would be to ask the participants the
following questions:


• What exactly does DT mean?
• What is the default setting for DT?
• Is there any “rule” defining what values of DT should


be chosen.
Participants will probably respond to these questions with a
variety of answers.  Math teachers will almost certainly refer
to DT in terms of the dt used in Calculus.  Physics teachers
may compare it to the ∆t used in physics equations.  Many
participants, however, will not really have much of an idea.
The concept of DT is vital to their ability to model.  Try to
get the participants to focus on the idea that DT is the time
between calculations by STELLA.  Show several numerical
examples using simple linear models.  It may be useful to
actually run a linear model with a table output, showing the
stock and the flow.  By changing the DT the basic function of
DT in a model should be obvious to most participants.


Discuss the other two questions, but do not spend too much
time on them.  Be content if they are aware that DT is
something they should think about when building a model.
Then let them work on the DT packet.  This packet should
take them no more than an hour.  After completing the


Day 8 — Mathematical considerations in Using STELLA


Introduction


Choosing DT
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packet, schedule a break, followed by a whole group session.
The session should begin with a discussion of the packet,
including a discussion of the last two questions.  This should
be followed by an introductory discussion of method of
integration.


The initial discussion of the method of integration should be
very simple.  Do not even discuss what “integration” means
in detail.  For the purposes of most of your participants,
method of integration can be referred to as the way in which
STELLA calculates changes in the stocks and flows in a
model.  You may want to go into substantially more detail
with mathematics teachers.  However, most other teachers
will get little out of a more accurate and rigorous treatment
of the integration methods, especially at this time.


The packet on integration method is also self–explanatory.  It
focuses on how Euler and Runge–Kutta 4 methods of
integration produce differences in results for most model
types.  The average participant needs to know which
integration method to choose, not why the method is most
appropriate.  For this reason the packet only explores
changes in results.  As you walk around the room while
participants work on the packet, those with stronger math
background are likely to ask more detailed questions,
particularly as they explore the quadratic and oscillatory
models.  This is a case where time and judgment will dictate
how much further detail you give.  If other participants are
not having any problems and you judge the questioner as
having a solid math background, then some detailed
explanation of the difference in integration method may be
appropriate.  However, remember that there will be an
opportunity after everyone has completed the packet to do a
general presentation.


The Oscillation model is a good one for participants to
experiment with.  First have them change DT to smaller
values in the Euler version of the model.  The idea that
smaller step size will help will be reinforced, however, the
basic problem will remain.  It is only diminished.  The same
process with R–K 4 only smoothes the curve.  It does not
produce significant behavior change.  This allows another
discussion of what is the largest acceptable DT.


Method of Integration
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Once the second packet has been completed, another break
should be taken.  This should be followed by discussion of
the second packet.  At least some participants will probably
ask questions about the actual processes used in the Euler
and Runge–Kutta methods.  While books on numerical
analysis and mathematical modeling of differential
equations provide exhaustive detail on the techniques, that
level of detail is almost certainly not appropriate.  Chapter
12 of the STELLA Technical Manual presents a simple but
adequate description of the difference in approaches.  You
may wish to present it to the group, or more likely, refer
them to it for their own consideration.


If you do wish to make some sort of presentation on the
difference, the simplest approach is to focus on how STELLA
calculates changes in stocks.  Reduced to the simplest level,
the change in stock is calculated by multiplying the value of
the flow that effects it by DT.  This change is then added or
subtracted from the stock.


In the Euler method, the value of the stock that is used is the
value it has at the beginning of the time interval DT.  If the
DT is long, or the model includes rapid changes, this
approach can introduce significant errors in the calculations.
The Runge–Kutta method does not work with a single value
for the flow.  Runge–Kutta 4 actually uses four different flow
values during the DT.  A weighted average of these values is
used to calculate the change in the stock, making this
method more accurate for quickly models that involve rapid
changes.


After finishing your discussion of the integration method
packet, use the remainder of the time to revisit some
mathematical considerations in the use of STELLA and
introduce a few that have probably been introduced but
have not been explicitly presented.


• Running any STELLA model is a trade–off between
accuracy and speed of simulation.  For most models,
the smallest possible DT will give the greatest accuracy.
However, very small DT causes very long run times.  In
most educational uses, such accuracy is not necessary.


Use the (1/2n) rule to select the longest possible DT
that gives acceptable accuracy.


• For most models, Runge–Kutta 4 is the preferred
integration method.


After completing the
second packet


A review of important
mathematical


considerations in the use
of STELLA
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• It is important to “exercise” a model, that is, vary
parameters and see if they cause significant changes in
the model.  If they do, consider the results carefully.
Would the system modeled be reasonably expected to
respond equally dramatically?  If not, there may be a
flaw in the model.


• If a model reaches a steady–state behavior, try
perturbing it from that behavior.  If it does not return to
a steady–state, be suspicious of the model.


• Be very suspicious of “saw–tooth” behaviors.  In some
cases, as in administration of drugs at regular intervals,
they are reasonable.  In other cases, try changing the DT
or integration method to see if the behavior persists.


• Pulse functions often give unexpected results.  The
reason is, of course, DT.  When a pulse is applied, it is
only applied for one DT.  The size of the change in the
stock is equal to the (Flow)x(DT), that is the pulse size
multiplied by the DT.  So, if the pulse is 1000 and the
DT .125, the actual change in the stock will only be 125,
not the 1000 that the modelers may have anticipated.
The same is not true for Steps.  Those are not “one DT”
changes, but permanent changes unless reversed.  This
is probably a good point to demonstrate with models.


• If models are used to demonstrate and predict real
behaviors, check to see that the model produces the
observed behavior.  Perfect fit is not necessary.
However, if a population model exhibits good fit with
the first 30 years of data, then differs widely from the
next 15 years, the model probably needs some work.


• STELLA models are not spreadsheets.  Behaviors
should be generated by the structure of the model, not
by complex mathematics carried out by converters,
graphs, and “fudge factors”.  One rule of thumb is that
the ratio of flows and converters to stocks should
probably not go above 5:1.


• The default setting for flows is “uni–flow” and the
default setting for stocks is “non–negative”.  This can
be changed in version 5.0.  You may want to
demonstrate how to change the default setting in 5.0,
since these default setting often cause problems with
models, resulting in unexpected behaviors.
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At this point all of the formal training in STELLA modeling
has been completed.  For the remainder of the training,
group work on modeling projects is interspersed with
sample teaching and discussion of how to identify modeling
topics.  These pieces were added at the request of
participants in the CC–STADUS project.  In their evaluations
and discussions of their work the year after the training they
frequently reported that they felt confident about building
simple models, but they had two major difficulties in
implementing what they had learned.


The first difficulty was in actually using the models in the
classroom.  They had ideas, but not really having seen how
models were used, they were uncertain what would and
what would not work.  Further, they were concerned that an
unsuccessful attempt to use dynamic models would
prejudice their students against any further attempts, an
entirely reasonable worry.


The second difficulty was choosing appropriate modeling
topics.  Most teachers reported that they tended to choose
topics that were too complex and could not be easily
modeled with their limited experience.  These topics were
high interest, but had even higher difficulty.


This first sample teaching activity and the others presented
in days 9–12 attempt to address these difficulties.  As you do
these activities, it is important to draw on your own
experience.  For that reason, the ideas presented in these
materials will be generalized.  To really demonstrate
effective use of dynamic models, it is essential that you work
with materials you have a high degree of comfort with.
This, of course, implies experience in working with the
materials.


“Savage “Instincts”, the    Lord of the Flies    model developed
by Tim Joy of La Salle High School and the CC–STADUS
project, is a classic example of an unconventional use of
dynamic modeling.  The model (included in the set of
models) is extremely simple.  The book is, in a way, about
the loss of innocence experienced by a group of young boys
marooned on a island.  The model asks students to trace the
change from total innocence or civility to gradually


Sample Teaching – Lord of the Flies


Background


Using Lord of the Flies
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increasing savagery for a single character in the story.  As
they run the model it pauses periodically.  When it pauses a
dialogue box appears on the screen.  This dialogue box refers
to events in the story.  Students adjust the savagery factor for
the character they are following based on their interpretation
of his role in the events described.  They justify this by
listing reference from the text.


When all the students have worked through the model, they
draw the savagery/civility graphs of their character on
newsprint or a blackboard in the classroom.  This is followed
by a 1-2 day discussion of the graphs, complete with
extensive reference to the text.


Teachers who have used these materials report a student
involvement in the discussion that is more passionate and
more thoughtful than their prior experiences.  The entire
process, which takes a week, seems to capture the students
interest in a way traditional approaches do not.


When presenting the model to your participants, first show
them the model, both modeling level and authoring level.
Then outline the story for them.  Finally, show them how the
model runs.  Follow this with a discussion of the intent of
the model: to focus students on the changes in a key
characteristic of each boy in the story.  Emphasize how that
process reflects the “loss of innocence” theme of the story.
Most likely a few participants know the story.  Presenting an
few “simulated” graphs for a character can, with their help,
illustrate the kind of discussion that takes place.


It would be easier, obviously, to do all this if you had
actually taught using the model.  If one of your instructors
has used this model or a similar literature model, they
would be the obvious choice for this work.  However, even
someone who has never taught the model but is an
experienced model user can successfully talk about the most
important reason for using such a model:  It provides a
vehicle for focusing and deepening discussion of a topic.
Traditional system dynamicists might suggest that this is not
appropriately a system model, lacking in feedback loops.
However, it does address a key piece in the system that is
the novel, and develops an understanding of the system
through questions and discussion.  It is a non–traditional use
of system modeling, but still a very effective one.
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Discussions with the project staff and guest speakers
(Gallaher, Heinbokel, Potash, Jonca and others) keep coming
back to one of the key reasons for using dynamic models.
The models help generate better questions which, in turn,
produce more interesting “conversations”.  The importance
of models is not the numerical answers they provide.
Rather, it is the questioning process they generate.
Throughout all “sample” teaching keep returning to that
idea.  What is important is not the answers we get, but the
questions we are motivated to ask.


For more information about using the Lord of the Flies
model, check the web site for the Creative Learning
Exchange.  They have the students handout that
accompanies the model, as well as a paper by Tim Joy that
discusses his experiences in using the model.


More Information
about Lord of the Flies
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This morning activity is one that is really quite easy.
Experienced modelers get ideas for models from almost
everything the see and do.  Novices can barely see ideas that
practically jump up and bite them in the forehead.  In this
presentation, simply share some examples of where you and
your other instructors get your ideas.  Be sure to include:


• Newspaper headlines and articles
• The evening news
• Magazine articles
• Textbook problems
• Lab Activities
• Social Studies textbooks
• Anything on NPR or Public Television
• Games
• Political campaigns
• Local and national political issues
• Economic news


Give specific examples of as many possible models as you
can.  As you do so, be sure to discuss how to limit the scope
of the model, that is, how to determine the core model and
begin with it.  Be certain to discourage them from models
with too much detail.  Continue to emphasize the idea of
starting simply and building complexity.  It may be helpful
in a couple of cases to actually sketch out the first stock and
flows of models.  Also emphasize that looking for the
characteristic behaviors (linear, exponential, S–shaped,
quadratic, oscillatory) gives clue to the model structures.


Finding Modeling Ideas
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The opening activity of day 9 will be some demonstration
teaching.  As with all the demonstration teaching, the
materials chosen for this should be selected by the instructor
or instructors who actually will be doing it.  In Portland we
essentially discuss two teaching techniques or strategies and
demonstrate/discuss two others.


The first strategy discussed is one of the most traditional.
Some of our staff have taken to referring to it as “electronic
worksheets”.  In this approach, students work individually
with a model that has already been built.  The run it and
modify it to answer specific questions presented to them.
Most commonly these questions are on a handout, with
space for answers.  Students work at their own pace, but
essentially are simply following directions.


This use of models has some advantages and disadvantages.
The use of models allows students to explore some questions
that could not be approached by more traditional
techniques.  However, the model is, to a large degree, simply
a black box.  It simply generates results.  Even though the
materials may discuss the structure of the model, for most
students only the consideration of the results is a priority.
Carefully worded questions that refer to the model structure
can insure that students develop some system concepts, but
the student focus will generally be on correct results and
answers, not on the system or the interrelationships.  Some
choose to criticize this as a matter of “quality control”.  The
teacher can check that correct answers were arrived at, but
not what students really learned from the activity and
problems (particularly since students often talk to each other
and compare answers during such activities).


The second strategy discussed is similar to the first.  Again
students work individually with a model or models,
following directions.  In this case, however, the directions
lead them through the process of building the models.  They
are not simply running the work of someone else.  They
actually build the model they work with.


The advantages of this approach are similar to the first, with
the addition of greater understanding of the system since
they actually build the model.  However, since the


Sample Teaching –  Teaching Strategies
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construction of the model is often by rote there may be no
gain in understanding of the system by building the model.
The activity can be improved in that respect by telling
students what the model should do without giving detailed
instructions for construction of the model.  Unfortunately, all
the negatives listed for the previous approach apply here as
well.


The first approach actually demonstrated has some
commonalty with the first technique that is described.  In
this approach the model has already been built.  It is
presented to the class via some projection device.  The
teacher then runs the model and asks the class questions,
building concepts and knowledge as they go.  While this is
teacher directed, it is not necessarily teacher dominated.  Use
of careful questioning strategies will allow the students
themselves to develop the knowledge.  This questions can
include both the structure of the model and the concepts it is
designed to illustrate.  This approach has some obvious
advantages.  The activity and questions can be customized to
fit the group.  Further, the pace can be varied as necessary,
with more time and detail devoted to ideas that the class
appears particularly interested in.  The quality control issue
is largely eliminated.  By asking the questions and guiding
the discussion about them, the instructor can be certain how
much the topics have been developed, how the ideas were
actually arrived at.


The approach is not without drawbacks, however.  First of
all, it takes longer than the other two.  It is also a less
“secure” approach.  Developing ideas, asking questions can
be difficult, with some time spent “going nowhere” as the
teacher searches for the right question.  This can lead to
insecurity on the part of both the teacher and the students.
However, the probability of deeper understanding is greater.


The last approach demonstrated is one that some members
of the CC–STADUS project have come to regard as the
ultimate approach.  In it, through carefully posed questions,
the teacher actually develops the model with the class.
Again the model is shown through some presentation
device.  This technique has all the advantages and
disadvantages of the previous one, with one major
additional advantage.  By constructing the model with the
class the teacher has a much greater probability of getting
students to understand the system being modeled.
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Involvement in the construction of the model will require
much greater understanding of the interactions in the
system.  Greater “quality control” is extended not only to the
concept being illustrated, but to the system exhibiting the
behavior as well.  This makes the entire experience more
connected and more valuable.
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This is the last activity other than group project work.  In it
you will present not strategies for teaching with models, but
content areas where models can be useful.  The list
presented here is not exhaustive.  In fact, it is far from it.  As
you present these ideas, discussion and other ideas will be
likely from the participants.  The whole point of this activity
is to remind the participants how many concepts they
already teach can be taught using systems and dynamic
modeling.


PHYSICS
Any problem with motion in one dimension
Any problem with motion in two dimensions,


including, specifically, orbital and
projectile motions


Any problem with motion in three dimensions
Any force or momentum problem
Any work, potential energy, or kinetic energy


problem
Special Relativity
Impulse–Momentum problems
Heat flow problems
Harmonic Oscillators


CHEMISTRY
Gas Laws
Reaction Rates
Chemical Equilibrium


BIOLOGY
Population growth
Spread of Mutations
Ecological systems
Almost any environmental issue
Change in genotypes of populations due to


favored characteristics
MATHEMATICS


Any mathematical function
Concepts of limits, derivatives, and integrals
Infinite series


LITERATURE
Analysis of any literature in which the emergence


or development of a single characteristic
plays a vital role


HEALTH


Use of Models in Class
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Body functions
Drug assimilation and elimination
Reaction time and drug use
Synergistic effects of drugs
Drug addiction and overdose


HISTORY
Emigration
Immigration
Expansion
Population Growth
Industrialization
Epidemic/plague
Development of political/economic ideologies
Trade
Revolution


ECONOMICS
EVERYTHING!!!
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This list is provided to allow you to keep track of models as
you prepare for the workshop.  While all possible versions of
the models are not provided, all basic and many modified
versions are included.  All of the models are on the training
CD.


Day 2 AM
Models for “Building 1st Model”


Model 1
Model 2
Model 3


Population Tutorial Models
Population Part 1 model 1
Population Part 2 model 1
Population Part 2 model 2
Population Part 3 model 1


Day 2 PM — Day 4 AM
    MATHEMATICS MODELS


Math Activity #1 Models
Mathematics 1.0
Mathematics 1.1
Mathematics 1.2


Math Activity #2 Models
Mathematics 2.1
Mathematics 2.1a
Mathematics 2.2
Mathematics 2.3


Math Activity #3 Models
Mathematics 3.1
Mathematics 3.2
Mathematics 3.3
Mathematics 3.4
Mathematics 3.4a
Mathematics 3.5
Mathematics 3.6


Math Activity #4 Models
Mathematics 4.1b
Mathematics 4.1d
Mathematics 4.1e1
Mathematics 4.1e2
Mathematics 4.2
Mathematics 4.2a


APPENDIX – COMPLETE LISTING OF MODELS USED
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Math Activity #5 Models
Mathematics 5.1
Mathematics 5.2
Mathematics 5.3
Mathematics 5.4a
Mathematics 5.4b
Mathematics 5.5
Mathematics 5.6
Mathematics 5.7
Mathematics 5.7c
Mathematics 5.7d


Mathematics Activity #6 Models
Mathematics 6.0
Mathematics 6.1
Mathematics 6.2


Quadratic Model


   SCIENCE MODELS
Science Model 1.0
Science Model 2.0
Science Model 3.0
Science Model 4.0
Science Model 4.4
Science Model 5.0
Science Model 5.1
Science Model 6.0
Science Model 6.1
Science Model 7.0
Science Model 8.0
Science Model 9.0
Science Model 10.0
Science Model 11.0
Science Model 12.0
Science Model 13.0


   SOCIAL SCIENCE MODELS
Social Science Activity 1 Models


Social Studies 1.0
Social Studies 1.1
Social Studies 1.2
Social Studies 1.3
Social Studies 1.4


Social Studies Activity 2 Models
Social Studies 2.0
Social Studies 2.1
Social Studies 2.2
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Social Studies 2.3
Social Studies Activity 3 Models


Social Studies 3.0
Social Studies 3.1
Social Studies 3.2
Social Studies 3.3
Social Studies 3.4
Social Studies 3.5


Social Studies Activity 4 Model
Social Studies 4.0
Social Studies 4.1
Social Studies 4.2


Social Studies Activity 5 Model
Social Studies 5.0
Social Studies 5.1
Social Studies 5.2
Social Studies 5.3
Social Studies 5.4
Social Studies 5.5


Day 4 – PM
FishBanks Policy Models


FishBanks Basic Model
FishBanks Model 2
FishBanks Model 3
FishBanks Model 4
FishBanks Model 5
FishBanks Model 6


Day 5
Gallaher Models – Problem Set 1


Gallaher 1.0
Gallaher 1.1
Gallaher 1.2
Gallaher 1.3
Gallaher 1.4
Gallaher 1.5
Gallaher 1.6
Gallaher 1.7
Gallaher 1.8
Gallaher 1.9


Gallaher Models – Problem Set 2
Gallaher 2.0
Gallaher 2.1
Gallaher 2.2
Gallaher 2.3
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Gallaher 2.4
Gallaher Models – Problem Set 3


Gallaher 3.0
Gallaher 3.1
Gallaher 3.2
Gallaher 3.3
Gallaher 3.4
Gallaher 3.5
Gallaher 3.6
Gallaher 3.7
Gallaher 3.8
Gallaher 3.9


Gallaher Models – Problem Set 4
Gallaher 4.0
Gallaher 4.1
Gallaher 4.2
Gallaher 4.3
Gallaher 4.4
Gallaher 4.5


Gallaher Models – Problem Set 5
Gallaher 5.0
Gallaher 5.1
Gallaher 5.2
Gallaher 5.3
Gallaher 5.4


Days 6 – 7
3 Scenarios Solutions


Scenario 1 as is
Scenario 1 Done
Scenario 2 as is
Scenario 2 Done
Scenario 3 25% Death Reduction
Scenario 3 Done


Carrying Capacity Solutions
CC SOLUTION 1
CC SOLUTION 2
CC SOLUTION 3
CC SOLUTION 4
CC SOLUTION 5


Disease Model 3
JHJP#1
JHJP#2
JHJP#3
JHJP#4
JHJP#5
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Day 8
DT Models


Linear Model for DT
Bank Interest Compounded Annual
Bank Interest Compounded Month
Bank Interest Compounded Week
Bank Interest Compounded Daily
Gasoline Supply


Integration Method Models
Linear Model Euler
Linear Model Runge–Kutta 4
Accelerated Motion Euler
Accelerated Motion Runge–Kutta 4
Oscillation Euler
Oscillation Runge–Kutta 4


Savage Instincts 3.3 pix
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Technical Manual


1. Pulse (volume, first pulse, interval)
(how much), (first time), (interval between pulses)


This gives a "shot" of size (volume) which is first fired off at (first pulse) and has
repeat firing at the specified intervals.


2. Step (height, time)
(how much) (start time)


It gives a permanent increase ( or decrease) of size (height) beginning at (start
time).


3. If <expression1> then <expression2> else <expression3>
Executes <expression2> when <expression1> is true
Executes <expression3> when <expression1> is false


4. DT = Time between calculations


5. Time = Current time running during the simulation


6. Reservoir  (accumulates stuff over time)


7. Conveyor (used to cause a time delay between stuff entering and leaving the stock.
You specify delay time.)


    Built–in Functions    


     Mathematical   


ABS (<expression>) – It returns the absolute value of expression.


DERIVN (<input, order>) – It calculates the nth–order time derivative of input.


EXP (<expression>) – It gives a raised to the power of expression.


INT (<expression>) – It gives the largest integer less than or equal to expression.


LOG 10 (<expression>) – It gives the base 10 logarithm of expression.


LOGN (<expression>) – It calculates the natural logarithm of expression.


MAX (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It gives the maximum value among the
expressions contained within parentheses.


MEAN (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It returns the arithmetic mean of the
expressions contained within parentheses.
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MIN (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It gives the minimum value among the
expressions contained within the parentheses.


MOD (<expression>,<modulus>) – It computes the remainder (modulo) when
expression is divided by the modulus.


PCT (<fraction>) – It gives the value of fraction, expressed as a percentage.


PI – It gives the number 3.14159..., an approximation of the constant π.


ROUND (<expression>) – It rounds expression to its nearest integer value.


SQRT (<expression>) – It gives the square root of expression.


SUM (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It returns the arithmetic summation of the
expressions contained within parentheses.


    Logical   


AND – <expression> returns value of true (1) only if both expressions are true.


NOT – <expression> returns false if expression is true, or true if expression is false.


OR – <expression> returns a value of false (0) only if both expressions are false.


If <expression1> then <expression2> else <expression3>
Executes <expression2> when <expression1> is true.
Executes <expression3> when <expression1> is false.


    Trigonometric   


ARCTAN (<expression>) – It gives the arctangent of expression.


COS (<radians>) – It gives the cosine of an angle, where radians is an angle
measurement in radians.


COSWAVE (<amplitude>,<period>)  – IT returns a time–dependent cosine wave, with
the specified amplitude and period.


SIN (<radians>) – It gives the sine of an angle, where radians is an angle measurement
in radians.


SINWAVE (<amplitude>,<period>) – It returns a time–dependent sine wave, with the
specified amplitude and period.


TAN (<radians>) – It gives the tangent of an angle, where radians is an angle
measurement in radians.
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     Discrete   


DELAY (<input>,<delay duration>[,<initial>] – It returns a delayed value of input,
using lag time of (delay duration) and an optional initial value.


OSTATE (<oven>) – It returns the status of an Oven, where Oven is a discrete “Oven”
stock.


QELEM (<queue>,<elements>) – It returns the value contained in the specified element
of the specified queue discrete stock.


QLEN (<queue>) – It returns the total number of elements contained in the specified
queue discrete stock.


    Special   


DT– DT is the time increment for calculations in a STELLA II model.


FORCST (<input>, <time>, <horizon>, <initial>) – It performs simple trend
extrapolation.


INIT(<expression>) – It takes the initial value of express, where the initial value is
calculated at the outset of a simulation.


SMTH1 (<input>, <averaging time>[, <initial>]) – It calculates a first–order
exponential smooth of input, using an exponential averaging time of averaging
time, and an optional initial value initial for the smooth.


SMTH3(<input>, <averaging time>[, <initial>]) – It performs a third–order
exponential smooth of input, using an exponential averaging time f averaging
time, and an optional initial value initial for the smooth.


SMTHN (<inputs>, <averaging time>, <n>[, <initial>]) – It performs an nth–order
exponential smooth of input, using an exponential averaging time of averaging
time, an order number of order, and an optional initial value initial for the
smooth.


SOUND (<expression>) – Causes the computer to play the system “beep” sound, when
expression is >0.


STARTTIME – It returns the value that you have specified for simulation start time in
your model.


STOPTIME – It returns the value that you have specified for simulation stop time in
your model.


SWITCH(<Input>, <Input>) – It is equivalent to the following logical Input1 > Input2
then 1 else 0.


TIME – It is the current time within a STELLA II simulation.
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TREND(<input>, <averaging time>[, <initial>]) – It calculates the trend in input,
based upon the value of input, the first order exponential average of input, and
the exponential averaging time averaging time.


    Statistical   


EXPRND (<lambda>[, <seed>]) – It generates a series of exponentially distributed
random numbers with a mean of lambda.


NORMAL (<mu>, <sigma>[, <seed>]) – It generates a series of normally distributed
random numbers with a mean of mu and a standard deviation of sigma.


POISSON (<mu>[, <seed>])  – It generates a series of random numbers that conform to
a Poisson distribution.


RANDOM (<min>, <max>[, <seed>]) – It generates a series of uniformly distributed
random numbers between min and max.


    Financial   


FV  (<rate>, <nper>, <pmt>, <pv>) – Future values are standard financial parameters in
cash flow problems involving constant payments.


NPV  (<input>, <rate>, [, <initial>]) – Calculate the net present value of a stream of
input, using a discount rate of rate.


PMT (<rate>, <nper>, <pv>, <fv>) – Periodic payment are standard financial
parameters in cash flow problems involving constant payments.


PV (<rate>, <nper>, <pmt>, <fv>) – Present value are standard financial parameters in
cash flow problems involving constant payments.


    Test Input   


PULSE (<VOLUME>,<FIRST PULSE>,<INTERVAL>) – IT generates a pulse of a
specified size, set to fire initially at a specified time.


RAMP (<slope>,<time>) – It generates a linearly increasing or decreasing input over
time with a specific time.


STEP (<height>,<time>) – It generates a one–time step change of specified height,
which occurs at a specified time.
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A SUMMARY SHEET OF STELLA II COMMANDS (Version 3.05)
revised by Diana M. Fisher, Joshua Behnke, and Ron Zaraza


     a.     The Icons.


I. Navigation arrow: Moves user from Model construction layer to high
level Mapping layer (Authoring level).  Also moves down to the
Equation level.


 II. Map/ Model Toggle: Moves you between mapping & modeling mode.
Mapping lets one setup the diagram without worrying about the exact
math definitions for each component.


III. Stock: Single click on the flow icon.  Release the button.  Move out onto
the screen and single click to place the icon on the screen.  Type in a
name (or you can do this later).


IV. Flow: Single click on the flow icon.  Release the button.  Move out onto
the screen.  For an inflow, start away from the stock and drag toward
the stock until it turns gray, then release; for an outflow, start inside
the stock, drag away, and release.  Type in a name.


V. Converter: These circles are used to include factors that affect the rates.
Single click on the converter icon.  Release the button.  Move out onto
the screen and single click to place the icon on the screen.


VI. Connectors:  The arrows are used to connect converters to flows or to
each other, and to make feedback loops from the stock.  Single click on
the converter icon.  Move out onto the screen.  Place the icon where
you want the information to come from, click and HOLD the mouse
button down, drag to the end point (where you want the information
to go), release.


VII. Hand: This icon comes up after each icon placement.  If you have
selected an icon but now do not want to use it, you can go back and
select hand.  You need hand if you are going to move an icon already
on the screen, name or rename one, or open one up to define it.


VIII. Paintbrush:  Used to color various objects.  (Note:  The paintbrush is
disabled on black and white monitors., Plus, SE, Classic).
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IX. Dynamite:  A violent eraser.  Single click to select.  Move out onto the
screen.  Place the fuse inside the model piece you want to remove and
click. (This is necessary because STELLA II does not support the
normal select–delete  process on the Mac.)


X. Ghost:  For complex models, the ghost icon gives you a way to connect
parts of the model without creating a screen that looks like tangled
spaghetti.  The ghost allows you to replicate an icon in a new space on
the screen.  It is often used to show, in greater detail, the inputs that
affect a flow or converter icon without cluttering up the general
diagram.


XI. Text Block:  Places a box on screen where notes may be entered.


XII. Numeric Display:  Displays the numeric value of a variable.  These can
be useful, but they are not re-sizable so if the number of digits exceeds
the size of the display digits at the right end are lost.


XIII. Sector Frame: A device for (1) Grouping "chunks" of your model (2)
Holding Pictures (3) Playing Quick Time  movies.


XIV. Space Compression Object:  Used to compress complex models into a
single piece. This helps to reduce the complexity of the diagram.


     b.      Naming    
You can name or rename an icon whenever it is highlighted. Single
click on an icon to highlight it. Now whatever you type will replace the
present name. Names may be up to 64 characters long. You may use
letters, numerals, underline, or space. Two icons can never have the
same name, nor can the name be the same as a function STELLA II
already knows, such as TIME, SIN, or AND. When a name is not
acceptable, STELLA II quietly just keeps its old name.


     c,     Running with the graph pad showing


To set up the Graph:


I. Click on the graph icon in the toolbar. Release the button. Place the
icon in the window by clicking once. When the graph opens double
click on it.
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II. Select the variables you want to graph (Hold down shift to select
multiple variables.) Click > > when all variables are selected. Choose
type of graph (i.e.. Time Series or scatter). Click on OK. Beware: graphs
of multiple variables with multiple vertical scales can be very
confusing to interpret.


III. To set the vertical scale click on one of the variables located in the
"Selected" box. Then click on the double headed arrow to the right of
the variable. You may now type in the min and max values. After
typing them in click on SET. Do this for all selected variables. If you
wish to have STELLA II Autoscale don't type in any scale values.
When your finished setting up the graph click on OK.


IV. Use Time Specs... from the Run menu to change the time scale on the
horizontal axis; the default value in STELLA II is 12. STELLA II allows
the data to be formatted to years, days, months, etc.


To produce the graph, choose Run from the Run menu. You can also
Stop from within the Run menu. If the graph is going too slowly, you
can change the dt interval from the default value of 0.25 to 1, but
beware, larger dt's will produce rougher graphs and in some situations
incorrect graphs.


If you change your model in any way and then go back to the graph
page, the graph of the old version of the model will still be showing.
You need to Run the model again to see the results of your
modifications.


     d.     Running with the table showing


The graph shows behavior patterns, and you can read off approximate
values. The Table gives you a way of getting specific values. If you set
up a table display, you can include both Table and Graph on the same
screen, or you can run the model looking at one of these, then change
the window and see the complete run on the other.


To set up the Table:


I. Click once on the table icon in the toolbar. Release the button. Place the
icon in the window by clicking once. When the table opens double
click on it.


II. Choose the variables you want to include in the table from the list of
variables. Click >> when all variables are selected.
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III. Choose the table type and orientation. Click on OK. Select run from the
run menu to see the results.


     e.      Defining     (in Modeling Mode)


A question mark inside an icon indicates that it needs to be defined. To
do this you need to double click on the icon to open it up. For a stock,
you need to enter an initial value. For a flow or a converter, you need
to enter a statement. In both cases these come after the equals sign; in
both cases if you include units, they must be enclosed in curly
brackets. For flows and converters any required inputs must be
included in the statement.


Required inputs occur when there are any connector arrows that come
to the icon.


"Become Graph" is an alternative way of defining a converter. It is
especially useful when you have actual data points or a qualitative
sense of how a rate or input factor might change, but not an equation
to describe that change. Note that "Become Graph" does not give you a
way to draw the graph for the stock; this is only produced by running
the model. Using "Become Graph" involves several steps:


I. The input axis, or horizontal x-axis, needs to be defined. This
requires having an Input Link going to the icon being defined. If
there is more than one input to your icon, STELLA II asks you
which one you want to use for input.  The statement you enter into
the converter should be the input you want to define the x–axis.   If
you want to define the icon as a function of time, you can simply
enter TIME for your statement.  Do not hit OK!  Hit Make Graph!


II. Setting the scale for the x and y axes of the graph: Place the cursor
in one of the boxes. Click. Now the TAB key will successively
highlight the boxes, and you can type in new values wherever
needed.


III. Making the graph: There are two ways you can do this. Use the
mouse or enter output values into the table. With the mouse you
can drag across the grid and/or step across to each vertical line and
click.
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This list is provided to allow you to keep track of models as
you prepare for the workshop.  While all possible versions of
the models are not provided, all basic and many modified
versions are included.  All of the models are on the training
CD.


Day 2 AM
Models for “Building 1st Model”


Model 1
Model 2
Model 3


Population Tutorial Models
Population Part 1 model 1
Population Part 2 model 1
Population Part 2 model 2
Population Part 3 model 1


Day 2 PM — Day 4 AM
    MATHEMATICS MODELS


Math Activity #1 Models
Mathematics 1.0
Mathematics 1.1
Mathematics 1.2


Math Activity #2 Models
Mathematics 2.1
Mathematics 2.1a
Mathematics 2.2
Mathematics 2.3


Math Activity #3 Models
Mathematics 3.1
Mathematics 3.2
Mathematics 3.3
Mathematics 3.4
Mathematics 3.4a
Mathematics 3.5
Mathematics 3.6


Math Activity #4 Models
Mathematics 4.1b
Mathematics 4.1d
Mathematics 4.1e1
Mathematics 4.1e2
Mathematics 4.2
Mathematics 4.2a


APPENDIX – COMPLETE LISTING OF MODELS USED
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Math Activity #5 Models
Mathematics 5.1
Mathematics 5.2
Mathematics 5.3
Mathematics 5.4a
Mathematics 5.4b
Mathematics 5.5
Mathematics 5.6
Mathematics 5.7
Mathematics 5.7c
Mathematics 5.7d


Mathematics Activity #6 Models
Mathematics 6.0
Mathematics 6.1
Mathematics 6.2


Quadratic Model


   SCIENCE MODELS
Science Model 1.0
Science Model 2.0
Science Model 3.0
Science Model 4.0
Science Model 4.4
Science Model 5.0
Science Model 5.1
Science Model 6.0
Science Model 6.1
Science Model 7.0
Science Model 8.0
Science Model 9.0
Science Model 10.0
Science Model 11.0
Science Model 12.0
Science Model 13.0


   SOCIAL SCIENCE MODELS
Social Science Activity 1 Models


Social Studies 1.0
Social Studies 1.1
Social Studies 1.2
Social Studies 1.3
Social Studies 1.4


Social Studies Activity 2 Models
Social Studies 2.0
Social Studies 2.1
Social Studies 2.2
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Social Studies 2.3
Social Studies Activity 3 Models


Social Studies 3.0
Social Studies 3.1
Social Studies 3.2
Social Studies 3.3
Social Studies 3.4
Social Studies 3.5


Social Studies Activity 4 Model
Social Studies 4.0
Social Studies 4.1
Social Studies 4.2


Social Studies Activity 5 Model
Social Studies 5.0
Social Studies 5.1
Social Studies 5.2
Social Studies 5.3
Social Studies 5.4
Social Studies 5.5


Day 4 – PM
FishBanks Policy Models


FishBanks Basic Model
FishBanks Model 2
FishBanks Model 3
FishBanks Model 4
FishBanks Model 5
FishBanks Model 6


Day 5
Gallaher Models – Problem Set 1


Gallaher 1.0
Gallaher 1.1
Gallaher 1.2
Gallaher 1.3
Gallaher 1.4
Gallaher 1.5
Gallaher 1.6
Gallaher 1.7
Gallaher 1.8
Gallaher 1.9


Gallaher Models – Problem Set 2
Gallaher 2.0
Gallaher 2.1
Gallaher 2.2
Gallaher 2.3
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Gallaher 2.4
Gallaher Models – Problem Set 3


Gallaher 3.0
Gallaher 3.1
Gallaher 3.2
Gallaher 3.3
Gallaher 3.4
Gallaher 3.5
Gallaher 3.6
Gallaher 3.7
Gallaher 3.8
Gallaher 3.9


Gallaher Models – Problem Set 4
Gallaher 4.0
Gallaher 4.1
Gallaher 4.2
Gallaher 4.3
Gallaher 4.4
Gallaher 4.5


Gallaher Models – Problem Set 5
Gallaher 5.0
Gallaher 5.1
Gallaher 5.2
Gallaher 5.3
Gallaher 5.4


Days 6 – 7
3 Scenarios Solutions


Scenario 1 as is
Scenario 1 Done
Scenario 2 as is
Scenario 2 Done
Scenario 3 25% Death Reduction
Scenario 3 Done


Carrying Capacity Solutions
CC SOLUTION 1
CC SOLUTION 2
CC SOLUTION 3
CC SOLUTION 4
CC SOLUTION 5


Disease Model 3
JHJP#1
JHJP#2
JHJP#3
JHJP#4
JHJP#5
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Day 8
DT Models


Linear Model for DT
Bank Interest Compounded Annual
Bank Interest Compounded Month
Bank Interest Compounded Week
Bank Interest Compounded Daily
Gasoline Supply


Integration Method Models
Linear Model Euler
Linear Model Runge–Kutta 4
Accelerated Motion Euler
Accelerated Motion Runge–Kutta 4
Oscillation Euler
Oscillation Runge–Kutta 4


Savage Instincts 3.3 pix
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Technical Manual


1. Pulse (volume, first pulse, interval)
(how much), (first time), (interval between pulses)


This gives a "shot" of size (volume) which is first fired off at (first pulse) and has
repeat firing at the specified intervals.


2. Step (height, time)
(how much) (start time)


It gives a permanent increase ( or decrease) of size (height) beginning at (start
time).


3. If <expression1> then <expression2> else <expression3>
Executes <expression2> when <expression1> is true
Executes <expression3> when <expression1> is false


4. DT = Time between calculations


5. Time = Current time running during the simulation


6. Reservoir  (accumulates stuff over time)


7. Conveyor (used to cause a time delay between stuff entering and leaving the stock.
You specify delay time.)


    Built–in Functions    


     Mathematical   


ABS (<expression>) – It returns the absolute value of expression.


DERIVN (<input, order>) – It calculates the nth–order time derivative of input.


EXP (<expression>) – It gives a raised to the power of expression.


INT (<expression>) – It gives the largest integer less than or equal to expression.


LOG 10 (<expression>) – It gives the base 10 logarithm of expression.


LOGN (<expression>) – It calculates the natural logarithm of expression.


MAX (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It gives the maximum value among the
expressions contained within parentheses.


MEAN (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It returns the arithmetic mean of the
expressions contained within parentheses.
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MIN (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It gives the minimum value among the
expressions contained within the parentheses.


MOD (<expression>,<modulus>) – It computes the remainder (modulo) when
expression is divided by the modulus.


PCT (<fraction>) – It gives the value of fraction, expressed as a percentage.


PI – It gives the number 3.14159..., an approximation of the constant π.


ROUND (<expression>) – It rounds expression to its nearest integer value.


SQRT (<expression>) – It gives the square root of expression.


SUM (<expression>,<expression>,...) – It returns the arithmetic summation of the
expressions contained within parentheses.


    Logical   


AND – <expression> returns value of true (1) only if both expressions are true.


NOT – <expression> returns false if expression is true, or true if expression is false.


OR – <expression> returns a value of false (0) only if both expressions are false.


If <expression1> then <expression2> else <expression3>
Executes <expression2> when <expression1> is true.
Executes <expression3> when <expression1> is false.


    Trigonometric   


ARCTAN (<expression>) – It gives the arctangent of expression.


COS (<radians>) – It gives the cosine of an angle, where radians is an angle
measurement in radians.


COSWAVE (<amplitude>,<period>)  – IT returns a time–dependent cosine wave, with
the specified amplitude and period.


SIN (<radians>) – It gives the sine of an angle, where radians is an angle measurement
in radians.


SINWAVE (<amplitude>,<period>) – It returns a time–dependent sine wave, with the
specified amplitude and period.


TAN (<radians>) – It gives the tangent of an angle, where radians is an angle
measurement in radians.
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     Discrete   


DELAY (<input>,<delay duration>[,<initial>] – It returns a delayed value of input,
using lag time of (delay duration) and an optional initial value.


OSTATE (<oven>) – It returns the status of an Oven, where Oven is a discrete “Oven”
stock.


QELEM (<queue>,<elements>) – It returns the value contained in the specified element
of the specified queue discrete stock.


QLEN (<queue>) – It returns the total number of elements contained in the specified
queue discrete stock.


    Special   


DT– DT is the time increment for calculations in a STELLA II model.


FORCST (<input>, <time>, <horizon>, <initial>) – It performs simple trend
extrapolation.


INIT(<expression>) – It takes the initial value of express, where the initial value is
calculated at the outset of a simulation.


SMTH1 (<input>, <averaging time>[, <initial>]) – It calculates a first–order
exponential smooth of input, using an exponential averaging time of averaging
time, and an optional initial value initial for the smooth.


SMTH3(<input>, <averaging time>[, <initial>]) – It performs a third–order
exponential smooth of input, using an exponential averaging time f averaging
time, and an optional initial value initial for the smooth.


SMTHN (<inputs>, <averaging time>, <n>[, <initial>]) – It performs an nth–order
exponential smooth of input, using an exponential averaging time of averaging
time, an order number of order, and an optional initial value initial for the
smooth.


SOUND (<expression>) – Causes the computer to play the system “beep” sound, when
expression is >0.


STARTTIME – It returns the value that you have specified for simulation start time in
your model.


STOPTIME – It returns the value that you have specified for simulation stop time in
your model.


SWITCH(<Input>, <Input>) – It is equivalent to the following logical Input1 > Input2
then 1 else 0.


TIME – It is the current time within a STELLA II simulation.
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TREND(<input>, <averaging time>[, <initial>]) – It calculates the trend in input,
based upon the value of input, the first order exponential average of input, and
the exponential averaging time averaging time.


    Statistical   


EXPRND (<lambda>[, <seed>]) – It generates a series of exponentially distributed
random numbers with a mean of lambda.


NORMAL (<mu>, <sigma>[, <seed>]) – It generates a series of normally distributed
random numbers with a mean of mu and a standard deviation of sigma.


POISSON (<mu>[, <seed>])  – It generates a series of random numbers that conform to
a Poisson distribution.


RANDOM (<min>, <max>[, <seed>]) – It generates a series of uniformly distributed
random numbers between min and max.


    Financial   


FV  (<rate>, <nper>, <pmt>, <pv>) – Future values are standard financial parameters in
cash flow problems involving constant payments.


NPV  (<input>, <rate>, [, <initial>]) – Calculate the net present value of a stream of
input, using a discount rate of rate.


PMT (<rate>, <nper>, <pv>, <fv>) – Periodic payment are standard financial
parameters in cash flow problems involving constant payments.


PV (<rate>, <nper>, <pmt>, <fv>) – Present value are standard financial parameters in
cash flow problems involving constant payments.


    Test Input   


PULSE (<VOLUME>,<FIRST PULSE>,<INTERVAL>) – IT generates a pulse of a
specified size, set to fire initially at a specified time.


RAMP (<slope>,<time>) – It generates a linearly increasing or decreasing input over
time with a specific time.


STEP (<height>,<time>) – It generates a one–time step change of specified height,
which occurs at a specified time.
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A SUMMARY SHEET OF STELLA II COMMANDS (Version 3.05)
revised by Diana M. Fisher, Joshua Behnke, and Ron Zaraza


     a.     The Icons.


I. Navigation arrow: Moves user from Model construction layer to high
level Mapping layer (Authoring level).  Also moves down to the
Equation level.


 II. Map/ Model Toggle: Moves you between mapping & modeling mode.
Mapping lets one setup the diagram without worrying about the exact
math definitions for each component.


III. Stock: Single click on the flow icon.  Release the button.  Move out onto
the screen and single click to place the icon on the screen.  Type in a
name (or you can do this later).


IV. Flow: Single click on the flow icon.  Release the button.  Move out onto
the screen.  For an inflow, start away from the stock and drag toward
the stock until it turns gray, then release; for an outflow, start inside
the stock, drag away, and release.  Type in a name.


V. Converter: These circles are used to include factors that affect the rates.
Single click on the converter icon.  Release the button.  Move out onto
the screen and single click to place the icon on the screen.


VI. Connectors:  The arrows are used to connect converters to flows or to
each other, and to make feedback loops from the stock.  Single click on
the converter icon.  Move out onto the screen.  Place the icon where
you want the information to come from, click and HOLD the mouse
button down, drag to the end point (where you want the information
to go), release.


VII. Hand: This icon comes up after each icon placement.  If you have
selected an icon but now do not want to use it, you can go back and
select hand.  You need hand if you are going to move an icon already
on the screen, name or rename one, or open one up to define it.


VIII. Paintbrush:  Used to color various objects.  (Note:  The paintbrush is
disabled on black and white monitors., Plus, SE, Classic).
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IX. Dynamite:  A violent eraser.  Single click to select.  Move out onto the
screen.  Place the fuse inside the model piece you want to remove and
click. (This is necessary because STELLA II does not support the
normal select–delete  process on the Mac.)


X. Ghost:  For complex models, the ghost icon gives you a way to connect
parts of the model without creating a screen that looks like tangled
spaghetti.  The ghost allows you to replicate an icon in a new space on
the screen.  It is often used to show, in greater detail, the inputs that
affect a flow or converter icon without cluttering up the general
diagram.


XI. Text Block:  Places a box on screen where notes may be entered.


XII. Numeric Display:  Displays the numeric value of a variable.  These can
be useful, but they are not re-sizable so if the number of digits exceeds
the size of the display digits at the right end are lost.


XIII. Sector Frame: A device for (1) Grouping "chunks" of your model (2)
Holding Pictures (3) Playing Quick Time  movies.


XIV. Space Compression Object:  Used to compress complex models into a
single piece. This helps to reduce the complexity of the diagram.


     b.      Naming    
You can name or rename an icon whenever it is highlighted. Single
click on an icon to highlight it. Now whatever you type will replace the
present name. Names may be up to 64 characters long. You may use
letters, numerals, underline, or space. Two icons can never have the
same name, nor can the name be the same as a function STELLA II
already knows, such as TIME, SIN, or AND. When a name is not
acceptable, STELLA II quietly just keeps its old name.


     c,     Running with the graph pad showing


To set up the Graph:


I. Click on the graph icon in the toolbar. Release the button. Place the
icon in the window by clicking once. When the graph opens double
click on it.
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II. Select the variables you want to graph (Hold down shift to select
multiple variables.) Click > > when all variables are selected. Choose
type of graph (i.e.. Time Series or scatter). Click on OK. Beware: graphs
of multiple variables with multiple vertical scales can be very
confusing to interpret.


III. To set the vertical scale click on one of the variables located in the
"Selected" box. Then click on the double headed arrow to the right of
the variable. You may now type in the min and max values. After
typing them in click on SET. Do this for all selected variables. If you
wish to have STELLA II Autoscale don't type in any scale values.
When your finished setting up the graph click on OK.


IV. Use Time Specs... from the Run menu to change the time scale on the
horizontal axis; the default value in STELLA II is 12. STELLA II allows
the data to be formatted to years, days, months, etc.


To produce the graph, choose Run from the Run menu. You can also
Stop from within the Run menu. If the graph is going too slowly, you
can change the dt interval from the default value of 0.25 to 1, but
beware, larger dt's will produce rougher graphs and in some situations
incorrect graphs.


If you change your model in any way and then go back to the graph
page, the graph of the old version of the model will still be showing.
You need to Run the model again to see the results of your
modifications.


     d.     Running with the table showing


The graph shows behavior patterns, and you can read off approximate
values. The Table gives you a way of getting specific values. If you set
up a table display, you can include both Table and Graph on the same
screen, or you can run the model looking at one of these, then change
the window and see the complete run on the other.


To set up the Table:


I. Click once on the table icon in the toolbar. Release the button. Place the
icon in the window by clicking once. When the table opens double
click on it.


II. Choose the variables you want to include in the table from the list of
variables. Click >> when all variables are selected.
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III. Choose the table type and orientation. Click on OK. Select run from the
run menu to see the results.


     e.      Defining     (in Modeling Mode)


A question mark inside an icon indicates that it needs to be defined. To
do this you need to double click on the icon to open it up. For a stock,
you need to enter an initial value. For a flow or a converter, you need
to enter a statement. In both cases these come after the equals sign; in
both cases if you include units, they must be enclosed in curly
brackets. For flows and converters any required inputs must be
included in the statement.


Required inputs occur when there are any connector arrows that come
to the icon.


"Become Graph" is an alternative way of defining a converter. It is
especially useful when you have actual data points or a qualitative
sense of how a rate or input factor might change, but not an equation
to describe that change. Note that "Become Graph" does not give you a
way to draw the graph for the stock; this is only produced by running
the model. Using "Become Graph" involves several steps:


I. The input axis, or horizontal x-axis, needs to be defined. This
requires having an Input Link going to the icon being defined. If
there is more than one input to your icon, STELLA II asks you
which one you want to use for input.  The statement you enter into
the converter should be the input you want to define the x–axis.   If
you want to define the icon as a function of time, you can simply
enter TIME for your statement.  Do not hit OK!  Hit Make Graph!


II. Setting the scale for the x and y axes of the graph: Place the cursor
in one of the boxes. Click. Now the TAB key will successively
highlight the boxes, and you can type in new values wherever
needed.


III. Making the graph: There are two ways you can do this. Use the
mouse or enter output values into the table. With the mouse you
can drag across the grid and/or step across to each vertical line and
click.
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